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Chapter 0. Introduction and Statements of the Result 

0.1. We have a famous result of H. D. Kloosterman [17] on the 
solubility of the Diophatine equation 

axi +bx~+ ex:+ dx! = n. 

There, the so-called "Kloosterman sum", with e(~)=exp (21!-v'=l) for 
real~. 

~ e(: (ax+bx)) (xx=I modq) 

x; I<x<q, (x,q)=l 

was estimated non-trivially. The error term in his asymptotic expansion 
of the number of Diophantine solutions would have been of the same 
order as the expected main term, thereby giving no positive result, if the 
Kloosterman sums had been estimated trivially. On the other hand, we 
have a result of H. Davenport and H. Heilbronn [5], acertaining the non
trivial solubility of the Diophantine inequality 

of a real indefinite quadratic form, for an arbitrarily given positive small e. 
The proof in [5] was based on an extention of the so-called "circle method" 
of G. H. Hardy and J.E. Littlewood and on a lemma (Cf. 4.3.9) on simul
taneous Diophantine approximations with small denominators. Then, is 
it possible to treat the Diophantine inequality 
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of a real indefinite quadratic form, for an arbitrarily given small positive e? 
G. L. Watson treated certain special cases in three or four variables, using 
Pell's equations [27]. H. Iwaniec showed that the Diophantine inequality 

is soluble non-trivially for a non-zero irrational real positive 8, using his 
half-dimensional sieve [15]. We show here, in Corollary 0.2. l with 0.2.1.2, 
that we can combine the methods in [17] and [5], if Ai, . · . , A4 satisfy 
certain complicated conditions. Our method seems, however, to be 
applicable to more general situations. So we have treated here the proof 
of Theorem 0.2 rather luxiously up to the end of 4.4. 

We have another probable approach to our problem. First we ap
proximate each Ai by suitable irreducible rational fractions Vi/Ui, and 
then, we transform the problem to a Diophantine equation in (x1, • • ·, 

x, y) of the shape 

(V1U2U3 U4)x!+ · · · +(U 1U2U3 VJx!=Y 

with y<(e(U1 · · · U4). If V1/U 1, •• ·, ViU 4 and y are regarded to be fixed, 
the problem was treated by T. Estermann in [34], Theorem l. The funda
mental lemma 1, which uses A. Weil's result, in [34] plays a similar role 
as our Propositions 2.3.9 and 3.1.4 combined. (Estermann's proof of 
Theorem 1 gives the right-hand side in (4) in [34] the estimate, with the 
notations in [34], O,Qa1 •• -a41-(l11:I+ l)n 314+ 28 +la1 •• -a4\312+. 0n31H•) for n~ 
(max,,. \am\)3/<2El).) The author was pointed out this paper of Estermann's 
by Professor T. Tatuzawa, after completing his work. When he had begun 
his calculations on our problem, it had seemed, and still seems, difficult to 
him how to obtain directly corresponding local solutions in our case (Cf. 
Theorem 2 in [34]), so he had not taken up this approach. 

The fundamental step of our proof in Chapter 4 is Lemma 4.4.14 ( or 
its fore-runner 4.4.12). Lemma 4.4.14 tells us that we can obtain some 
informations on the convergents of Ja if we know convergents of both of 
real numbers A and a satisfying certain conditions. This step was very 
easy in [17] as a, b, c and d were constant integers. Then, applications of 
our Propositions 3.2.4 and 2.3.9 settle down our proof of Theorem 0.2 in 
4.5. Until we apply 3.2.4 and 2.3.9, we can proceed, in Chapter 4, under 
fairly general conditions ((i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 0.2). It is only in 
the final steps, in the applications of the above-stated two propositions, 
where we need to restrict ourselves so badly under (iv) and (v) of Theorem 
0.2. So it can be hoped that these last two conditions of the Theorem 
may be considerably relaxed. 

Returning to general A.1, • • ·, ). 4 in ( * ), the author expects that a sum, 
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which corresponds to the so-called "singular series" in case of Diophantine 
equations, must be figured out, when the products of Jacobi's symbols in 
the left hand-side sum in Proposition 2.3.9 are trivial with respect to A'4 • 

Then what will be the "local nature" of our problem? Also what will be 
a criterion on (/41, ••• , 24) for the solubility of ( *)? The author wishes 
someone will find them. Our theorem will be improved correspondingly 
as estimates on sums of Kloosterman sums are improved. (The main 
body of the present work was completed in the spring of 1982. Cf. The 
Linnik's conjecture. Kuznecov's work (29] may be suggestive. Also [30] 
and (31].) Our method of proof will be adaptable essentially unchanged 
when the partial fractions (or akin 1.2.3.1 (i) for \21221 1) are unbounded, 
but a new idea will be needed if they are bounded. The author does not 
know how to treat the problem in three variables, except (27]. Nor he 
knows how to treat general real indefinite quadratic forms which are not of 
additive type, whose number of variables are smaller than 21. (Oppenheim 
conjecture (28]. That 21 is sufficient is the result of [2'], [7] and (32] com
bined.) 

Our method of proof of Theorem 0.2 goes as follows. In Chapter 1, 
we will see, in three propositions, that the measure of such a, that 21a and 
22a have rational approximations whose irreducible denominators are of 
the same order and whose approximations are also of the same order, is 
small, if 21221 is irrational (with some conditions). We need Selberg's 
sieve at Lemma 1.4.3.3. In Chapter 2, we estimate our theta-Weyl sums 
( =finite theta series), Proposition 2.2.14. Using these estimates and circle 
method of Davenport and Heilbronn, we see, in the first three sections in 
Chapter 4, that we can cut off such a, the variable of integration, that \al 
is not~ <{ I or that the denominators near P of convergents of \a\ and of 
\2ia\ (i= 1, . · ·, 4) are not all~ <{P. For the a left, we will find relations 
between convergents of \a\ and \2,a\, Lemmas 4.4.12 and 4.4.14 and Pro
position 4.4.19. (Strictly speaking, we must deprive the convergents of 
some small prime divisors.) We use, then, Propositions 2.3.11.5 and 3.2.4 
concerning sums containing Kloosterman sums, and, then, estimates on 
sums of products of Jacobi's symbols (Propositions 2.3.11.5 and 2.3.9). 
All of a's which are \a\~P- 1 will give minor contributions to the number 
of integer solutions of our problem. 

0.1.1. Let 21, ••• , 24 be non-zero real numbers, which are not in the 
same signature, and s be an arbitrarily given positive small number. If 
we want to solve the inequality 
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with arbitrarily large positive integers Xi, • • ·, x4, it is sufficient to find 
arbitrarily large positive integer solutions Yi, · · ·, y 4 of 

with l~=2e- 1li4t', where t, ( e NU{O}*>) are so chosen that we have 

(i=2, 3, 4). 

It is sufficient, therefore, to consider the Diophantine inequality 

\l,.tj+ ... +.i14.x!\<2, 
under additional restrictions that 

½E100<\l,\<2E100 

with an arbitrarily given large constant £ 100, which is not considered as 
absolute. Also we may regard as .it, is an integer if it is rational. Now 
we can state our Theorem in 0.2. 

0.2. Theorem. Let 11,, · · ·, 1J4 be + l, which are not in the same 
signature. There exist, then, positive numerical constants c;, c? (i= 1, 2, 3, 
4) (small, c~'>c;>O), h0 (large), c~~o (small) and c (large), for which the 
following statements hold: Let £ 100 (> 100) be an arbitrarily given large 
positive integer. There exist, then, positive constants G0, G~, L0 and P0, 

depending on £ 100 (and constants given at first), with the following properties: 
Let .i11, , , ·, .<4 be non-zero real number and P be > P0, which satisfy the 
five assumptions (i)-(v) stated below. We have, then, the number of such 
solutions (x1, , • • , x4), that 

(i=l, · · ·, 4) 

and 

is 

The five assumptions are; 
(i) ½E1oo<ll,\<2E1oo, sgnl,=11,, (i=l, · · ·, 4), 

l, is irrational, A2= ±E,00, 

*> N is the set of all natural numbers, Z, that of all rational integers, Q, that 
of all rational numbers, R, that of all real numbers, and C that of all complex 
numbers. 
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and, if A; is rational, then 2; is an integer. 
(ii) Let us suppose that \21221 \ has two consecutive convergents R'Q 1 - 1 

and RQ- 1 of\2 1221 \, (R', Q', R, Q EN, (R, Q)= 1, (R', Q')= 1), obtained by 
the regular continued fraction expansion of\2 1221 \, satisfying 

LWog Qr 0 <Q'<E10W-

(They are supposed to satisfy (iv) and (v) below.) We choose a real P satis
fying 

We put the reduced fraction of E100R'Q 1- 1 as V1 U11, V1 being the numerator 
and U1 the denoninator. We also put Vi=E 100 and U2 =l. 

(iii) We suppose that \ 2; \ (i = 3, 4), if it is irrational, has such a con
vergent Vt U:;1, that 

and 

Jf 2; is rational, therefore an integer, we put as 

\21 \=V;, U;=l, (½E100 ~V;~2E1 00). 

(They are supposed to satisfy (iv) and (v) below.) 

(iv) Let us put, for a positive integer X, as 

LJl(X; Z)=D p p; prime p<Z, p I X 

and*l 

Ll~0(X) = Ll1(X; G0 • v(X)). 

We suppose, then, U; and V1 (i = I, · · ·, 4) in (ii) and (iii) satisfy that 

[ U1 Vi, • • • , u4 V4] X LI~.( U1 Vi • • • u4 Vi) X -r(LI~.( U1 V1 • • • u4 V4)) 

XL.C.M. of {(Ut,, U;.); i1, i2 =l, · · ·, 4 and i1=,i=i2} 

<pit4(log P)-s 

*l J.1(X) is the number of different prime divisors of X. Let us put the greatest 
common divisor and the least common multiple (L. C. M.) of Xi, .. ·X1c as 
(X1, • • ·, X1c) and [X1, • • ·, X1c] respectively. Let -c(X) denote the number of divi
sors of X. (X1, · · ·, X1c) may be used as a vectorial notations, and [~] may be 
used to denote the greatest integer such that it is ~~-
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and that 

(v) Let us put Uf (i= 1, . · ·, 4) as the square-free kernel of the odd 
divisor part of Ui, that is, 

Ut= IT p p;prime, p>2, Pl Ut. 

Let us put Z0 as 

(
p+l, G0 -v(U 1 V1 - • ,U 4 V4), Go(loglogP)2; ) 

Z 0 = max p are prime divisors o~ ( ~t · · · u:, V1 • • • V~) . . 

or of ( Ui,, Ui,) (ii, 12 = 1, · · ·, 4 and 11 =l=-12) 

We suppose, then, that there exist an i0 (i0 = 1, · · ·, 4) and a prime Po such 
that 

Po I Uf0 and Po-::Z.Zo. 

We suppose also that 

[U1V1· .. u.v,J-1 ·W1, .. • , v.1-cur .. -vn-112-[ur, .. . , u:1 
X Ll~0(U1) · · -L1~0(U,) X Ll1(U1; Z 0) • • • Ll1(U,; Z 0) 

<(log P)- 2• 

Though very complicated the above assumptions are, we can see, 
from the theory of continued fractions, ([16], for instance), or as the fol
lowing Corollary 0.2.1 with 0.2.1.2 gives an example, that the assumptions 
together are non-void. Apparently the conditions (iv) and (v) can be 
welded. They are left divided, however, as the condition (iv) concerns 
with 3.2.4, and (v) with 2.3.9, whose applications in 4.5.6 and 4.5.7.3, 
respectively, can be expected to be improved. In the proof of the Theo
rem 0.2 in Chapter 4, we need only the assumptions (i)-(iii) until the end 
of 4.4. We need (iv) and (v) in 4.5. Whole of this note is devoted to 
prove this Theorem. 

0.2.1. Corollary. Let 1)1, • • ·, '1/• be ± 1 which are not in the same 
signature. Let A(1)1, • • ·, 1)4) be the subset of R' defined below, where P's 
are also defined. There exist, then, positive numerical constants c~ and ct 
(i = I, · · · ,4) and c' for which the following statements hold; Let (11, • • ·, 14) 

belong to A(1)1, • • • , 1)4), and e be arbitrarily given positive small real number. 
There exists, then, a (large) real P~ such that, if P, defined in (i) below, is 
> P~, the number of such solutions (xu · · ·, x,), that 



and 

is 

(0) 
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X1, •••,XE N, 

(i=I, .. ·, 4) 

?:.c' (max \A; !)-2eP 2• 
i 

The set A(r;1, • • ·, r;4) of ().1, • • ·, .:14) e R 4 is defined as follows; 

.<1, • • ·, .<4 are ::;t=O, sgn.:li=r;i (i=I, · · ·, 4), 

.<1 is irrational, and .:12 = ± 1. 

31 

(The last one is only for covenience of the statements.) They are supposed 
to have infinitely many quintuples (RQ- 1, V1 U:;1, · · ·, V4 U41) of convergents 
of \A; l's satisfying the following assumptions (i)-(iii). Here R, Q, Vi, U; 
e N and (R, Q)= I, (Vi, U;)= 1 (i= I, · · ·, 4). 

( i) V1 U11 and RQ- 1 are two consecutive convergents of \.:11 I such that 

that 

and that U1 has a prime divisor Pt, dividing U1 exactly to an odd power of Pt, 
such that 

P1>(log Q)o.2e. 

We define P by 

P=(QUi(Iog Q)-112)112. 

(ii) V;U:; 1 are convergents of\.:ltl (i=3, 4) such that 

that 

that, if .:11 is irrational, then 

(log P)112< U; <Po.os 

and that, if ).1 is rational, then 
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We put Vi= U2= 1, for simplicity of statements. 
(iii) V1 U11, • · . , V,U:; 1 are supposed to satisfy that 

and that 

0.2.1.1.*> Proof of0.2.1. We put as 

and 

P=(2e-1)112p 

with t, e NU {0}, where we choose t/s so that 

4e,l..<,I~ <{max l..<,I, 

and we may suppose that e- 1 is modified to be an integer, so that rational 
i/s are integers. The Diophantine inequality is transformed into 

(i= 1, ... , 4) 

and 

We see that i,, (e-122e•+1V,)U.;-1 (or its reduced fraction) and RQ- 1 satisfy 
the assumptions (i)-(iii) in 0.2. Also 

2:t 1,1( U, Vt)<{ (log Q)11' 

which means that 

.c1i.( U1 V1 · · · U, V,) <{ exp ( c(log Q)0•26). 

Therefore the assumption (iv) in 0.2 is satisfied also. We have also 

L1~.( Ui) I .c1i.( U1 V1 ' ' ' u, V,), 
therefore that 

L1~.( Ut) <{ e<Iog Q>•·••. 

*> The use of the set A( • •• ) to state 0.2.1 follows the suggestion of Professor 
Tamotsu Murata. · · · · · · 
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therefore 

If Z0 is = Go(log log P)Z, then 

v(U 1 V1 - • ·U.iV.):::;(loglogP)2. 

Therefore 

As for ur s, we see that 

[U1V1, · · ·, U4 V,i]-1 •[Vi, · · ·, V.i]·(U{- · -U:)- 112-[U{, · · ·, U!] 

<(U1·" -U,i)- 1x(Uf- • -u:)112 

~(U 1 • • • U.i)-112<e-<1og Q>•·••. 

33 

We see, then, we can apply the Theorem, and obtain that the number of 
solutions (Yi, · · ·, Y,i) is 

~ (e:-1 max I-<, l)-2((2e:-1) 112P)2, 
i 

which gives the result. 

0.2;1.2. The conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in 0.2.1 together are non
void. We can construct .<1, ••• , -<.i's satisfying the conditions as follows: 
To construct \-<1 1 let us suppose we have already obtained V1U11 and RQ- 1• 

Let U~ and V~ be mutually different prime numbers such that 

U~>exp(Q 700), V1U11 ~v~u~- 1 ~RQ- 1 and \RQ- 1-v~u~- 1 1<(2Q2)- 1• 

Then RQ- 1 is one of the convergents to V~ u~-1, owing to l.2.3.2(i). We 
choose V~* and U~* so that 

V~ U~*-• may be equal to RQ- 1• We choose a positive integer a0 so that, 
putting R 0 Q0 - 1 as R 0 =a 0 v~ + v~* and Q 0 =a 0 u; + u~*' we have 

exp ((log QO)l/3) < u~ < Q00.030 
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consecutive (except possibly between V~*U~*-1 and RQ- 1) convergents to 
R 0 Q 0 - 1• We repeat the process beginning with v~ u~-l and R 0 Q 0 - 1• 

Continuing in this way we obtain a Cauchy sequence V1 U11, RQ- 1, 

v 1°u~-1, R 0 Q 0 -1, ···, which defines a real number\j!i\ (>O) satisfying 
(i) for each choice of V1U11 and RQ- 1• Next we construct Pal and \A4 \ in 
relation to this \A1 \. As for rational At, the construction is easy. So we 
may suppose that we construct irrational ones. Suppose we have con
structed V3 U31 and Vp;;- 1• By 1.2.3.l(iv), we have -C\0-31 and V4U41 

satisfying, with P=(QUi(log Q)- 112) 112, 

Then, we can find mutually different prime numbers V3°, U~, vi and ui, 
also different from V ~ and U ~, so that we have, with 

po =(Qo U~(log Qo)-1/2)112, 

(log p 0)112< u; <P oo.os, 

\Vi0;-1- v; u;-11<t<O-D-'. 

As we have P O >U~>exp(Q 100), P 100 >Ut and u;>(logP 0) 112, we have 
certainly that u; > 0-i. We have, then, VtU;-1 and VtU;-1 as consecutive 
covergents to V~ u;- 1• Continuing in this way we obtain real numbers 
\As\ and \A4 \ satisfying (ii) and (iii) in relation with \A1 \. The members 
(A1, ••• , A4) belonging to A(-1)1, • • • , 7]4) are wider than those constructed as 
above. 

As for the existence of p 1 in (i), suppose that there are no such p's. 
Then we have U1=XY 2, where X divides il1(U1 ; logP}°-26). This means 
that 

and then that U1 is "nearly" a square of an integer. So the assumption 
about Pt is not so exceptional one. 

0.2.2. Let X( ... ) be the characteristic function with respect to ( ... ), 
temporarily. We have easily, for given 7)1, • • ·, 7]4 (1Jt = ± 1, not in the 
same signature), that 

JS 
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Therefore, the assumptions on the coefficients in the statements of the 
Theorem 0.2 is too restrictive to be satisfactory. We have not, therefore, 
tried to obtain best possible results along the method shown in this note. 

0.3. Contents 
Chapter 0. Introduction and statements of the result 

0.1. 
0.2. Theorem and its corollary 
0.3. Contents 
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1.5. Proof of Proposition 1.1.3 
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2.2. Theta-Wey! sums 
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3.2. 
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List of Proposition: 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3; 2.1.4; 2.2.11, 2.2.12, 2.2.14, 2.2.15; 
2.3.7, 2.3.9, 2.3.11.5; 3.1.4; 3.2.4; 4.4.19. 

Also important lemmas are 4.2.7, 4.3.9, 4.4.12 and 4.4.14. 

The author expresses his thanks to Professor Tomio Kubota for 
giving him an oppotunity to publish this lengthy note. 
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Chapter 1. Three Metrical Propositions on Simultaneouus 
Diophantine Approximations 

1.1. Statements of the Propositions 

1.1.1. Proposition. Yc1 (>I), Ye1 (>O), 3h1 (}>l), 3h~ (}>l), YE100 

(> 100), 3P 1 (}> 1) for which the following statements hold: Let 11 and 12 

be positive real numbers such that 

(i=l, 2) 

and that 

Let RQ- 1 (Re N, Q e N, (R, Q)= 1) be one of the convergents of .:i1.:i21 

obtained from the regular continued fraction expansion of .:i1.:i21 such that 
Q> Pi- Let P be any rea.l number such that 

Q1l2(Iog Q)h;<P<Qc1. 

Let H and G be any real numbers such that 

We have, then, the number of such quadruples (A 1, Bi, A 2, B2), satisfying the 
conditions stated below, is 

The conditions imposed on (A 1, B1, A 2 , B2) are; that 

Ai e N, Bi e Z, 

PG- 1 >A > PH- 1 
- i= 

i'(X)<(IogP)° 1 

(At,Bt)=l, 

(i= I, 2), 

for X = A 1, B1, A 2, B2 • 

and there should exist a real number a such that 

(log H)° 1 >a> (log H)- 01 

and 

(i= I, 2). 

The choices of h1 and h~ are independent of each other. 
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1.1.2. Proposition. Yc2 (> 1), Yh2 (> 0), Ye2 (> 0), :lh~ (> 0), VEioo 
(> 100), :1p2 (>0), :lfl2 (> 1) for which the following statements hold: Let 
Ai and A2 be positive real numbers such that 

(i=l, 2) 

and that 

A1A21 is irrational. 

Let RQ-i (Re N, Q e N, (Q, R)=I) be one of the convergents of lii!21 

obtained from the regular continued fraction. expansion such that Q> P2• 

Let H be any real number such that 

Let P be any real number such that 

We have, then, number of such quadruples (A1, B1, A2, B2), satisfying the 
conditions stated below, is 

The conditions imposed on (A1, B1, A2, B2) are; that 

A, e N, B, e Z, (A,, Bt)= 1, 

PH-i(log H)-••<A,<PH- 1 (i= 1, 2), 

and that there should exist a real number a such that 

(log H)••>a::2:(log H)-•• 

and 

(i==l, 2). 

1.1.3. Proposition. Yc3 (::2: 1), Yg0 (> 1), ¥£ 100 (> 100)1 Yg(g > Ef00 

with c>l), :1p3, :lg', :lg", :IK, :lz, 3G0, 3G (all >1 and K::2:g"),for which the 
following statements hold: Let Ai be a real number, such that 

and that Ai has a convergent Vi U11 (Vie N, U1 e N, (Vi, U1)= 1), obtained 
from the continued fraction expansion of A1, which satisfies 
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and 

G0 ~ U1 <P 2(log P)- 11• 

We have, then, the number of quadruples (A, B, A 1, B,), satisfying the con
ditions stated below, but that all of A, B, A 1 and B1 are not [K, K')-regular, 
(the definition being given in l.1.3.2 below), or that (A, A 1)X(B, B,)>G2, is 

<g;1p2_ 

The conditions imposed on (A, B, A 1, B1) are; 

A,A,eN, 

(A, B)=I, 

B,B 1 ez, 

(A 10 B,)=1, 

and that there exists real a such that 

and 

g-'~a~g, 

laA-Bl<gP- 1 

IJ1aA1-B1l<gP- 1• 

1.1.3.1. Definition. Let an interval [K, K') be given. We define 
vcK,K•/X), for a positive integer X, to be the number of different prime 
divisors of X, lying in [K, K'). 

1.1.3.2. Definition. Let positive constants K (> 1), z (> I), g' ( e N) 
and g" be given (K> g"> I). A positive integer Xis called to be [K, K')
regular when 

( i) if p<g", then pg' ,rx, 
(ii) if p~g", then p2{X (p being a prime), 

and 
(iii) I ::;v[Kpi(X)< IO log z. 

(Strictly speaking, g' and g" should explicitly appear in the terminology.) 

1.1.4. The rest of this chapter is devoted to the proofs of these 
propositions. In the followings c, c1, c2, ••• are positive constants depend
ing on foregoing e's, and e21, • • • are positive constants, which may depend 
on e's, moreover. 
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1.2. 

We quote some known facts in this section. 

1.2.1. Lemma. Let e=, ( and X be real numbers with e==;t=O, ½ >(>O 
and X>I. We have, then, one ofthefollowing two alternatives; 

(Case 1). If there exists a pair (u, u) such that 

u e z, v e z, (u, v)= 1, 

1 ;£:u~(2()-1, and \e=u-v\<(2X)-1, 

then all solutions (x, y) such that 

xeZ, yeZ, 

I ;£:x<X, and \e,x-y\<(, 

have the ratio 

y: X=U: U. 

(Case 2). If there exists a pair (u, u) such that 

ueZ, veZ, (u,v)=l, 

(2()- 1 <u::=::2x, and \e=u-v\<(2Xt1, 

then the number of solutions (x, y) such that 

xeZ, yeZ, 

1 <x<X, and \e=x-y\<(, 

is 

<24(X. 

Proof. This is contained in the proof of Lemma 14 in [2]. 

1.2.2. Lemma. Let K, z and X be real numbers with K>2, z>O, 
and X> I. Let TI be, temporarily, the product of all prime numbers lying 
in the interval [K, K'). We have, then, the number of such integer n that 
1 ::=::nsX and that (n, TI)= 1 is 

~abso.xz-1+K2'. 

Proof. This is a simple corollary of the upper bound result of the 
sieve of A. Selberg. For later applications, the sieve of Brun, for instance, 
is insufficient. See [14], [20] or [21]. 
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1.2.3. We quote here well-known results in the theory of regular 
continued fraction expansions of real numbers. See [16] or [22], for 
instance. Notations in this section are independent of those in later 
sections. 

1.2.3.1. ( i ) Let a real number a be expanded into a regular con
tinued fraction; 

with 

a0 e Z, and ate N (i= I, 2, 3, · · · ). 

(ii) If a is irrational, then the expansion in (i) is unique. 
(iii) If a is rational, then the expansion in (i) has only finitely many 

terms. We have always two choices of the last term: one with I and the 
other larger than 1. The length of the expansion varies by one, according 
to the choices. 

(iv) We put, using (i), 

inductively. 
(iv-i) 
(iv-ii) 
(iv-iii) 
(iv-iv) 
(iv-v) 
(iv-vi) 

Pk=akPk-1+Pk-2, Po=ao, P-1=1, 

qk=akqk-1+qk-2, qo=l, q_1=0, 

We have, then, 
(A, qk)= 1. 

(k=l, 2, 3, · · ·) 

qk increases strictly monotonely with k. 
qkA-1-Aqk-1=(-l)k (k2::0). 
(qk -(qk+I +qk))- 1S(-l)k(a-Aq;; 1)s(qkqk+1)- 1 

qk~(,./2)k-l (k?.2). 
Let h2::k- l >O. We have, then, 

Ph =XhkPk-1 +YhkPk-2• 

qh =Xhkqk-1 + Yhkqk-2 

with some pair (xhk' yhk) of integers such that 

(k>O). 
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xhk EN, Yhk E NU {O}, 

(xhk• Yhk)= 1, 

xhk:2::yhk2:0 

if Yhk=O, then xhk= 1. 

The irreducible fraction Aq ; 1 is called as the k-th convergent to a. 
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(v) If an irreducible fraction ab- 1 (a e Z, be N, (a, b)= 1) appears 
as one of the convergents of a real number a, we denote 

in this note. If two irreducible fractions ab- 1 and a'b1- 1 (a e Z, a' e z, 
be N, b' EN, (a, b)=l, (a', b')=I), with b>b'~I, appear as two con
secutive convergents of a real number a, we denote, then, 

These notations are not optimal, owing to the ambiguities for rational a 
stated in (iii). 

1.2.3.2. ( i) Let a real number a and an irreducible fraction ab- 1 

(a e Z, be N, (a, b) = 1) satisfy 

\ a -ab- 1 \ < (2b2)- 1, 

then 

(ii) Let a real number a and a fraction ab- 1 (a e Z, be N) satisfy 
the condition that, for each pair (c, d) of integers with I ~d<b and cd- 1 

:f=ab-1, we have 

\da-c\>\ba-a\. 

Then ab- 1 is called as a best approximation (of the secondkind)to a, [16]. 
The fraction ab- 1 is irreducible. 

(ii-i) If a fraction is a best approximation to a, then it is one of the 
convergents to a. 

(ii-ii) Let a be a number which is not an integer. Then every con
vergent to a is a best approximation to a. 

1.3. Proof of Proposition 1.1.1 

1.3.1. We eliminate a in the condition as follows. 
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1.3.1.1. Lemma. The quadruples (Ai, Bi, A2, B2), to be counted in 
1.1.1, satisfy 

and 

\-<1-<21AiB2-A 2B1 \<(log H)•••G- 2, 

1 <A 1B2 <(PG- 1)2(1og H)"•0 , 

A2B1=/=-0 

Proof Suppose that B1 = 0. Then, we have 

which contradicts the fact that 

if P is sufficiently large. Therefore, we have B1 =/=-0. Then, B1 e N. Simi
larly for B2• We have 

(i=l, 2). 

Therefore 

Dividing by 12a, we obtain the result. 

1.3.1.2. We apply 1.2.1. We have one of the following two alterna
tives; 

EITHER (Case 1). There exists a pair (u, v) such that u e N, v e N, 
(u, v)= 1, and that we have 

(A2B1)(A1B2)-1=vu-i 

for all quadruples (A 1, B1, A2, B2) appearing in 1.1.1. 

and 

OR (Case 2). The number of pairs (x, y) such that 

xeN, ye Z, 

I <x<(PG- 1) 2(log H)••• 
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is 

1.3.2. We treat (Case 1) in 1.3.1.2. We have 

with 

1.3.2.1. Lemma. Suppose, in (Case 1) of 1.3.1.2, that l < u<Q, 
Then, we have, by a suitable choice of hf., the conclusion of 1.1.1. 

Proof Suppose that \(l1221)u-v\<(2Q)- 1• Then, this is <(2ut 1• 

This shows, according to 1.2.3.2 (i), that 2) 21 (~vu- 1 with 1 :Su<Q. 
Then, the convergent v*u*- 1 of 21221 next to vu- 1 satisfies that u<u*s;;,Q. 
We have, then, according to 1.2.3.1 (iv-iv), that 

which is a contradiction. We have, therefore, that 

Now we have that 

w(2Q)- 1 < I (21221)uw- vw \ 

that is 

= I (A1A21)A1B2-A2B1 I 
< G- 2(log H)°' 0 , 

1 < w<(2Q)G- 2(log H)°' 0 • 

The number of quadruples (Ai, B1, A2, B2) to be counted is 

~~-r(uw)X-r(vw)<~ 1 x(logP) 4c1 

w w 

<(2Q)G- 2 (log H) 000 (log P) 401 

<P 2H- 2(log P)-<" + 1lQP- 2(log P)'" 

with e21 =6c 1+c 20 +e 1+2. If we choose hf so that 2hf>e 21+1 and P1 

sufficiently large, then, we have the conclusion of 1.1.1. 
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1.3.2.2. Lemma. Suppose, in (Case 1) of 1.3.1.2, that u~Q. Then, 
we have the conclusion of 1.1.1, again. 

Proof We have 

Taking into consideration the fact that admissible w's satisfy 

,(wu) and ,(wv):S(logP) 2<1 , 

we have that the number of the quadruples in this case is 

;=;;I:; -r(uw) X ,(vw);=;;I:; IX (log P) 4<1 

w w 

< Q- 1(PG- 1)2(log H)< 20(log P) 4c, 

;:;;pz H-Z(log P)-<•, +!) X Q-l(HG-l)Z(log H)<••(log P)4c, +e, +1, 

We have 

Q-1(HG-1)2(Iog H)<••(Iog P)4e,+,,+1 

< Q-1(log P)6c, + c,o+e, +1 = o(l) 

by the assumptions, hence the conclusion of 1.1.1 in this case, again. 

1.3.3. We treat (Case 2) in 1.3.1.2. We have the following 

Lemma. We have, by a suitable choice of h1, the conclusion of I.I.I 
in this case, also. 

Proof We have, using the condition that r(X)s(log P) 4<1 for X = 
A 1, •• , , B2, that the number of quadruples in this case is 

s(log P) 4ci X #{(x, y); in (Case 2) of 1.3.1.2} 

;:;;(log P)4c,pzc-4(Iog P)c" 

sPzH-z(log P)-<e,+1) X (HG-2)2(log P)4c,+c21+e,+1. 

By the assumptions that G> H(Iog P)-<•, the last estimate is 

1.3.4. We have proved 1.1. 1. 
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1.4. Proof of Proposition 1.1.2 

1.4.1. Lemma. The quadruples (A1, B1, A2, B2) to be counted in 1.1.2 
satisfy 

and 

PH- 1(log H)-•• 1 <Bt <PH- 1(log H)°" 

Proof It is obtained similarly as 1.3.1.1. 

(i= 1, 2). 

1.4.1.1. Corollary. The number of quadruples (A1, B1, A2, B2), to be 
counted in 1.1.2 with fixed A 1 and B 1, is at most 

1 +H- 2(log H)•s• ( ~ 1). 

Similarly, with fixed A2 and B2• 

Proof We have that 

IB A- 1 -(l 1- 1)B A- 11<P-2(1ogH)• 22 21 11 = , 

and that the Farey fractions of order PH- 1 are mutually distant by p- 2nz, 
at least, from each other. The rest is easy. 

1.4.1.2. Corollary. We may add the restriction that 

-r(X)s(log P)6•+••+1 for X=A 1, • • ·, B2 

Proof We have 

1: -r(X)~PH- 1(IogP). 
X;f.PH-1 

Then, we have that the number of such A1 that satisfies -r(A1) > 
(logP)••+••+ 1 is not larger than PH- 1(log P)-<••+••l. Then, using 1.4.1.1, 
we have that such quadruples (A1, • • • , B2) that -r(A1)>(log P)'•+••+ 1 is not 
larger than P 2H- 2(log P)-<••+1i. 

1.4.1.3. Such trick of proof, a:s in 1.4.1.2, that, if one of A 1, • • ·, B2 

satisfies a certain restriction, then, the number of quadruples (A 1, • • ·, B2) 

is smaller than the order to be obtained, will be used very often, later, 

1.4.1.4. We have (A 1B2, A2B1)=(A 1, A2)X(Bi, B2), in 1.1.2. There
fore, we put, as standard notations in 1.4, 
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and 

1.4.2. We first treat those (A 1, ••• , B2), in 1.1.2, for which 

up to 1.4.2.6. Actually, this condition is not needed until 1.4.2.5. 

1.4.2.1. Lemma. We have, using 1.4.1.4, that the quadruples (Ai, ... , 
B2) to be counted in 1.1.2 satisfy 

\A1221A1B2-A2B 1 \<(abH 2t 1(Iog H)c• 0 

and 

Proof It is easy. 

1.4.2.2. Lemma. We have 

in l.4.1.4. 

Proof Suppose, first, that 

\A 1B2J< fabH 2(Iog H)-c•o, 

then, we have, with the notation in 1.2.3.l(v), 

21221(~ ,!z!!_ 
A1B2 

(irreducible fraction). 

Suppose, moreover, that 

then, we have 

(2Q)- 1 <l212; 1A1B2-A2B1 I 
<(abH 2)- 1(Iog H)°••. 
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We have, therefore, one at least, of the three alternatives: 

that AJi2>fabH 2(Iog Ht•••, 

that A1B2::?::.Q, 
or that (2Q)- 1 <(abH 2)- 1(log HY••. 

Any one of them gives the conclusion, with a suitable css-

1.4.2.3. We apply 1.2.1. We have, for each time we fix a pair (a, b) 
appearing in 1.4.1.4 with 1.4.2.2, one at least, of the fol1owing two alter
natives: 

EITHER (Case 1). There exists a pair (u, v) such that 

u e N, v e Z, (u, v)= I, 

1 <u<½abH 2(1og Ht••• 

and that 

ll1l2 1u-v\<½P- 2abH 2(1og H)-• 81• 

OR (Case 2). There exists a pair (u, v) such that 

ueN, veZ, (u,v)=l, 

fabH 2(Iog Ht"•<u<:2P 2(abH 2)- 1(Iog H)• 11 

and that 

\l1l; 1u-vl< ½P-2abH2(Iog Ht•• 1• 

1.4.2.4. Lemma. Choosing a sufficiently large h~, we have that the 
number of such quadruples (A 1, Bi, A2, B2) appearing in 1.1.2, that the pairs 
(a, b) in 1.4.1.4/all into (Case I) in 1.4.2.3, is 

<P2n-2(log P)-10. 

Proof. As we have (Case 1) in 1.4.2.3, we have, with the notations 
in 1.4.1.4, 

A2B1 V 
11D2 =-;-· 

As (A2.B1,A1.B2)= 1, it follows that 

A2B1=V and A1B2=u. 

We can suppose, using 1.4.1.2, that 
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r(X) <(log P)eo+c•+2 

Therefore, we have, for a fixed pair (a, b), that the number of quadruples 
(A1, · · ·, B2) is 

:;;;(log P)4<•2+c,+2>. 

We have, using 1.4.2.2, that the number of possible pairs (a, b) is, with 
obvious notations, 

< .I; 1 :;;;_I;,. r(n)<max (P, Q, P 2Q- 1)H- 2(Iog P). 
(a,b); under 1.4.2.2 

We have, then, the number of such quadruples (A 1, • • ·, B2) to be counted 
is 

Choosing h~ sufficiently large, we have the conclusion. 

1.4.2.5. Lemma. We have that the number of such quadruples (A 1, 

B1, A 2, B2) appearing in 1.1.2, that the pairs (a, b) in 1.4.1.4 fall into (Case 2) 
in 1.4.2.3 and, moreover, the product ab are > (log P) 30, is 

<P 2H- 2(Iog P)- 5• 

Proof We have that the number or quadruples (Ai, , . ·, B2) with a 
fixed (a, b) under (Case 2) of 1.4.1.4 is 

'.:S _I;(x,y)!'(X) • r(y), 

where pairs (x, y) satisfy that 

and 

XE N, y E Z, 

1 ~x<P 2(ab H 2)- 1 log H)c .. , 

\..:i1..:i;1x-y\<(abH 2)- 1(Iog H)°" 

r(x) and r(y)<(logP) 2<e,+c,+ll_ 

We have one, at most, of y if x is given, and vice versa. Therefore, we 
have that the number of (Ai, . · . , B2), with a fixed (a, b), is 

:;;;{ .I; 1 }112. {.I; r(x)4}1/4. {.I; r(y)4}1;•, 
(X,Y) X y 

which is, owing to 1.2.1 (Case 2) and taking into consideration that 
(log Q),.~?.H> H 2, 
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::S:{P2(ab H 2)- 2(log H)'••}112X {P2(ab H2t1(Iog H)"••(Iog P) 15}1f2 

<P2n-s(abts12(log H)" .. (Iog p )1s12 

<P 2H- 2(Iog H)-<••+1J. (ab)- 3f2(log P) 1512. 

Now, we take into consideration that ab>(logP) 30• We have 

I: (a, b)- 312< I: n- 3121:(n) 
(a,b); ab,;;(log P)•• n; n,1;(log P)•• 

Therefore, we have the conclusion. 
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1.4.2.6. Lemma. We have that the number of such quadruples (A 1, Bi, 
A2, B2) appearing in 1.1.2, that the pairs (a, b) in 1.4.1.4 fall into (Case 1) 
in 1.4.2.3, or into (Case 2) with ab>(IogP) 30 in 1.4.2.3, is 

~P 2H- 2(Iog P)- 5• 

Proof 1.4.2.4 and 1.4.2.5. 

1.4.3. We consider (Case 2) in 1.4.2.3, with 

1 <ab::S:(log P) 80• 

Hereafter until the end of 1 .4, we do not need the assumptions that 

.i!1.i!21 (--)-RQ-1 

and that 

Q'f2(Iog Q)11.;::;;:p< Q••. 

What we need is only that (logP)~ ~(log Q). We prepare constants K, 
z, L and M, each > 1 and to be chosen later depending on H. The pairs 
(a, b) are considered to lie in 

We may regard L and M to be 

(log P) 80> L> M-:Z.1. 

The constant M will appear at 1.4.5. 

1.4.3.1. Lemma. Let L be fixed. Then, the number of such quadru
ples (Ai, Bi, A 2, B2) appearing in L 1.2, that, with the notations in 1.4.1.4, 

L> a and b >I 
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and that one X, at least, of A1, • • ·, li 2 has a prime divisor p with p> Kand 
p2 jX, is 

Proof Let the pair (a, b) be fixed. Then, for instance, the number 
of possible (.A1, • • ·, li 2), where A 1 has a prime divisor p with p?_K and 

2 - • • p jA1, 1s owmg to 1.4.1.1, 

~ I:; I<I:;p- 2P(aH)- 1 XP(bH)- 1(logH)" 01 +1 

(A1,B1) 

~P 2(abH 2)- 1K- 1(Iog H)c.,+I, 

We have that 

I:; (ab)- 1 ~(IogL)2, 
a,b; L~a,b~l 

therefore, the conclusion follows. 

Corollary. We may add the restriction, hereafter, that each X of 
A1, • • ·, li 2 in 1.4.1.4 is not divisible by p 2 , if p is a prime not smaller than K. 

and 

The value of K will be chosen at 1.4.8. 

1.4.3.2. ( i ) The constants K and z are restricted to lie in 

(log P)"> K>(log H)• 20 

(log P) 1' 2> z> (log H)•••, 

where c and e29 are constants. The values will be chosen in 1.4.8. 
(ii) Let llcx,x,i(X) be that of 1.1.3.1 for a positive integer X, i.e., the 

number of different prime divisors of X lying in the interval [K, K'). Let 
-ccx,x,i(X) be the number of such positive divisors d of X, that every prime 
divisor of d lies in [K, K'), or that d may be 1. 

(iii) We have that 

llcx,x,i(X)<ll(X), 

where ll(X) is the number of all different prime divisors of X. 
(iv) We have, for X in 1.4.1.4, that 

'C[K ,x,i(X) = 2'[K ,K•><2>. 

1.4.3.3. Lemma. Let K, z and L be fixed, under 1.4.3 and I.4.3.2 (i). 
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We have, then, the number of such quadruples (Ai, B1, A2, B2) appearing in 
1.1.2, that, with the notations 1.4.1.4 and 1.4.3.2 (ii), 

L> a and b >l 

and that one X, at least, of 1'1, • • ·, B2 satisfies that 

J.l[K,K•lX)=O, 

is 

Proof This is the only step in our proof, where we need the result 
of the sieve of A. Selberg. Let (a, b) be fixed. We have that the number 
of such (A1, • • ·, B2) that ,.,[K,K•i{A1)=0, for instance, is owing to 1.4.1.1, 

<I:; IX P(bH)- 1(1og H)< 2 +1 • 

..i, 

We use 1.2.2 to obtain that the right-hand side is 

<(P(aH)- 1z- 1+K2•)P(bH)- 1(1og H)c,+i 

<P 2(abH 2)- 1z- 1(1og H)c•+2, 

taking into consideration 1.4.3.2 (i). The rest is similar to that of 1.4.3.1. 

1.4.3.4. Lemma. Let K, z and L be fixed, under 1.4.3 and 1.4.3.2 (i). 
We have, then, that the number of such quadruples (A 1, B1, A2, B2) appearing 
in 1.1.2, that, with the notations in 1.4.1.4 and 1.4.3.2 (ii), 

L> aandb ?:1 

and that one X, at least, of A1, • • ·, B2 satisfies that 

is 

,.,(X)>(log log P)"+ 6, 

Proof We have, as a well-known result, 

I:; ,.,(X)<t~ log log(~+2). 
x:;;e 

Let (a, b) be fixed. We have, then, that the number of such (A1, ••• , B2) 

that J.1(.A1)>(loglogP)" 2+6, for instance, is owing to 1.4.1.1, 
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~P 2(abH 2)- 1(log log P)-<••+s>. 

The rest is similar to that of 1.4.3.1. 

1.4.3.5. Lemma. Let K, z and L be fixed, under l .4.3 and 1.4.3.2 (i). 
We have, then, that the number of such quadruples (A 1, B1, A 2, B2) appearing 
in 1.1.2, that, with the notations in 1.4.1.4 and 1.4.3.2 (ii), 

L> aandb >1 

and that one X, at least, of A1, • • ·, B2 satisfies that 

(log log P) .. +1>1icx,x•lX)> 10 log z, 

is 

The proof of this lemma will end at 1.4.3.5.4. 

1.4.3.5.1. Sublemma. Let 1,1 be a positive integer, and ~1, ~ 2 be real 
numbers such that ~2>~1~2. We have, then, that 

where p 1, • • ·, p. are mutually different prime numbers such that 

Proof This is a simple corollary of Mertens' theorem. 

1.4.3.5.2. Sublemma. Let~ be a real number with~> 10, and 1,1 be a 
positive integer with v> 10~. We have, then; that 

with a numerical positive constant c. 

Proof We have, by Stirling's formula 

I'(x) ~--Ilic e-zxz- 112 

that 

where 

f(v)=v+v log~-(v+t) log(v+ I). 
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We have, if v>max (c;, 1), 

df =l+logc;-log(v+l)- v+l/2 
dv v+l 

=log c;-(2(v+ l))- 1 -log (v+ 1) 

<loge; +(21,1)-1(1-1,1-1 +v- 2)-(log v+v- 1-(21,12)- 1) 

=log .;-log 1,1-(2v )- 1+(21,13)- 1 

<log .;-log v::;o. 

Putting 1,1 = µ.; with µ > I, we have, then, 

J(v)= µ.;+µ.;log.;-(µ.;+½) log(µ.;+ 1) 

< µ.; + µ.; log c; - µc; log µc; 

= µ.;-µ.;logµ= µc;(l -logµ), 

which is <-3.;, if µ2:10. 
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1.4.3.5.3. Sublemma. Let K and z be fixed, under 1.4.3.2 (i). We 
have, then, that the number of such integers X, that 

1 <X<PH- 1(1og H)<•+ 1, 

that, if pis a prime lying in [K, K'), then, p21X, and that 

(log log P)••+1 >vcK,K•/X)2: 10 log z, 

is 

Proof Let 1,10 be =inf. {1,1 e N; 1,1:2: 10 log z}. Let 1,1 run through the 
set of integers between 1,10 and (log log P)'•+1• We have that the number 
of such X to be counted is 

(
Xe N; l<X:::;;,PH- 1(1ogH)°•+1, ) 

< ~ # p 21x if p is a prime lying in [K, K'), 

and 1,1[K,K•J(X)=1,1 

<I:; I:: # , = = ' ' (
Xe N· I<X<PH- 1(logH)c,+ 1 ) 

• (pi,•••,Pv) and X=:O mod Pt·. ·P. 

where Pt, ... , p, are mutually different prime numbers such that 
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Using 1.4.3.2 (i), we have that the number above to be counted is 

I; I; P(Pt· · ·p.H)- 1(1ogH)°•+1+(1oglogP)'•+1(K•)< 1og1ogP>'•+I, 

" (Pt,•••,Pv) 

which is, through 1.4.3.5.1, 

:S £ (JJ!)-1(logz+c(logK)- 1)•PH- 1(log Hy•+1+e<1ogP>'1". 
11=110 

We have that, for a real~> 10, 

w w 

I; (JJ !)-1~• = I; ((JJ+lJo) !)-I~•+ .. 
'1•PO 11=0 

w 

<I; (JJo! •JJ!)-i~•+.o=(JJo!)-i~•oe<, 
•=O 

which is 

through 1.4.3.5.2. Letting~ be equal to logz+c(log K)- 1, we easily obtain 
the conclusion. 

1.4.3.5.4. Sublemma. We have the conclusion of 1.4.3.5. 

Proof We use, for a fixed pair (a, b), 1.4.3.5.3 to count the number 
of (Ai, · · ·, B2), then the method of the proof in 1.4.3.1 to let (a, b) run 
freely. 

1.4.3.6. Let us call a positive integer X to be [K, K')-good, up to 
1.4.6, if p2,j'Xfor every prime p with K<5:_p<K•, and if IOlogz~JJcx,x•iX) 
>1. 

1.4.3.6.1. Corollary. We may add the restriction, hereafter, that each 
of Ai, · · ·, B2 in 1.4. I .4 is [K, K')-good. 

Proof 1.4.3.1, 1.4.3.3, 1.4.3.4 and 1.4.3.5. 

1.4.3.7. (i) We decompose Ai, B1, A2, B2 of 1.4.1.4, which are 
[K, K')-good, as follows: 

A1=di.Ai, 
B1=hfB1, 

A2=a~A2, 
B2=h~B2, 

where af, b~, ~ and b~ consist of all prime divisors lying in the interval 
[K, K"), and Ai, .B1, A2 and .B2 have no prime divisors in [K, K'). 
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(ii) We have, under (i), 

K < di, ~' bi and b~::;;;. K 10• 1og •, 

P(a~aH)- 1(1og H)- "<At <P(«taH)-1, 

P(b~bH)- 1(log H)- •••<Jits;;.P(b~bH)- 1(1og H)••• 

We have, also, for X =ai, a~, bi and b~, that 

'<[x,x•iCX)=2"[K,K•)(Xl<z• 

where c= IO log 2. 
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1.4.4. Lemma. We have, using 1.4.1.4 and 1.4.3.7, that the quadru
ples (A1, · · ·, B2) to be counted in 1.1.2 satisfy 

I0.1J.21A1B i"1)(aib~B2)-(bia~A2) I <(abB1H 2)- 1(log H)°••. 

Proof A corollary to 1.4.2.1. 

1.4.4.1. We have, each time we fix a, b, A1 and ii 1, one, at least, of 

the following two alternatives; 

and 

and 

EITHER (Case I). There exists a pair (u1, v1) such that 

u1 e N, V1 e Z, (u1, V1)= l, 

1 <u 1s;;.½abB1H 2(logH)-••• 

I01J.21A1B1i)u1 -Vi l<(abA1H 2)(2P 2(1og H)••+1)- 1. 

OR (Case 2). There exists a pair (u1, v1) such that 

u1 e N, v1 e Z, (u1, V1)= 1. 

½ahii1H 2(1og H)- 0• 0<u1:S2P 2(log H)••+2(abA 1H 2)- 1 

\01J.21A,B11)u1 -v, \<(abA 1H 2)(2P 2(log Hy•+ 1)- 1. 

1.4.4.2. Lemma. We have, if integers X and Y are fixed, that the 
number of such sextuples (di, bi, a~, b~, A2, B2), 
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that they appear as in 1.1.2, 1.4.1.4 and 1.4.3.7, 

a~b~B2=X and b~a~A2= Y, 

Proof We have, for example, 

~(a'b')-~ (a',b')<3"[K,K•)(a;b;) 
• 1 1 - •[K,K1 ) 1 1 = 

< 3•• 1og '=z". 

Also, we have a unique decomposition (dib;)XB 2 =X. The rest is easy. 

1.4.5. Lemma. Let K, z and M be fixed, under 1.4.3 and 1.4.3.2 (i). 
We have, then, that the number of such quadruples (Ai, B,, A2, B2) appearing 
in 1.1.2, with the notations 1.4.1.4 and 1.4.3. 7 (i), 

that they satisfy 1.4.3.6.1 and 1.4.3. 7 (ii), 
that we have ( Case 2) in l .4.4.1, 

and that ab> M, is 

<P 2H- 2(log H)-<••+ 1> X (H2M)- 1z•••(log M)(log K)2(log H) .. •, 

where e25 is a suitable positive constant depending on e2• 

Proof Let a, b, A 1 and B 1 be fixed. We have, through 1.2.l (Case 2), 
that the number of such pairs (X, Y) that 

is 

XeN, YeZ, 

I <X <(abA 1H 2)- 1P 2(log H)"•+ 1, 

\0.1l;1A1B; 1)X-Y\<(abB 1H 2)- 1(log H)••• 

We have, therefore, through 1.4.4 and 1.4.4.2, that the number of such 
sextuples (di, b~, ~. b~, A2, B2), which combined with a, b, A1 and Bi, give 
quadruples (A 1, B1, A2, B2) to be counted, is 

<z•••((ab) 2(A 1B 1H'))- 1P 2(Iog H)"••. 

Now, let a pair (a, b) be fixed. We have, then, 

P(aH)- 1(Iog H)-°K- 10•1og•<11 <P(aH)- 1(log H)"K- 1 

and similarly for B1 with b in place of a. We have, therefore, taking 
1.4.3.2 (i) into consideration, that 
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~ (,..fi,01)-1 <{ (log (Kio, Iog•(log H)"W 
1.,11i 

<{z3(logK)2. 

We have the conclusion by combining the estimates obtained. 
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1.4.6. Lemma. Let K, z and L be fixed, under 1.4.3 and 1.4.3.2 (i). 
We have, then, that the number of such quadruples (Ai, Bi, A2, B2) appearing 
in 1.1.2, with the notations 1.4.1.4 and 1.4.3. 7 (i), 

that they satisfy 1.4.3.6.1. and 1.4.3.7 (ii), 
that we have ( Case l) in l .4.4.1, 

and that L>ab (~ 1), is 

<P 2H- 2(log H)-<••+ii X K- 2z'••(Iog H)"••(Iog L)2, 

where e26 is a suitable positive constant depending on_ e2• 

Proof Let a, b, Ai and Bi be fixed. We have, through 1.2.1 (Case 1), 
that 

Both of these fractions are irreducible. We have 

We have, then, through 1.4.4.2, that the number of such (ai, bi, a~, b~, A~, 
B2), which, combined with a, b, Ai and Bi, give quadruples (A1, Bi, A2, B2) 

to be counted, is <z•••. We have 

#{(a, b, Ai, B1)}< ~ P(aKH)-i X P(bKH)- 1(log H) 00 + 1 

a.b 

We have, then, the conclusion by combining the estimates obtained. 

1.4.7. Lemma. Let K, z, Land M be given, under 1.4.3 and 1.4.3.2 (i). 
We have, then, the number of such quadruples (A 1, Bi, A2, B2) appearing in 
1.1.2, with the notation 1.4.1.4, that 

L>ab>M, 

is 
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~p2n-2(log H)-c .. +ii 

[

K-i{log H)• 21(log L)2+z-i(log H) .. •(log L) 2 

+(log log P)- 2 +z- 2(log H)•••(log L)2 

X 
+(H 2M)-iz•••(log K)2(log M)(log H)••• 

+K- 2z•••(log L)2{log H)" .. 

Proof 1.4.3.1, 1.4.3.3, 1.4.3.4, 1.4.3.5, 1.4.5 and 1.4.6. 

1.4.8. Lemma. Let H be (log Q)1'•> H (> H2), and L, M (> 1) be 

(log P) 30-:C.L> M> H- 2(log H)" 07(log L)•••, 

with constants e27 and c38' We have, then, the number of such (Ai, B1, A2, B2) 

appearing in 1.1.2, that 

is 

Proof We take z and K as 

z=max {(log H)• 22(log L)', ,v'(log H)" .. X (log L)}, 

and 

K=max {(log H)•• 1(log L)', -v'z085(log H)"••x (log L)}. 

We restrict M to 

This restriction gives the same one of the lemma, with suitable e27 and c36• 

It is non-void if H2 is suitably large. We apply 1.4.7. which gives the 
conclusion. 

1.4.8.1. Lemma. Let e26 and H2 be positive constants such that H; .. 
is sufficiently large with respect to e27 • We have, then, that the number of 
such quadruples (Ai, Bi, A2, B2) appearing in 1.1.2, that 

is 
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Proof Let us define M 1 and L 1 inductively, as follows; 

and 

(j=l, 2, 3, · · ·), 

where c;8 =(2c 38)- 1• (This L 0 has no relation with that in Theorem 0.2.) 
We have, easily, that 

U=O, I, 2, .. ·), 

and that 

L 1> M 1~H- 2(log H)' 21 (log L 1)" 38, 

by choosing H~·· suitably large. We apply 1.4.8 for each pair (M 1, L 1), 

giving an upper bound 

on the number of such (A 1, • • ·, B2) that 

Summing over j=O, 1, 2, .. ·, we have the conclusion. 

1.4.8.2. Lemma. Let e28 be an arbitrarily given positive constant. 
We have, by choosing H2 suitably large, that the number of such quadruples 
(A 1, B1, A2, B2) appearing in 1.1.2, that 

is 

<PzH-z(log H)-C•2+1>. 

Proof We can put L=H'" and M = I in 1.4.8. 

1.4.9. We have proved 1.1.2. 

Proof l .4.2.6, 1.4.8.1 and 1.4.8.2. 

1.5. Proof of Proposition 1.1.3 

The proof of 1.1.3 is, as easily guessed, almost a corollary of that of 
1.1.2. We simply list up the corresponding lemmas. 
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1.5.1. we put, in 1.1.3, 

a1 =(A, A 1), A=a 1A, A 1 =a 1A 1 

1.5.2. Lemma. We have, in 1.1.3, that 

\l 1A 1B-AB 1 \<g 3• 

Proof Similar with 1.4.1. 

1.5.2.1. Corollary. We have, in l.l.3, that the number of quadruples 
(A, B, A 1, B1) is at most O(g 4), if the pair (A, B) or (Ai, Bi) is fixed. 

and 

Proof Similar with 1.4.1.1. 

1.5.2.2. Corollary. We may, in l. l.3, suppose that 

r-(X)<Go(log P) 2 

v(X)< l.l(log log P) 

Proof Because 

I: -r(X)~~log~ and I: (v(X)-IogiogP) 2 ~PiogiogP. 
X~f X~P 

1.5.3. Lemma. We have, in l.l.3 with 1.5.I, that the number of such 
quadruples (A, B, Ai, B1) to be counted, that satisfy 

is 

where G0 in l. l.3. is chosen sufficiently large. 

Proof We have that 

\liAili-ABi\<g 3(a1b1)- 1 

and 
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from 1.5.2. In the followings, we take 1.5.2.2 into consideration, where 
Gi are suitable large positive constants. 

(I) Suppose that G11P 2(logP)- 10 >a 1b1~G 1P. 
We have that 

therefore, through 1.2.3.2 (i), that 

A1( ~(AB1)(A 1B)-1, 

the fraction being irreducible. We have at most O(log g) of X =A1.B and 
Y =AB1, because of 1.2.3.1 (iv-vi), therefore at most O((log g )(log P) 8) of 
(A, B, A1, B1), if a1 and b1 are fixed. We have O(G11P 2(1ogP)- 9) of (a1, b1), 

therefore the conclusion in this case. 
(II) Suppose that U1 :'.S ¼g- 3a1b1 :S G1P and that IA1U1 -Vi\< 

(2g4P 2)- 1a1b1• We have, through 1.2.1 (Case I), that 

AB1 = V1 and A1B= U1. 

We have, therefore, that the number of quadruples (.A, B, .A1, .B1) is 
< Gz(log P)8. We have O(G1P log P) of pairs (a1, b1), therefore 
O(G3P(logP)9) of quadruples (A, B, Ai, B1). 

(III) Suppose that U1Sc, ¼g- 3a1b1 :s;: G1P and that \A1U1-Vi\> 
(2g 4P 2t 1a1b1• We have \A1U1-VJ\Sc,g 0U1P- 2, by the assumption of 1.1.3. 
We put 

We have, then, from the assumptions, that 

therefore, that 

As a1b1 is >(log P) 10, we can suppose that 

U1~g-•(logP) 10 and f.\~(logP)9. 

Let a pair (a1, b1) and a real!; be fixed. We count such (.A, B, A1, B1) that 

t;<A1B<t;+½!2;1p2 

and that A1A1.B -AB 1 is of a fixed signature. If this is non-void, we can 
put, through 1.2.1 (Case 1), as 
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AJi=Xe+U 1 W, 

AB1 =Y,+V 1W 

where (Xe, Y0) is a particular solution of 

IA1Xe-Yel<g 3(a1h1)-1, 

..:i1x. - Ye is of the fixed signature 

and 

We have, therefore, at most 

of (A, JJ, Ai, iJ1), if a1, b1 and~ are fixed. We, then, have at most 

of (A, JJ, A1, iJ1), if a1 and b1 are fixed. We have, therefore, at most 

of (A, B, A 1, B1) with a1b1>(logP) 10• As U1 is ~g- 5(logP) 10, we have 
done with this case also. 

Now we can suppose that U1>¼g-3a1b1 if a1b14:.P. 
(IV) Suppose that U1>¼g-3a1bi, that g4P>a 1b1?:.(IogP) 10 and that 

1..:i1U1-V,1<(2g 4P 2r 1a1b1• We have, through 1.2.1 (Case2), that the 
number of pairs (X, Y), for which there exist such (A, JJ, A1, iJ1) that X = 
A)] and Y = AiJ1, is 

4:_g1P2(a1b,)-2, 

if a1 and b1 are fixed, We have, then, that the number of (A, JJ, A1, iJ1) is 

We have that 

l:; (a1b1)- 2 4:.(Iog P)- 9, 
a1,b1; a1b1~(log P)IO 

therefore we have done in this case also. 
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(V) Suppose that U1>¼g- 3a1b1, that g 4P>a 1b1~(logP) 10 and that 
l-<1U1-Vil~(2g'P 2)- 1a1b1. We put, as in (III), 

\l1U1-V1l=P-2lJ1. 

We have 

gU1> {)1~(2g•)- 1a1b1. 

Let a pair (a1, b1) and a real e be fixed. We count such pairs (X, Y) that 

l-<1X-f !<g 3(a1b1)- 1, 

e<x <e+½Q11P2 

and that l 1X - Y is of a fixed signature. 

We have, through 1.2.1 (Case 2), that the number of pairs (X, Y) is 

< GsP2(Q1a1b1)-1, 

therefore, that the number of (A, 11, A1, 111) is 

< G10P2(log P) 8(lJ1a1b1)-1, 

for fixed a1, b1 and e. We have, then, the number of (A, 11, Ai, 111) is 

< G11P 2(log P) 8(Q1a1b1)- 1 X Qi(a1b1)- 1 

::;; G12P2(log P)8(a1b1)- 2• 

The rest is similar as in (IV). 
(VI) We are left with the case that a1b1>G- 1P 2(logP)- 10• We sup

pose, first, that A111< U1. We have, then, 

l-<1A1.B-AB1\<g3(a1b1)-1<(2.J' 1H)- 1, 

l<A 111<U1 

and 

(A111, 1'111) = 1. 

This implies, through 1.2.3.2 (i) and 1.2.3.1 (iv), that 

(2U1)-1::;;\l1A111-A111 \<g 3(a1b1)-1, 

therefore, that 
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This is impossible by a1b1> a- 1P 2(log P)- 10• 

We suppose, next, that ..JJj> U1• We have, in this case, that 

therefore that 

This implies that 

which is impossible again, owing to the assumption. We have, therefore, 
that 

U1 = .JJJ and Vi= AB1, 

and, then, that the number of (A, B, Ai, B1) is 

Suppose that ..41 < U}12• Then we have B ~ U}12• This means that b1 < 
gPU-:;112 (and a1 <gP). Suppose that .A1> Uf2• Then a1 <gPU 1112 (and 
b1 < gP). In any case, we have that the number of (a1, bi, A, B, A1, B1) is 

which is 

if U1 is sufficiently large. 

<g2p2u-:;112x-r(V1)i{V1) 

<g2p2u-:;112x (E100VD0.1, 

We have the conclusion of 1.5.3. 

1.5.4. Lemma. We have, in 1.1.3 with 1.5.1, that the number of such 
quadruples (A, B, A 1, B1) to be counted, that satisfy 

is 

for a sufficiently large constant G0• 

Proof The proof from 1.4.3 to 1.4.8.l applies in this case also, 
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1.5.5. Lemma. We have, in 1.1.3 with 1.5.1, that the number of such 
quadruples (A, B, A,, B1) to be counted, that satisfy a1b1~G 0 and that all of 
A, B, Ai and Bi are not [K, K•)-regular, is 

Proof The proof from 1.4.3 to 1.4.3.5.4 applies here. 

1.5.6. We have proved 1.1.3. 

Chapter 2. Gaussian Sums and Theta-Weyl Sums 

2.1. Gaussian sums 

We summarise classical results. 

2.1.1. Definitions. ( i ) Let A, B and II be integers such that (A, B) 
=l, A>O and B=/=O. We use the notations as follows; 

s( B ; 11): = I: e(..!!___12 + _!_1), 
.. A i; 1:.i:.u 2A 2A 

s(B):=s(B; o)= I: e(..!!___12), 
A A l; l:,l:,2A 2A 

s*(!!_):=s(B ;A)=s(B+A)= I: (-I)'e(..!!___12), 
A A A i; 1:-1:.u 2A 

S**(B) := I; e(..!!___(1-l.)2
), 

A l; 1:i!:i2A 2A 2 

s 1 (B)== I: e(B 12) 
A l; i:,;1:,A A 

and 

s'( B ; 11): = I: e(!!_12+ _::__z). 
A l; 1:il&A A A 

(ii) Let X be an odd positive integer and Y be a non-zero integer 
such that (X, Y) = I. We use the notation 

to denote the Legendre's symbol with respect to the solubility of x2= 
Ymodp, where pis an odd prime, and correspondingly, 
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to denote the Jacobi's symbol. 
(iii) Let X and Y be non-zero integers such that X>O and (X, Y) 

= 1. Let X=2"'Xwith 2,t X. We put, then, 

(iv) Let X and Y be non-zero integers such that X>O. We put, 
then, 

J(Y/X):=J. ( (X, Y)-1y)· 
I o (X, Y)-1x 

It is clear that 

Ji(ZY/ZX)=(- l)<1iaH.t•- 1>•Ji(Y/X) 

for X=2"X and Z=2·i with 2,rxi. 

2.1.2. Lemma. Let A and B be positive integers with (A, B) = 1. We 
put, temporarily, 

where A (resp. B) is the odd part of A (resp. B). 
( i) If both of A and B are odd, then, 

s(!)=o. 
(ii) If A is odd (a =0, A= A) and B is even (/32 l), then 

s(!) =(-f=l)<(IJ2)(A-1>>·,( 2fl~1B) 2/A. 

(iii) If A is even with an even a (z2) and Bis odd (j,=0, B=B), then, 

(iv) If A is even with an odd a (z 1) and Bis odd (j,=0, B=B), then, 

s(!) =(r--f)« 112HJ- 1»•1(!)e( (-~)AB )2~A. 
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(v) If both of A and B are odd, then, 

S*(!) =(-vCf)<(l/2)(A-l))•J( 2J)2JA. 

(vi) If A is odd and B is even, then, 

S*(!)=o. 

(vii) If A is even with an even a (>2) and Bis odd, then, 

S*(!) =(-vCf)«l/Z)(A-l))•c-1)(1/8)(1•-t)(a-l) 

xJ(~)e( A(A:B))2JA. 

(viii) If A is even with an odd a(> 1) and Bis odd, then, 

S*(!) =(-vCf)((I/Z)(A-1))•( -1)(1/8)(..i•-t)(a-l) 

( B) ( (-1)(1/2)(A(A+B)-I)) -
XJ----,. e 2,JA. 

A 8 

(ix) If both of A and B are odd, then, 

S**(!)=(-vCf)((lt2><A-1»•e( A: )1( 2J)2J A. 

( X) If A is even and B is odd, then, 

S**(!)=o. 

( xi) If A is odd and Bis even with {3= 1 (B=2B), then, 

S**(!)=(-vCf)« 1/2HA-t»•c( A: )1(!)2J A. 

(xii If A is odd and Bis even with [3=2 (B=4B), then, 

S**(!) =-vCf)«l/2)(A-l))•(-l)(l/8)(A•-t)+lJ(!)2-v1 A. 
(xiii) If A is odd and Bis even with [3?:.3, then, 
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S**(!)=(r-f)«l/2)(,H))"(-1)(1/8)(.A2-l)J(!)2J A. 

Proof Classical results in "Kapitel II, Siebenter Abschnitt" in [1]. 

2.1.2.1. Corollary. Let A, B, A, ii, a and f3 be as in 2.1.2. We have, 

then, s(!), S*(!), S**(!) are oftheform pJ0(!)2JA, where p=O 

or p8 = I. The values of p are determined if the residues of A, B, A mod 8, 
and the residues of a and f3 mod 2 for larger values of a and {3, or the values 
of a and f3 for smaller values of a and f3 are given. 

2.1.3. Lemma. Let A and B be positive integers with (A, B)= 1, and 
1,1 be an integer. We have the followings; 

( i ) If 1,1 is odd and AB is even, then, 

(ii) If 1,1 is odd and AB is odd, then, 

where 

µ=½(1,1-A) modA 

and 

mod2A. 

(iii) If 1,1 = 4ii, then, 

where 

BD=l mod A. 

(iv) If 1,1=2ii with 2,l'ii and Bis odd, then, 

where 

BD==.l mod2A. 
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(v) Jf 1,1=2D with 21;;, and B=2B, (A being odd), then, 

where 

2µ:==DmodA and jjf5=1 modA. 

(vi) 

Proof It is easy. 

2.1.4. Proposition. Let A, B, A' and B' be positive integers and s be 
one of± 1, such that 

AB'-BA'=s. 

We have, then, 

s(!; v)= µs(!)e( ! sv2A'A- 1) 

=pJ 0(!)e(5;
2 A 1A- 1)2jA, 

wheres(!) is one of s(!) and S*(!), p=O or tJ8=1, p=O or p8= 1. 

Their choices are determined by the residues of X mod 8 for X = A, B, A', B' 
and A with A= 2"' A (21 A), and the residue of 1,1 mod 4. Especially, p is the 
same for 1,1 and -1,1. 

Proof This is classical, and an easy corollary to 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.3. 

2.2. Theta-weyl sums 

2.2.0. Lemma. Let F(x) and G(x) be real functions such that G(x) is 
monotonic and that F'(x) exists, is monotonic and F'(x)>m (>O). We have, 
then, 

IJ: G(x)e(F(x)) dx I 4;__m-1x; :~r;,b I G(x) \. 

Proof This is obtained from Lemma 4.2 in [23]. 

2.2.1. Lemma (van der Corput). Let f(x) be a real-valued function 
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with a continuous and monotonely increasing derivative f'(x), on asxsb. 
Let n->7J>0 and b>a. We have, then, 

k; fk;i;b e(f(k)) = m; J'<a>-,~:.l'<b>+, J: e(f(x)-mx)dx 

+ O(Iog (2 +f'(b)-f'(a))) + 0(1 +7J-1). 

Proof This is Lemma 4. 7 in [23]. 

2.2.2. Lemma (van der Corput). Let f(x) be a real-valued function 
with a continuous and monotonely increasing derivative satisfying lf'(x)ls 
1-7] on asx<b. We have, then, 

k; itk:.b e(f(k)) = r: e(f(x))dx+O(l +7J-1). 

Proof This is Lemma 4.8 in [23]. 

2.2.3. Lemma (van der Corput). Let f(x) be a real-valued function 
with a continuous and monotonely increasing derivative f'(x) and g(x) be a 
realvaluedfunction with a continuous, monotone and positive-valued deriva
tive g'(x), on a<x<b. Let n->7J>0 and a<b. We have, then, 

I: g(k)e(f(k))= I: Jb g(x)e(f(x)-mx)dx 
k; a;:.kSb m; J'<a>-,;;.m;:.f'(b)+, a, 

+ O((lg(a) l+lg(b)l)(7J-1+log (2+f'(b)- f'(a)))) 

+O((lg'(a)l+lg'(b)l)(7J~1+ l)). 

Proof This is Lemma 4.10 in [23]. 

2.2.4. Definition. Let e be one of± 1 and~ be real with ~~O. We 
put 

This is one of the so-called parabolic cylinder functions. It can be ex
pressed using Fresnel's integrals. 

2.2.5. Lemma. We have 

( i) 

(ii) 1-P',(O) =_!_e(~)-
2 8 
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(iii) If I; is a non-zero real, then, 

(iv) lJf ,(/;) = _!__e(-_!__e(1;2 _ _!__))-± ((2h-1) ! !)- 1 
2 2 4 h=l 

X ( -2ir.f=1e)h-11;2h-1+ O(((2k- l) ! !)-1(lir)k/;2k-1). 

k 

( V) lJf ,(/;) = - ~ ((2h-3) ! !)(2ir.f=1et hf;-(2h-1> 
h=l 

+ O(((2k- l) ! !)(2irt kt;-(2k-1)). ((-1)!!=-l). 

(vi) The real part of lJf,(!;) decreases monotonely from (2,/2)- 1 to 
0 + as I; varies from O to + oo, and similarly for the imaginary part of 
elf!,(!;). We have 

Re 7Jf ,(/;)=(4ir 2/;3)-1, 

Im elf!,(/;)=(4ir/;)-1, 

Proof It is easy, or can be shown by the properties of Fresnel's 
integrals. 

2.2.6. Lemma. Let f3 (=#=O), /;0, /; 1, /; 2 be real numbers with ,;2>1;1• 

We put e=sgn/3. We have, then, 

where 

s:: e( ~ f3(t-/; 0) 2)dt= X \/3\-112e(;) 
-[sgn (/;-/;o) \ /3( 112 e(_!__ /3(/;-/;o)2)7Jf,(\/31112\ /;-?o D] < = 1;,, 

2 l;=h 

( 1 if !;2>?0>!;1, 

X=)J__ i//;0=?2 or if !;0=?1, 

( i otherwise, 

and sgn 0 is 0 by definition. 

Proof It is easy. 

2.2.7. Definition. Let /3 ( =#=O), r, !;,' !;" be real numbers with ?"> 
<;'+2. We put 
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which we call a theta-Wey! sum. ([19] with a minor change in the nota
tions. Cf. [l I]). Especially, we put 

0(/3-1; !;', !;"):=0(/3-1, O; !;', !;") 

- I: e((2fi)-1x2). 
x; xEZ, c'~x~e' 

2.2.8. Lemma. Let {30 ( $ Z), r0, /;6, /;6', /31, r1, /;i, !;i' be real numbers, 
b0 be an integer and e = ± 1, such that 

We have, then, 

f3o>½, 
/3o=bo+f3:;1, 

/;i = /301(/;6 + ro), 

/;6' -/;6>2fio, 
/3:;1r1=½bo-ro mod 1, 

!;i' = /3o 1( /;6' + r o). 

O(e/3o\ ro; /;6, /;6')=e(e(¼+(2/31)-1rD)/3r20(-e/3:;1, r1; /;i, !;i') 

+ 0(1 + 13i12). 

Proof This is Lemma 3 in [19], or a corollary to Theorem in [26). 

2.2.9. Lemma. Let f3 ( :;i::O) has two consecutive convergents AkB-;;1 

and Ak+1B;;J1 such that 

(That Ak+i = oo means /3=AkB;;1). (See 1.2.3.) We have, then, 

for any r and!;. 

Proof This is a corollary to Theorems I and 2 in [ 19]. 

2.2.10. Definition. Let A and A' be positive integers such that 
(A, A')= I. Let AA 1 - 1 has a regular continued fraction expansion 

AA'- 1=[b 0 ; b1, b2, ···,bk,]. 

(The ambiguity of bk, in 1.2.3.1 (iii) does not affect the followings.) Let 
rkq;;1 be the convergents of AA'- 1 corresponding to bk's. Let g be a large 
positive constant and let us have that A>g 100. Suppose we have that 

bk+i<ri for every k with g 10<rk<A 0· 3 

and that 
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We call, then, the fraction AA'- 1 has "good partial fractions with respect 
tog". 

2.2.11. Proposition. Let g";p I and P-:C.P0• We have, then, that the 
number of such pairs (A, A'), that 

g- 11'P< A and A' <g 11•p, 

(A, A')= 1 

and that the fractions AA'- 1 have NOT good partial fractions with respect 
tog, is 

4;;_g-6P2. 

Proof We use the notations in 2.2.10. First, suppose that rk+i=A 
(and qk+i=A') and bk+1~r%, This means rk<(gP) 119 and bk+1<f..gPr,;1, as 
rk+i:P <t;bk+lrk. We have, then, that the number of those pairs (A, A') is 

~ I; I; 24;;_.I; g112rkXgPr-;;14;;_g2p1+1;9=o(P2). 
(Yk,,qk) bk+l Yk 

Next, suppose that AA'- 1 has a k with 

We can express, through 1.2.3 (iv-vi), 

A=rk+ix+xky, 

A'=qk+1x+qky 

where 

x,yeN, (x,y)=l, x2:y>I. 

We have 

We have that the number of those pairs (A, A') is 

<f.. I; I; ((bk+1rk)-1g11•p)2 
(rk,q,t) b.t+1 

< I; r-;;ng112p2 
(rk,qk) 

<I; g112rkr-;;11g112p2<g-10p2_ r, 
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Next, suppose that AA 1- 1 has a k with 

We proceed as in the last case. We have that the number of those pairs 
(A, A') is 

<{ I; I; ((bwrk)-1g11,p)2 
(Tk,qk) bt+i 

< I; g-sxr-;;2glf2p2 
(Tk,qk) 

<I; glf2rk xg-BX r-;;2glt2p2 
ra 

<g-1 IoggX p2<g-sp2_ 

We have proved the proposition. 

2.2.12. Proposition. Let I;', I;" be integers with !;">!;' +2. Let f3 
be an irrational real number, B' A 1- 1 and BA- 1 be irreducible .fractions such 
that, putting as 

we have 

\Aml;\~0.4 

\A2m\~l, 

AB'-BA'=e, 

l<A'<A, 

for/;=!;', I;", 

and that the .fraction A(2A')- 1 has "good partial .fractions with respect tog", 
2.2.9, where g is a given constant with A>g 100 and g~0.9. We have, then, 

fJ(~; e, e') = -S - X e -mx 2 dx 1 (B) f•" ( 1 ) 
2A A e 2 

+ I; -S -; v e -m/; 2 - -l;v <a••> 1 ( B ) ( 1 1 ) 
•' 2A A 2 2A 

xsgn(/;--v )1m1-112w.(1m\1121/;--v j) 
2Am 2Am .~.· 

+ O(g- 1,/ A), 

where v runs through the set of integers such that 
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Note that we need not restrict ourselves that A<t_t;" -t;'. Cf., [11). 

Proof We proceed as follows; Let L- + oo. Then, 

8(/3; t;', t;") 

= I:; I:; e(!!___12)e(~2(Ay+ /)2) 
y,l; e';.2Ay+l;H",O&l<2A 2A 2 . 

_!_ I:; e(~(2Ay + /)2) 
2 y; 2Ay+l=f' or•" 2 

= I:: e2 (!!___ 12) 
O&l<2A 2A + I:; f e(~(2Ay + 1)2 -vy)dy 

l•IS:L y; <'<2Ay+t<," 2 

+o(I) 

=0(1)+- 1 s(B)xf e(~x2)dx 
2A A •'<x«" 2 

+ I:: _1 s(B. v)e(~<;2-~) 
,; L;?;l•l*O 2A A' 2 2A 

Xsgn(t;--v )iw\-112W-,(\w\1fZjt;--v j) 
2Aco 2Aco •=<'. 

We have, by 2.1.4, that 

and that 

where p=O or p8= 1, and p is the same one if A, B, A', B', s and the 
residue class of v mod 4 are fixed. We use the approximation 2.2.5 (v) 
with k= 1 to treat the sum over v. First, we have 

I:; (2At1S( B; v) X O(\m\-112(\m\112 \t;-(2Aw)- 1v\)- 3) 
,;L,?;l•l,?;g A 

<t. I:; \m\ A 512 \v-2Amt;\- 2 . 
Next, we have 
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I:; (2A)- 1s(!!._; v)x(2A)(2Aw.;-v)- 1 xe(-~) 
,; L:1al•l:1ag A 2A 

__ 2 1 A """' """' -1 ( 1;A' 2 .;v ) -v L.J P• L.J v e ---v -- . 
•-0,···,3 ,;,e,mod4,L,;;lvl,;;g 8A 2A 

We have that, with L'=[(4A)- 1L]+l, 

~I:; I:; (4AJ)-2\vo\~g-1, 
,. l 

therefore, that 

Now we treat the summation over v with gA>\v\~g 10. We have, fixing ii 
=0, ... , 3 and treating gA and g 10 as if they are integers, 

"""' -1 ( 1;A' 2 .;v ) L.J v e ---v --
,; gA,;;,>g••, ,as:, mod 4 8A 2A 

= I:; N- 1( I:; e(· · ·)- I:; e(, · ·)) 
N; gA~N>glO 1.1j l~v~N, 11=~ mod 4 v; l~1,1~N-l,J1Eii mod 4 

"""' N-'j """' ( s2A' 2 e )j ~ L., L., e---v--v 
N-g••,gA ,; 1;,;, ;,;4-lN 2A 2A 

"""' N-2 J """' ( s2A' 1 e ) \ + L.J L.J e---v--v 
N; gA:1,N,;;glO ,; l;;i;, ;,;4-lN 2A 2A 

+ O(g-10), 

where ~=4.;+4sA'ii. Such N's, that 

I:; e ---v2 __ \,_v ~No.9, I ( s2A' E )I 
v; l;;i;v;;i;4-1N 2A 2A 

contribute 
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< max N-o.1<g-1. 
N; gA.:;N,=gio 

Suppose that we have, for a certain N, that 

~ e __ e __ ,;2 __ ..-_JJ >No.s ' ( 2A' e )' I,; 1~•~4-lN 2A 2A I ' 
then, the consecutive convergents r1r,q-,;1 and r1r.+1q-,;;1 of A(2A 1)- 1 with r1r.< 
N <r1r.+i satisfy, through 2.2.9, that 

i.e., 

If(A>)r1r.~½A, then A<N<gA, therefore, 

I~ e(-eA' JJ2 _ _l_JJ)l~NA-112<gN112. 
• 2A 2A 

This gives an admissible error O(g- 4A 112). If r1r.<½A, therefore, if r1r.+i~A, 
then, using notations in 2.2.10, 

We may suppose that this conclusion is 

by adjusting the implied constants. We have also 

Suppose especially that g 10>r1r.> I. This implies 

as r1r.+i~N> g 10• As A(2A't 1 has good partial fractions with respect to 
g, the existence of such N satisfying(*) with r1r.<½A is denied. We have 
proved the proposition. 

2.2.13. Lemma. There exists a positive numerical constant c (small) 
such that, if c0 is a fixed constant with c>c 0>0, then we have 
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for any " and U with 

and 

oo>U>O. 

The implied constant in "~" is absolute, and that in "~" depends only on 
Co, 

Proof ( i ) Suppose that U is > cc 0112 with a large positive con-
stant c. We have 

f(,U)• 

u• 

by 2.2.5 (v). 

e(u)u- 112du =(21ri)- 1((,cU)- 1e(,c2 U2)- u- 1e(U 2)) + 0( u-s) 

=(21ri)- 1e(U 2)(1.-1- l)u- 1 

+ (2tri)( e(,c2 U2)- e( U2))(,cU)- 1 

+O(U- 3), 

(i-i) If we have 

\,c-1(e(,c2U2)-e(U2))1~211.-1- 11 

then, we have 

lf(•U)• I 
u• e(u)u- 112du ~ ~le(1. 2 U2)-e(U 2)\X(,cU)- 1 

~ u-11/C-1_ I I~ u-1. 

We have also, by the mean-value theorem on integrals, 

(i-ii) If we have 

1,.-1(e(,c2u2)-e(U2))l<½l,c-1- 11, 

then, we have 

If:~)• e(u)u-lf2dul~ ~1/C-1_ 11· u-1~ ~ u-1. 

(i-iii) Jf we have 

½ 1,.-1_ 11::;1,c-l(e(1.2u2)-e(U2)) 1::::;;21/C-1 - 1 I, 
i.e., if we have 
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we have, then, 

le(.t'U2)-.t-'e(U2) l=l(e((.t2_ l)U2)- l) +(l -.t-1)1 

=121ri((.t2-l)U 2 mod l)+(l-.t- 1)\+O(c~) 

~ ~\.t-1 \~ ~Co, 

for suitably chosen small c0• Therefore we have the conclusion again. 
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(ii) Suppose that U is <cc~12 with a small positive constant c. We 
have 

J: e(fu 2)du= J: (l+O(u 2))du=(.t-l)U+O(U 3) 

~~c 0 U. 

(iii) Suppose that c~12~ U ~c 0112• Using numerical tables of values 
of Fresnel's integrals, or the graph of "Cornu's spiral", we have 

if U is ~ ~ 1, the upper bound being absolute. 
We have proved the lemma. See, also, Lemma 7 of [11]. 

2.2.14. Proposition. Let c0 be as in 2.2.13, Let ~' and~" be positive 
integers such that 

and that 

Let p be a non-zero irrational real number. Let A,.0B-;;01 and A,.0+1B-;;0
1+1 be 

two consecutive convergents to f3 such that 

and that 

We have, then, 

EITHER 
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OR 

where B:=(Ak 0Ak0 + 1)- 112f". The implied constants depend only on c0. 

Proof Theorems 1 and 2 in [19] with the formula for Xk+ 2 m 
"Corrigendum", Lemma 2.2.13 and the fact that 

through 1.2.3.1 (iv-iv). 

2.2.15. Proposition. Let gt and f" be as in 2.2.14, We have, then, 

Proof Let r(n) denote the number of integer solutions (x, y) of x2+ 
i=n. We have, then, 

f2 I I:; e (~x 2) [4da< I:; (r(n)) 2;;;;,I; (-r(n))2 ~ f2(log f")3. 
O x 2 ·n; n~,; 112, nEN n 

A slightly better estimate can be obtained, if we use 2.2.14. 

2.3. Jacobi's symbol. 

2.3.1. Lemma. Let A, B, A', B' be positive integers and e be ±I, 
such that 

AB'-BA'=e. 

Let p and q be positive integers with (p, q) = 1. We have, then, 

(0) 

( i) 

(Ap+A'q, Bp+B'q)= 1. 

s( Bp+B'q) ·((Ap+A'q)(4qA)-1)-112 
Ap+A'q 

pS** ( -qep )s*(!) if AB is odd, 

- ps( -qep )s(!) 
ps*( -qep )s(!) 

if AB is even and AA'+ 
B(B' + 1) is even, 

if AB is even and AA'+ 
B(B' + 1) is odd. 
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(ii) S*( Bp+B'q) ·((Ap+A'q)(4qA)- 1t 112 

Ap+A'q 

if A is odd and B is even, 
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pS**( -qep )s(!) 
- ps( -qep )s*(!) 

ps*( -qep )s*(!) 

if (A, B)$(I, 0) mod2 and AA' 
+(A+B)(A' +B' + 1) is even, 

if (A, B)$(1, 0) mod 2 and AA' 
+(A+B)(A'+B'+l) is odd. 

In (i) and (ii), p8= 1 and pis determined if the residues of A, B, A', B' mod 8 
(and e= ± 1) are given. 

Proof This lemma is implicitly well-known in the classical theory 
of theta-series. So, we do not write down its proof. The explicit values 
of p's are, following the order of their appearances in the lemma, 

( i) (- l)<A+1ll2e(¼e(l +A'(A +2)+(A+ I)2B')), 

e(¼e), 

e(¼e), 

(ii) (-l)<A+ 1>12e(¼e(l +A'(A+2)+(A+ I)2(A' +B')), 

e(¼e), 

e(¼e), 

respectively. 

2.3.2. Lemma. Let A and B be positive integers with (A, B) = I and 

A=2a.1, 2,1' A. Let S, be one of s(!) and S*(!), i=I, .. . , 4. We 

have, then, 

S1 X · · · XS,.= 16pA2, 

where p=0 or p8= I and p is determined if the residues of A, A, B mod 8, 
the residue of a mod 2, e and the choices of S, are given. 

Proof 2.1.2. 

2.3.3. Lemma. Let A, B, A', B' be positive integers and e be ± l 
such that 

AB'-BA'=e 

with A=2«.A, 2,1' A. Let p, and q, be positive integers with (Pt, qi)= 1, 
i=I, · · ·, 4. Let Si be one of 
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s(BPt+B'qt) and S*(Bp,+B'qt) 
Ap,+A'qt Ap,+A'q, 

for each i=l, · · ·, 4. We have, then, 

S1 X · · · XS,=16p((APi+A'q 1)· · -(Ap,+A'q,))1' 2, 

where p=O or p8= l, and p is determined if the residues of A, A, B, A', B' 
mod 8, (e), the residue of a mod 2, the values of p,, q,, and the choice of S, 
are given. 

Proof. This is a corollary of 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.1.2.1. 

2.3.4. Lemma. Let X, Y and Z be positive integers, such that X = 
2"'X, Y=2 11Y and Z=2·i with 2,t-'XYZ. We have, then, 

where 

J = J( ddz )J( ddy )J ( X )J( dydz )· 
Y z I d d' 

Here we have put as 

X=ddydzX, Y=dd'dyY, Z=dd'dzZ, 

d=(X, Y, i), d'=(d- 1Y, d- 1i), d=(d, X), 

dr=(d- 1X, (dd1)- 1Y), d8 =(d- 1X, (ddf-lZ)). 

We have, also, a corresponding formula for Ji(YZ/X), in which J1(Y/X) 
appears in place of J1(X/Y), etc. We have 

(dydzX, d')= l, (dyY, dzZ)= 1, (X, dydzYZ)= 1. 

Jf(X, YZ)=l, we have J=l. 

Proof. We have 

which is 

J1(X/YZ)=e( / 6 x((YZ)2-l))Ji(X/YZ) 

=e(")J1(X/dd' 2YZ), 

-e(")J( ca-1x) ) 
- (J-1d)YZ ' 
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as (X, d.')= 1 and (J- 1.x, J- 1£Y X)= 1. We have, then, this is 

=e('')J( ~~--
1
~ )d( ; )J(; )J(;) 

=e('')J1( ! )J( ; )J( ! )J( ; )J( ; ), 

.. 1 •• •• 

as J( ':-X) = J1( X ) owing to 2,1' X. On the other hand, we have 
d- 1d d 

Ji(X/Y)=e( / 6 x(Y 2 - t))JiCX/Y) 

=e('')J( dz~ ) 
d'Y 

=e('')J(~)J(~)J(_!_)J( x) 
d' y d' y ' 

and similarly for Ji(X/Z). We have 

e(-1 ((Yi)2 -1))=e(- 1 ((f 2-1)+(i 2-t))), 
16 16 
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as f and Z are odd. Combining these, we obtain the result for Ji(X/YZ). 
As for Ji(YZ/X), we have 

J1(YZ/X)=e( / 6 (y+z)(X2-l))Ji(YZ/X), 

J1(Y/Z)= e( 1~ y(X 2 -1))J 1(Y/Z) 

and similarly for J1(Z/ X). Then, the rest is similar as above. 

2.3.5. Lemma. Let A.0
, B, A.04, B 4, A 1, B1, Af, Bf, Pt, qi, ti, Ui, Vi, a, b 

be positive integers and e= ± 1, e1= ± 1 such that 

U1aB1=t1((Pt+q1)B-q)i 4), 

V1bA1 = t1((Pt + q1)A. - q1A 4), 
.J."jj 4 _ BA 4 = e, 
A1Bf - B1Af = E1, 

(a,b)=l, (Ui, Vi)=l, (p 1,q1)=l, 

t1=(U 1aBi, V1bA1). 
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We divide ti as 

so that 

We have, then, 

Here we have put as 

and pf= I. This Pi is determined if the residues of x mod 2, the residues of 

X, Xmod 8 with X=2xx (2{ X), for X=t1 1 Uia, t1 1 V1b, tfBl, Ai and Bi, 
are fixed. 

Proof In this proof, Pi has the same properties as those in the state
ment of the lemma, but it may not be the same one, as it occurs. We 
have, putting Ui=tfA)tfab) and Vi=tfBlttbl, 

We have, first 
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We have 

(Pt +q1}1P B-qJfd _jjd =(Pt+ q1)(,i"BA-e)-q/ jjA 

=Bd((Pt +q1),..f-q1A. 4)-s(Pt +q1) 

==::-s(Pt+q1) mod(v 11V1b). 

This gives us that 

We have, next, that 

We have also 

J. 1 1 -J. l J. 1 J. l 1 1 ( t (BJ-
1B ) ( tCBl) ( B ) ( tCBl) ( B ) 

0 t1AJ-1Al - 0 t1A) 0 t1A) 0 Ai O A, 

= 1 (~)1 ( -s 1A~ )1 (~)1 (~)-o t (A) 0 t (A) 0 A O A 
l l l 1 

Combining all the above, we have the result of the lemma. 

2.3.6. Lemma. Let X, Y, Y0 and D (D>O) be integers such that 

(X, Y)ID, (X, Y0)ID 

and that 

Y=Yo modD. 

We have, then, 

(X, Y)=(X, Y0). 
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Proof It is sufficient to prove the equivalence of the solubility in 
integers x and y of 

Xx+Yy=k 
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and that in x0 and Yo of 

Xx 0+ Y0y 0=k, 

for every integer k. Suppose that we have integers x0 and Yo satisfying 
the second equation. We must solve the first one. It is sufficient to solve 

X(x-x 0)+ Y(Y-Yo)=(Yo-:-Y)Yo· 

Putting Z = (X, Y), we obtain the equation 

(Z- 1X)(x-x 0) +(z- 1 Y)(y-y 0)=(Z-'(Yo- Y))Yo, 

where z- 1(Y0 - Y) is an integer. This equation is clearly soluble in x and 
y. The converse argument holds also. Therefore, we obtain the lemma. 

2.3.7. Proposition. Let U«, V,, t,, t~, p,, q,, p~, q~, (i= 1, . · ·, 4), a 
and b be positive integers and e= ± 1, such that 

t,t~((p,+qi)q~+qtp~)= ui Viab, 

(a,b)=l, (Ut, Vi)=l, (Pt,qi)=l, (p~,qD=l. 

Let w, A', B, A'", B", Bo, ,4.·g, bg, Ai, Bt, A~, B~, Ai0>, m0>, A~coi, B~(O) (i= 
1, · · ·, 4) be positive integers and e= ± 1, such that 

A0B"-BA'" =A·Bg-b 0A·g =s, 
AiB~-B,A~ =Afo> B~co> -Bfo> A~co> =s, 

and 

for i = 1, · • ·, 4, where w-> and t iab) are defined from UiaBf0> and VibAl0> 
similarly as in 2.3.5. We have, then, 

where p8= 1 and p is determined if U,, V,, t,, t;, p,, qt, p;, q~, a, b, i, A.0, ,4.·g, 
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the residues of x mod 2, the residues of X, Xmod 8, with X=2"X(2 1 X), 
for X=.l, B, .,P, B4 , Ai, Bi, are given. 

Proof We apply 2.3.6 to Jo(B1/A 1), for instance, and 2.3.3 to the 
product 

We must check that the corresponding J* has the properties of pin the 
proposition. We have the same tiab> and ti·ll for ,4·4 and A·g, owing to the 
assumption that ti I Wand by 2.3.6. We have, therefore, the same t?> for 
,4·4 and A·g, because ti is fixed. It is clear, then, that 

therefore, that we have the sameJ* for ,4·4 and A·g. 

2.3.8. Lemma. Suppose the assumptions of2.3.7 hold, and, moreover, 
that we have 

We have, then, 

where p has similar properties as in 2.3.7. 

Proof This is a corollary to 2.3.7. 

2.3.9. Proposition. Let Ut, Vi, tt, Pt, qt (i= I, · · ·, 4) be positil 1e 
integers such that 

Let a, b, A·, A·g, Ai 0> be positive integers such that 

(a, b)=l, 

(i= 1, · · ·, 4). 

and 
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with 

and suppose that all prime divisors of tiAltiabl are smaller than T. Let u: 
be the square-free kernel of the odd divisor part of U,a. Let W and Z 
(> T> 3), be positive integers. Let us suppose that they have the following 
properties; 

We suppose that all prime divisors of axt 1 • • ·t,X(Uf, qiW[Vi, · · ·, 
V,]) are smaller than Z, and that there exist one i0 (1 <i 0<4) and a prime 
divisor Po of U!0 satisfying 

Po>Z, 

Po1U1 

We let .A°4 vary so that 

.,,4°4 ~ .:/, 

Po I Uf0 , 

foralli=/=i 0, i=l, ···,4. 

,4."4=,4."g mod 8ab W[Vi, · · ·, Vi], 

(,•i"4, A)= 1 

and 

with fixed positive integers X and W', where .:/ is a set of integers to allow 
exceptions for A.04• Putting 

where Ai become integers, we suppose, moreover, that .:/ contains all ,4_·4 , 

for which TI i=I,····' (Uia, Ai) have prime divisors larger than T. We suppose 
that, With fiA) and wb) for ,4_"4 Similar aS tiA) and tfab) aS are in 2.3.7, 

W=O mod liA1ftb 1 i= l, · · ·, 4 

for all ,4_·4 to vary stated above, including W1tiab) of ,4.·g; 
Under these situations we have 
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+z- 11.1(A\J°s6(A)-1 W' 

+1.1(U1· · -U,a)(T- 1W'+l) 

+ 2•Cl) + I;" 1. 
14 

89 

Here, in the left-hand side, A04 varies as is stated above. Also 1:14 is taken 
over such A04 that 

A04 eY, 

A"'=A·g mod 8abW[V 1, • • ·, V4), 

(A.4 , A)= 1, 

X<A 04<X+8abWW'[V 1, · · ·, V,], 

and that all prime divisors of fl i= 1, ••• ,4 ( Uta, At) are smaller than T. We 
put as 

LJl(X; Z)= TI p 
p; prlme,p!Z,p<Z 

and 

Lit= TI cu:,, u:.u:.ut-L11(Ut; Z)) 
(1,2,3,4) 

where (i1, i2, i8, i4) is taken over possible permutations of I, · · · , 4. 

Remark. We can use, in Jo( . .. ), t iA> in place of ff A>, that corre
sponds to A·g, as we have seen in the proof of 2.3.7. 

2.3.10. The proof of 2.3.9 will end at 2.3.10.7. 

2.3.10.1. Lemma. The number of A04, for which flt (Uta, At) have 
prime divisors larger than T, is 

Proof It is easy. 

2.3.10.1.1. Corollary. We may suppose, in the left-hand side 
1:1,, fl i Jo(· · · ), the summation is taken over 

A"'=A·g mod 8ab W[Vi, · · ·, V,], 

(A.4 , A)= 1, 

X<,4' 4 ~X+8abWW'[Vi, · · ·, V,], 

and may use t iA> given by A·g instead of fiA>. 
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2.3.10.2. We use the Mobius function µ(d) with di A·, to get rid of 
the condition that (A.d, A)= I. The conditions, that 

,4_·J=,,fg mod 8abW[V 1, • • ·, V4] 

and 

give us that 

A·g=o mod (d, 8abW[V 1, • • ·, V4]). 

This, with 

djA. and {A", A·g)=I, 

gives us that d must satisfy 

The last condition is also sufficient for the existence of ,4_·J as a solution of 
the first congruences. We put, temporarily, Uf as the square-free kernel 
of (t;Alt;ab))- 1Uia. Then Uf is a divisor of Uf, and Po and i0 have the same 
properties for Ufs, as all prime divisors of t;Alt;ab) are smaller than Z. 
Taking into account 2.3.10.Ll and the fact that 

we must estimate the sum 

d; dlA,(d,8ab~V1,···,V•])=l µ(d)X ~ i=n .. ,4 1 ( (Pt+qt~--q,A"d ), 

where A. 4 runs over such integers that 

and 

X<A"d<X+8abWW'[Vi, · · ·, V.]. 

2.3.10.3. Lemma. The contribution of such d's to the sum in 2.3.10.2, 
which have prime divisors not smaller than Z, is 

Proof Letting d run over as stated above, we have 
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I: µ(d) 2(d- 1 W' + 1) 
d 

::;; . I: (pdt 1µ(d)2W' +2•(A) 
p,d; pdll.,p~Z,p is a prime 

~( I:.. p-1)·( l:: .. d-1µ(d)2)W'+2•<..tJ 
p; prime,pJA,p~Z · d; di A 

~z- 111(A),i"s,5(A)-1 W' +2•<1), 

by the formula (1.5.24) in [20]. 

2.3.10.4. We consider a Gaussian sum 

:Z::: l-e-, ( /)(/) 
l; l;a,l;,U U U 

where U(> 1) is a square-free odd positive integer. Here we put l(l/U) 
=0 if(/, U)> l. It is well-known that this sum has the absolute value 
u112, and that 

1(_!_) XI: 1(-' ) e(-1 ) = I: 1(-l ) e( IX) 
U l U U l; l;a,l;,U U U 

for integers X. We let d's run, in 2.3.10.2, over such integers that dare 
square-free divisors of ,4_· whose prime divisors are all smaller than Z, i.e., 
di ,:Jl(A.0

; Z). It is sufficient to estimate the sum 

(Uf · · · un-112 I: :Z::: II: e( I: Dr 1t;q;A.4)1, 
d l1,···,L, .AJ i=l,···,4 

where d runs as is stated above, A.04 runs as is stated in the last of 2.3.10.2 
and l; runs so that 1 ::;; I;< U! and (/;, tiD = 1. 

2.3.10.5. All prime divisors of (U1, 8l;q;dW[V 1, ••• , V4]) are smaller 
than Z, but there exist a prime divisor Po and i0 such that 

by the assumption on Z. These mean that 

is not an integer. Therefore the summation over A.04 in 2.3.10.4 is 

where II g II is the distance of g from the nearest integer. 
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2.3.10.6. Sublemma. Let D t (i = I, · · ·, 4) and D be 

and 

temporarily. Then, the number of quadruples (/1, • • ·, / 4) in 2.3.10.4 for 
given l, such that 

I; iir 1 ·ltqtdW[V 1, • • ·, V4]=D- 1l mod 1, 
i 

is 

~ n (UL v:.v1.utL11(Vt; Z)), 
(1,2,3,4) 

where n (1,2,3,4) is taken over possible permutations of (1, 2, 3, 4). 

Proof As(/,, ii:)= 1, the reduced denominator of the left-hand side 
of the congruence is D. Putting Xi as 

temporarily, we must solve the congruence 

under 

We have 

I: (DD11Xt)l,=l mod D, 
i 

O<l,<Dliif, q,dW[V 1, • • ·, V4]), 

(l,, iiD=I. 

as Dis square-free. We have also 

Therefore /1 is determined mod Di(Di, D2D8D4)- 1 • Then, the number of 
possible /1 is 

~(Di, D2DaD4)X(Uf, q1dW[V1, · · ·, V4]) 

~(Uf, V:U:U!Ll'(Uf; Z)). 

Similarly for other //s, and we have the conclusion. 
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2.3,10.7. We return to 2.3.10.5. We have, putting the estimate 
obtained as Lit temporarily, that 

I:; III:: U!liqidW[Vi, · · ·, v4111-1 

li, ... ,i, i 

<f__D log DX Lit 

<f__[Uf, · · ·, U!] X Lit log (U1 · · · U4). 

We have, therefore, the sum in 2.3.10.4 to be estimated is 

- - 1/2 [ # <f__(UfX ···XU!)- · U1, · · ·, U!]·L1t-log(U1· · -U4)X I:; 
d; dlA'(A; Z) 

<f-.(Uf·. -un-112.(CT W)t}ab))112.[Uf, .. ·, U!]·Llt 
i 

-log (U1 • • • U4) • i-(L11(.,l; Z)). 

As tlA)t;abJ I ab(U;a, A;0>), we have the conclusion of 2.3.9. 

2.3.11. To apply 2.3.9 effectively, let us consider the following 
problem; Let g', K be (large) positive integers which are regarded as 
constants. Let .1.i", a, b, U;, V;, u;, V;, Pt, q;, p:, q:, t;, t~ (i = 1, · · ·, 4) be 
fixed positive integers such that 

U; Viab= tit:((Pt +qt)q~ + p~qi), 

2u'IIUi, 2v;l!Vi (utX V;=O), 

(aA·, b)= I, (U;, V;)= 1, 

2,j'ab, 2g'+I { A.0, 

(P;, q;)=l, (p~, qi)=l. 

We put u0 =max (u1, • • ·, u4) and V0 =max (v1, • • ·, v,). Let e be ± 1. Let 
,,lg, .Bg and .Bg be positive integers such that 

for X =.A°g, sg, .80, 

and that 

have integer solutions A\0>, Aicoi, B\0>, B~<o) for i= I, ... , 4. We have, 
then, 
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At> B?0> -B1°' A~<0> =e, 
(U,aBt>, V,bA~0>)=t, 

The problem is: Let T, Wand Y be as in 2.3.9. Find a positive 
(small) integer W" for which, for every integer ,.p with 

(.14°, ,4°4)=1, 

.,J."4=,.lg mod2"•+g'+ 1 xabWW"[Vi, · · ·, V4) 

and 

we can find jj and B4 such that 

and that 

have integer solutions A,, Ai, B,, Bi with 

(It follows from the assumptions that A, and A~ are integers.) 
The set Y can be restricted in connection with applications in 4.5.3. 

Note that we have 

(U,aB,, V,bA,)=t,, 

(U,aB~, V,bA~)=t~ 

and 

2.3.11.1. Let W be b WW"[V 1, • • • , V4], temporarily. Let us put 

B=Bo+2g'+uo+iaf3, jj4=Bg + 2g,+ uo+iaf34, 

_,4_°4=,4°t+2g'+uo+iaWa4, 

with integers /3, /34, a4• As 
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we must have 

i.e., 

,-lp1 =A·j.a+ .80 Waj. 

Preparing C and CJ, which depend on A0 and A0

J, so that 

A·c a - .4·a c = 1, 

we have 

Therefore 

Then, we can put 

cL:f.aa = C(A"J .a+ Bo Wad) 
=CB0Wa4 +(A"tJ- l)p. 

with an integer z. We have, then, that 

A0pJ=A0 j(CB0Wa4 +Az)+BoWCY 
=(A.JC+ l)B0WaJ+.1i°A04Z 

=A·ca B0 WaJ + A0A°4z, 

therefore that 

Conversely, if 

and 

with an integer z, we have 

and, then, 

95 
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where 

and 

Yi= 1:(PiC + qiC4). 

Here Ai, A;, C, C4 are considered to be known as they are obtained from 
A04 and _,.f. The problem is reduced to show the following; Find W", so 
that, for every a4 to be taken into account, we can find z satisfying 

zVibAi+ Wa 4XJi 0=0 mod Ut 

and 

for i=I, ... , 4. 

2.3.11.3. Sublemma. The system of congruences 

and 

c;2lx::=a;2l modbi (i=I, ... ,4), 

is soluble in x, if and only if 

and 

a}hl=O mod(cj1'l,bi) (h=l,2;i=l,--·,4), 

c;1la;2l=c;2la; 1l modbJc;1l,c;2l,b;) (i=l, · ··,4), 

c;hla}hl=c?la;hl mod (bibj, btc)hl, bjc?l) 

(h= I, 2; i,j= I, ... , 4; i=!=j) 
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Proof It is elementary, Section 8.1 in [12], for instance. 

2.3.11.4. Returning to the end of 2.3.11.2, it is sufficient for the solu
bility in z (for every aJ), if 

and 

VibW.Bo(AiYi-A;Xi)=O mod U;(Ui, VibAi, VibA;), 

bWBo(ViAiXj- V1A 1Xi)=O mod (UiUj, UpjbA 1, UjVibAi), 

bWBo(ViA;Yi-V 1A;Yi)=O mod (UiU1, UiV1bA;, U1VtbA:) 

fori,j=l, ... ,4andi=J:-j. We have 

,4°(Ai Yi -A;Xi) =,.f(t;A;(p;c + q;cJ)- t;A;((pi +qi)C-q;C·)) 

=t:A;(p;,-lc+q;c_,4··c+ l))-tiA;((pi+qi)A°C-q;(A"•c+ 1)) 

= C(Ai X t;(p:A·+q:A··)-A: x t;((pi +qi)A--qiA.•)) 

therefore 

We have 

+ t;q~Ai + tiqiA; 

= C(A 1 X VibA;-A; X VtbA;) 

+(Vibt 1(t;q; x t;((pi+qt)A--qiA.•)+ tiqi X tlp;A·+q;A··)) 

= (Vib)- 1tJ;((pi + q;)q; + p;q;)A. 

=A·uia, 

(Ui, VibAi, VtbA:) I Vib(Ui, Ai, A;). 

Putting Ui= U~(Ui, U1) and U1= UlUi, U1) temporarily, we have 

(UP;, uyjbA;, UjVibAi)=(Ui, U1)X((Ui, U,;)U~u;, UW1bAj, u;vibAi) 

j(Ui, U1)Xb(Ui, VtAt)(U 1, V1A1) jb(Ui, U1)-(Ui, Ai)·(U 1, A 1), 

the last owing to (Ui, Vt)= 1 and (U1, V1)= I. Similarly 

( ui uj, ui VjbA;, uj VibA;) j b( ui, U1)( Ui, A;)( uj, A;), 

and 
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It is sufficient, therefore, to suppose that 

W,:c:O mod (Ui, Ai, A;) (i= 1, · · ·, 4) 

W:=::O modb(Ui, Uj)(Ui,X(i))(UjYU)) (i,j=l, · · -,4; i=f;;j) 

with xciJ=Ai, A; and Y(j)=Aj, A;, for all ,4·· to be considered. Now let 
us suppose 

that pg'+1 ,\' X if pis a prime, p I U1 • • • U4, 2~p<K, 

that p 2 ,YX if pis a prime, p I U1 ••• U4, K:&:p~T, 

and that p{ X if pis a prime, p I U1 • • • U4 , p> T, 

for every X = Ai and A; with ,4"• $ Y'. Then, the assumption that 

WW":=::0 mod ( D p)g' 
p; prime,2~p<K 

XL.C.M. of {(Ui, U1); i,j=l, · · ·, 4, i=f;;j} 

X LP(U1 • • • U4; T) 

is sufficient for the problem in 2.3.11. We have therefore the following 
proposition. 

2.3.11.5. Proposition. Let g', K be (large) constant positive integers. 
Let A°, a, b, Ui, V1, Pt, qi, p;, q;, ti, t; (i = 1, · · ·, 4) be positive integers such 
that 

uyiab= tit;((pi +qi)q; + p;qi), 

(Ui, Vi)= 1, (Pt, qi)= 1, (p;, qf)= 1, 

(aA 0,b)=l, 2,Yab, 2g'+1,yX 

Lets be ± I. Let A°g; Bg and B0 be positive integers such that 

A·Bg-B 0A·g =s. 

2g'+1 ,rx tor X=A°g, Bg, Bo, 

and that 

( Uia O )(B;°l B;coJ)=(~-o ~-g)(tJPt+qi) t;p;) 
0 Vib A;0) A;(O) A Ag - tiq i t;q; 

have integer solutions A;°l, A;coi, B;0l, B;coJ for i= 1, ... , 4. Let T, W, Y' 
be as in 2.3.9. Let W" be such that 
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WW"=O mod ( TI p)g' 
Pi prime,2~p<K 

xL.C.M. of {(Ui, Uj); i,j=I, · · ·, 4, ic:/=J} 

X L11(U 1 • • • U4 ; T) 

99 

with the notation L11( • • ·) in 2.3.9. Let u0 be such that 2u0 II [U,, ... , U4]. 

Let 1·.e1 be an integer such that 

1·.e1=,4_·g mod 2g'+uo+'abWW"[Vi, · · ·, V4], 

(A·.e1, A°)=l 

and 

Putting Ai and A~ as 

and 

VibA~= tlp'.,4°+q;,.f.e1), 

which become integers, we suppose, in addition, for X =Ai and A;, 

that pg'+' ,r X if p is a prime, p I U, · · · U4 and 2;;;;,p<K, 

that p 2 ,r X if p is a prime, p I U, · · · U4 and K~p~ T, 

and that p,( X ff pis a prime, p I U, · · · U4 and p> T. 

We can find, then, jj and jj.e1 such that 

l"jjJ _ jj,4_"J =l, 

B=Bo mod 2g'+u0+1a, 

and that, with above A 1 and A;, 

(~a ;b)(:: ~D=(~-~-:)(~;;iq;) :~:D 
have integer solutions Bi and B~. 

Chapter 3. Kloosterman's Sum 

3.1. 

As for the so-called Kloosterman's sum, it would be desirable to 
consult the result of A. Weil, ((70), p. 35 (13], on its history). But we will 
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not pursue here the best possible result along our method, and so we 
consult Kloosterman's original result, (2.43-Lemma 4c, p. 423, [17]). 

3.1.1. Lemma. Let p be an odd prime and u be an integer with p ,tu. 
We have, then, 

where the summation are taken over so that 

and 

xx:=1 modp. 

Proof This is a corollary of what was proved originally on the line 
9, p. 426, [17]. The notation u3 was used in the proof of Lemma 4c. 

3.1.1.1. Corollary. Let p be an odd prime, u and v be integers with 
p ,tu or p ,\" v. We have, then, 

where the summation is taken over so that 

l<x::;;;p, p,tx and xx:=1 modp. 

3.1.2. Lemma. Let A(>O), u and v l:,e integers. Let A has the 
standard decomposition A= pf' · · · pii, where p / s are mutually different 
primes and e1 e N. We have, then, 

~' e(..!.-(ux + vx)) = l1 {~' e(-1-(uJxJ + v1.xJ))}, 
"' A J=l "'J Pr 

where the summation is taken over 

1::;;;x::;;;A, (x,A)=l, xx=lmodA, 

1::;;;xj<pj', (X1,PJ)=l, Xj.Xj:=1 modpj1, 

and u/s are suitably chosen so that, for every j, we have the equivalence 
between p~ llu and p~ llu1, and similarly for v/s. 

Proof This follows from a standard argument, (2.42-Lemma 4b, 
[17]). 
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3.1.3. Lemma. Let A=aA· (>O), u and v be integers such that 

µ(A):;t=O, 2,1' A·, (a, A)= I. 

We have, then, 

where the summation is taken over 

l~xS::::A, (A,x)=l, xx::::lmodA 

and we have put 

A·x= CT P 
p; prime,pl.A.,p,/'X 

for a square-free A°. 
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Proof Let A=PP· · ·P1' (e.1=l ifpJIA.) be the standard decompo
sition of A. We apply 3.1.2. If P.1 is such that PJ I A. and p 1 {(u, v), then, 
we use 3.1.1.1. If p 1 I (A.·, u, v), then, we use trivial estimate that the abso
lute value of the PJ-component is <p,. If p 1 )( A·, therefore if pj'lla, we 
use again trivial estimate that the absolute value is S:::: p•/. These give the 
stated estimate. 

3.1.4. Proposition. Let F(x) be a complex-valued function of x e Z. 
Let A=aA· be a positive integer such that µ(A)=;t=O, 2)( A. and (a, A)= l. Let 
I;' and~" be real such that ¼ <.;" -!;' S::::A. Let u, v, A and A be integers 
such that l <A{::~"-!;'. We have, then, 

Ix; <'<xH", cti;-1, =, mod ,/(x)e(~ (ux+ vx)) I 
{:'. {As5,<1,la}1/4 

X 

A- 1 -(A, A)al/l(A·, v))X\ ~ F(x)e(A- 1ux)I 
x;~'<x~f",X=l mod A 

+11_31l(A·, u))(log A)X ~ \F(x)e(A- 1ux) 
x; -;'<x~~",JE=.J. mod A 

-F(x + A)e(A- 1u(x +A))\ 

+11_31l(,4°, v))(log A)X(IF(x;)\+\F(xi')I) 

where xx= l mod A and x;, x;1 are such that 

and 

Xi=A mod A, 

x,=A mod A, 

x;<.;'S::::x;+A, 

xt-A~.;''<x;' 
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Proof We have the left-hand side to be proved is 

t; ~:.AC; •'<~".xa,modA F(x)e(- ~ (l-u)x)} 
=A-1 

X { Z::: e(.l(tx + vx))} 
x; 1:ax&A,(x,A)=l A 

~ A- 1 Z::: \ Z::: F(x)e( · · ·) \ · \ Z:::' e( · · ·) \. 
l X 3' 

As for the terms with IA=O mod A, we proceed as follows: we have 

Z::: (,l, !, v)l/4 
l; lA:=O mod A,1;5l;5A 

:S Z::: (A·, v, A(A, A)- 1/) 114 

l; l&!&(A,A) 

< Z::: a114. Z::: I 
d; dl(A,v) l; l&l&(A,A), A(A,A)-lla0 mod d 

<Z::: d 1' 4{(A, A)d- 1(d, (A, A)"'A)+I} 
d 

<o-11.((A', v))+(A, A) Z::: d- 314(d, (A, A)"'A). 
a; al<l,v) 

We put, taking into account that µ(A°)=;t=O, as d=d 1d2, where 

We have, then, 

Z::: d- 314(d, (A, A)- 1A) 
d; dl(A,v) 

= { .. z::: d;S/4} X { . z::: ~/4} 
d,; d1l(A,v),(d1,(A,A)-lA)=l d2; d2l(A,v,(A,A)-lA) 

=O' -s1.C(A', v)«A,AJ-•A)) X 0'11.C(A", v, (A, A)"'A)). 

Consulting 3.1.3, we have the contribution of such terms with IA= 
OmodA is 

<{a_s 1.C(A', v)«A,AJ-•A))Xo-11.C(A', v, (A, A)- 1A))X(A, A)+a, 1.((A', v))} 

X{A35•<1•la}114 X{A- 1 \ Z::: F(x)e(A- 1ux)\}, 
x; e<x~f",x.aA mod A 

which is a slightly stronger estimation than the corresponding . one in the 
conclusion of the proposition. 

As for the terms with !A$0 mod A, we proceed as follows: we have, 
using a partial summation, 
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I I; F(x)e(-A- 1(!-u)x)I 
x; e<x;;i.e'',x=lmodA 

< {IF(xi)l+IF(xi')I+ I; 1F(x)e(A- 1ux) 
x; e'<x~e",x::..l.modA 

-F(x+ A)e(A- 1u(x+ A)) I}· IIA-1 A/!1-1• 

wher<ll~ll=the distance of~ and the nearest integer for a real~- We have 

I; (,{ !, v)1;4 IIA-1Alil-1 
l; I~l~A, Al$0 mod A 

= I: a114 I; IIA-1dAlll-1 
d; dl(A,v) l; I;;,;:l~d-IA, Al~O mod d-IA 

<{ I; d114X a- 1A log A 
d; dl(A,v) 

~a _3 1l(.,4°, v))A log A. 

Consluting 3.1.3, we have the contribution of such terms with IA$. 
OmodA, is 

~a-3 1l(A 0

, v)) X A log AX A- 1{A35>U,Ja}114 

X{!F(xi)l+\F(x~)I+ I; 1F(x)e(A- 1ux) 
x; e<x~e',x=:,tmodA 

- F(x + A)e(A- 1u(x +A))\}. 

These give the conclusion of the proposition. 

3.2. In this section, we prove a proposition, which will be used in 
4.5.6, together with 2.3.8. We suppose similar situations as in 2.3.11.5, 
but here, the moduli of congruences are chosen to fit 2.3.8. 

3.2.1. Let K, z, g' be large constant positive integers. Let a, b, Ui, 
Vi,Pi, qi,p;, q;, ti, t;, (i=l, · · ·, 4), s(= ±1), A·, A·g, Bt, B0, Ai0>, A;<0>, 

Bi 0>, Bi<0>, Tand Y' be as in 2.3.11.5. We suppose that p 21 A0 if p> K, 
that pK' + 1 1 A. if p < K and that ( a, A)= I, Let a and b satisfy 

l~ab~g. 

Let t' be a positive integer such that 

I~t'<ab. 

Let us suppose that 

and 

Bt+t'.B0 ===0 mod a. 
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Let a0 be 

ao= TI P, 
p; prlme,K:,p<K• 

and let us suppose that ab I a0• Let W~ be such that 

We put W0 as 

Let ,4· 4 vary so that 

and 

A04=A·~ mod W0, 

(A.4, A°)=I 

where the set !/' is supposed to include the !/' in 2.3.9. We have, by 
2.3.11.5, integers B, B4, A,, A~, B,, B~, such that 

and 

A'jj4_jj,4'4=e, 

jj=jjo mod 2g'+uo+lao, 

A°>A'">g-1A·, 

3.2.2. Let E100 and g be large constant positive integers. Let P be a 
positive real number which is supposed sufficiently large in relation with 
E100 and g. Let 7Jo, 7)1, .. ·, 7), be ± 1. Let a* and O, (i = 1, · .. , 4) be 
real numbers such that 

We put as 

g>a*>I, 

\01-\~(gsp2)-1. 
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and that 
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½Erno;;;\ Ai\;;; 2£100, 

1;;; U;( ~P) 
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Later U/s will be more restricted. Lett be an integer such that O<t~g. 
We choose Bin 3.2.1, if possible, so that it satisfies 

Therefore Band jjJ are at most one for A04 (and A), if they exist in the 
stated interval. We put as 

A=aA·, B=bB, 

A'=b- 1(A·J+tA), B'=a- 1(B 4 +t'B), 

which are positive integers and satisfy 

We suppose that 

We put 

and 

AB'-BA'=s. 

gP-:C.A>A'~g- 1P, 

gP?_B> B'2g- 1P, 

gP2Xzg- 1P 

for i = I, . · ·, 4. We have, then, 
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Let µ be one of O and ± 1. Let Iii (i = 1, ... , 4) vary in the set of integers 
such that their absolute values are <g. Let hi and Ii (i = 1, · · ·, 4) vary 
in the set of non-negative integers such that their values are O<li~.ht«_g. 
Let !; 1 (i = 1, ... , 4) be one of the positive integers t and t;? such that 
g- 1P<t;i, t;~'<gP. 

3.2.3. Now we prepare pairs of functions of A.04; Let I' and I" be 
such that J'Ul"={l, 2, 3, 4} and I' nI"= 0, one of which can be empty. 
We put 

and 

where I:i and CT i are taken over I', and CT i' over I". As these definitions 
show, in g(A'), A.4 can be regarded to vary as a real variable lying in an 
interval, and similarly for jj in f(B). We prepare constants c~ for each 
choice ofµ, (11)=(111, · · ·, 114), (h)=(h 1, • • ·, h4), (l)=(/i, · · ·, /4), I' and I". 
We put 

S(A. 4)= I: I: c~f(B)g(A')e(A- 1µB), 
µ,(1.1),(h),(l),(~) 1',I" 

whereµ, (11), (h), (/), (!;) vary as were described in 3.2.2. This is, in fact, 
the main term without the factors of Jacobi's symbol of 4.5.2, where the 
product on the right-hand side is expanded. What we must consider is the 
sum 

in which ,,,r 4 varies as was described in 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, and others are sup
posed to be fixed. 

3.2.4. Proposition. Under the situations from 3.2.1 to 3.2.3, we have, 
if W0 =o(P), 

I: S(A'4)= I: I: c~A.'-1xA'w~9)(.A°t)x(2g'+uo+l,ao)-I 
l.4 µ,(v),(h.),(l),a) 1',1" 

·(2g'+uo+l,ao, A·, Wo)X Wij"1 L4g(A')dA 04X~f(B)e(A- 1µB) 

+O(I:" \S(A.04)\)+0(G{A', W0)+2•< 1l}) 
14 
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Here G is a sufficiently large positive constant depending on E 100, K, z, g and 
c/s. The notation ,4°w0 is that in 3.1.3 with W0 =L.C.M. of 2g+uo+1a0 and 
(,4°, W0). The sum over ,4°4 on the left-hand side is taken over as was de
scribed in 3.2.I and 3.2.2. The integral over A.4 on the right-hand side is 
taken over the corresponding interval which is obtained from 3.2.I and 3.2.2. 
This is independent of A°g, .iig and .80• Its precise choice will be seen in 
3.2.5.2, 3.2.5.3 (i) and 3.2.5.7. (See also 4.5.3.1.) The sum over Bis taken 
over 

Also I;'.{4 is taken over 

Remark. In application of this proposition in 4.5, we must take 
rVo = o(Plf•). 

3.2.5. The proof of 3.2.4 will end at 3.2.5.9. In the followings, G is 
a suitably large positive constant which may not be the same one as it 
appears. We will concern ourselves mainly inf- g. e( . .. ) with I'= { 1, ... , 
4} and I"= 0, as the calculations for other I' and I"'s go similarly and as 
it is sufficient to keep in mind to take the summation overµ, (v), ... , (~), I' 
and I" before-hand. So the error terms, corresponding to O(I;'.{4 \ S(A04) [), 

will be suggested by O(I;~;l \ S(,4°4) \). 

3.2.5.1. Lemma. We have 

\g(A')\~G. 

Proof It is easy. 

3.2.5.2. The conditions on A04, that 

A°>A.4 >g- 1A·, 
gP"?.A> A'?:_g- 1P, 

and 
g~?>Ai>A;>g-1~'.', 

imply that A04 may be considered to vary so that 

A04=A·g mod W0, 

(A04, A)=l, 
.4"4 ~ [/' 
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and that .4.·.1 lies in a certain interval which is determined by a, b, Ut, Vt, 
Pt, qt, p~, q~, tt, t~, e, A.0

, t, t', a*, g, P and ,;~', and which is independent of 
.4.·g, B0, Bg. We denote this interval as J((A)), temporarily. We have 

E f(B)g(A')e(A- 1µB) 
A.4; as above 

- E .4.·- 1x{ E g(A')e(A"-i.4.·.11)} 
!; -c1;2)l<1:a;c112>l ld; l .. .. ··.1 

EJ((A)), AdaaA 0 mod Wo 

X{ E f(B)e(A- 1µB+A"- 1hB)} 
il;(B,A)=l, tl<ii<(t+l)A, iiaaiio mod 2g'+uo+ 1ao 

+ O(E("> I S(A.d) I), 
. .id 

for which we put as 

=E .4.·- 1xEmxEc 1>+0(EC"l\S(A0J)\), say. 
i lJ ii ld 

Here BB= I mod A°. Also on the right-hand side, the condition that 
(A"J, A)= 1 is dropped off. This is because we have, on performing the 
summation over I first, that 

.4.·.1=(-e).B mod A·, 

which means that (A·.1, A)=l. The term O(E'.:.?\S(A . .1)\) arises from the 

possibilities that B.1, with B= -eA·.1 mod A·, may give that A.04 e .C/7. 

3.2.5.3. Let us first treat the sum EiJ. 
( i) As a rational function of .4.·.1, the numerator and the denomi

nator of 

{A1f2+1i-21i, .. ·}X\Mi\1i-1i, ... X(Aa*+A')-2 

are of degree O(lh1 !+ · · · +lh4 \+ 1). Therefore, by dissecting J((A°)) into 
O(Qh1\+ · · · +\h 4 \+ 1)3) ( ~g 3) subintervals, we may suppose that this 
rational function is monotone in each subinterval. On the other hand, the 
argument part 

gi(A.')=te E li~A~A;1 +ie1Jo E 'lt.;H\AtlA- 1(Aa*+A't 1+tiqlUiAAit 1) 
t i 

-7]0 E 'lJtli/2A,)-l+fA"d .4.·-1 
i 

of g(A')e(A. - 11.4.·,1) satisfies that 

therefore that 

_!__g-(A 0 .1)=lA·- 1 + O(GP- 1) 
J.4.·.1 i ' 
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I d~-4 gi(,,i°4)1< ! · 
. .. d .. 

As a rat10nal function of A 4, - .. -gz(A 4) may be regarded to be monotone 
dA,1 

in each subinterval stated above, by adding suitable O(G) points of dis
section. We put, temporarily, as 

where y is considered as a real variable. We have, then, 

We have at most one integer m1 such that 

Jm1 -Wo((A- 1l)+O(GP- 1))\<¾, 

as W0 =o(P). We apply 2.2.3, (in each subinterval and, then, by adding 
the results), to obtain 

r;c1>= J. .. \g(A')\·e(gi(,,i°4)-m 1y)dy 
A.4 A4EJ((A)) 

+o(sup \g(A')\+sup Gj ~ g(A')I). 

The O( .. · )-terms contribute ~ G. 
(ii) Suppose that / is such that 

\l,f-1Woll\>G2WoP-1, 

where 11~1\ is the distance of~ from the nearest integer. Then 2.2.0 tells 
us that 

IJ.. .. \g(A')\e(gi{A 04)-m 1y)dyl 
A4EJ((A)) 

~sup \g(A')\X 11.J·-1 wo111-1~G-IIA.·-1wo111-1. 

Thus we obtain 

I r;m I~ G II.A. -i Wolll-1, 
A.4 

if I\A-1Woll\?:G2W0P-1. 
(iii) Suppose that / is such that 

IIA.·-1W0lll<G2W0P-1. 
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We take a trivial estimate to obtain 

\~<Zl\<{G,4°W;1. 
A.4 

The number of such l, that 

and 

!!,4"-1 Wofll<G2 WoP-1, 

is 

because 

3.2.5.4. We treat the sum ~~l. 

(i) We apply 3.1.4 to this sum, substituting 

A·= Il p"X Il .. P, 
p; p<K,p•IIA p; p?;K,p!A 

B, o, el, 
B==.Bo mod 2K'+uo+lao 

tA°, (t+I)A·, 

f(B)e(A- 1µB), 

A=axA·, 

x, u, v, 
for d A x==.a mo , 

~', ~", 
F(x), 

respectively. We have that 

I~(!)\<{ {A35•{A)}l/4 
ii 

,4"-1Go-11l(A 0

, l))X\~f(B) e(A- 1µB)\ l 
X + • _.,,( (~ /)) Io: A: X ~'If ( B)e(A-'µB)- f(B 0

) e(k 'µB 0
) I , 

+u-a 1l(A, /))(log A)Xg 

where B 0 is b(B+2g'+uo+lao)- We have trivially 

\~f(B)e(A- 1µB)\<{~ g 2 <{GA·. 
ii ii 



We have that 

therefore that 

We have, then, 
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\f(B)e(A- 1µB)-f(B 0 )e(A- 1µB 0 )\~GA·- 1, 

E \f(B)e(A- 1µB)-f(B 0 )e(A- 1µB 0 )\~G. 
jj 

\E(l)\~G{A.35"(A)}114a11l(A·, /)) log P. 
ii 

(ii) A trivial estimate is 

\E<O\~g2A°_ 
jj 

3.2.5.5. We have, from 3.2.5.3 (ii) and 3.2.5.4 (i), that 

E A·-1xE< 1) E<0 

l; -(1/2)1i<i;a;(l/2)A,IIA-1Wolll.:G•WoP-1 1 ii 

111 

~G E A·-1x IIA·-i wo111-1x {A35•<1l} 114a11l(A·, /)) log P. 
l; as above 

We have 

< E 0'11ld) E ll(Ail-1t 1Wofll-1 

d; di.A l; 111;:;;"(l/2)Ad-1,ll(•••)ll.:G•WoP-1 

~ E 0-11/d)x E A·a-11-1 

d; dJA l; (1/2).Ad-1.:;!.:;G•WoP-1.Ad-1 

X .. I; .. 1 
l'; O<Z';:;;"(1/2)Ad-1,Wo!'e! mod Ad-1 

As p2 ,j' A. if p > K, this is 

~G E.. . µ(d) 2a11ld)d- 1X E µ(d)2a11ld)d- 2 XA.(A·, Wo)logA· 
d; dl(Wo,A)-11 d; dl(Wo,A) 

~GO'_s1/A.w0)A.w0¢(A.w0)- 1XA.(A·, W0) log P. 

We have, therefore, that 

I: A·-1 r;m r;m 
l; -(l/2)A<Z;:;;"(l/2)A,111-tWoZll.;G•WoP-1 1 ii 

~ GA.814 · (A·, W0)5114<1la -s1lA.w.).A°w0¢(A.w0)- 1(1og P) 2• 
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3.2.5.6. We have, from 3.2.5.3 (iii) and 3.2.5.4 (i), that 

~ 
l; -(1/2).t<l&(l/2)1, 

.J'-1 ~(l) ~(l) 

1 ii 
111-,wol \l&G•WoP-1, (l,A):.1oa•w• 

~ ~ .J'-'G.A'w;1{.J's5.cl>}'f4a11.((.A·, /)) log P. 
l; as above 

We have 

~ a,1l(A·, 1)) 
l; as above 

< ~ 0'11id). ~ 1 
d; dlA,d&lOG•Wo l;ll1&(2d)-IA, 

II (Ad-1)-IWol \l;:.G•WoP-t 

( " l)d I 2 ~ .. ~ alfld)· W0, Ad- - G W0 
d; di A, d;:.lOG•Wo 

~Ga -s1iA0w0)A0w0¢(A0w0)- 1 • (A', Wo) Wo, 

Substituting this, we have 

~ .J'-1 ~(l) ~(l) 

l; -(1/2JA<l&(l/2)1, 1 ii 
111- 1Wol ll:.G•WoP-,, (l,A) :,lOG•Wo 

~ GA.0814 • (.A', W0) X 5<1l 5>•<1>a _31iA'wo)A'w0¢(A'w0)- 1 log P. 

3.2.5.7. Suppose that l is such that 

(/, A')> IOG2W0 and li.A'-1Wolii<G2W0P- 1• 

The irreducible denominator of .J' _, Wal is, then, 

::;: (IOG2 Wo)-1.J' < ½(G2 Wot ip_ 

Therefore A- 1w0l is an integer. The m1 in 3.2.5.3 (i) is 

and, there, 

.J' -1a4-miy=A· -11(.A·g + yWo)-A·-1 WolY=A·-1ag. 

We have, from 3.2.5.3 (i), that 

~< 1> = e(A·- 11,A°g) J.. .. g(A')dy+O(G) 
14 A4EJ((A)) 

= e(.l- 1!.A't)· W;1 J.. g(A')d.A'4 +O(G). 
,t4 EJ((A)) 

We have, therefore, 
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I: A·-1 I:(n I:(n 
!; -(l/2JA<!a;; (l/2JA, A ii 
1l A-lWo! IJa;;G2W0P-t, (l,A);,;lOG2W 0 

= .. I: .... A·-1 
l; - (1/2)A<la;;(1/2)A,A-1Wol EZ 

X {e(A'- 11A'g)w; 1 L4 g(A')dA.04 + O(G)} 

X { I: f(B)e(A- 1µB+A·- 11ejj)} 
ii; (B,A)=l,tA<B«t+lJA, 
ii=Bo mod 2g' + uo+la 0 

= I: A·-1x {w0 1 f .. g(A')dA· 4} 
l; as above AJ 

X { I: f(B)e(A- 1µB+A'- 11(A°g +sB))} 
B; as above 

+ O(G(A·, W0)). 

We have that 

.. I:.... e(A·- 1l(A·g+itB)) 
!; -(1/2)A<!a;;(1/2)A,A-1Wo!EZ 

= .. I: .. e((A·, W0)- 1(A·g+itB)l) 
l; -(I/2)(A,Wo)<la;;(I/2)(A,Wo) 

if A·g+itB=O mod (A·, W0), 

otherwise. 

113 

The condition that A·g +eB==:0 mod (,.4°, W0) 1s equivalent to that jj= 
B0 mod (A', W0). Thus we have 

I: A·-1 I:u) I:u) 
!; as above A B 

={A'W 0t 1 • (A°, W0)·f .. .. g(A')dA. 4 

A4EJ((A)) 

X I:f(B)e(A- 1µB)+O(G(A 0

, W0)), 

ii 

where jj is taken over 

and 

tA.<B<(t+ l)A·, 

(B, A)=l 

3.2.5.8. We want to get rid of the last two conditions on B. We 
have, putting Wo=L.C.M. of 2g'+uo+lao and (,,f, Wo), 
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ii: t.ii<ii«t+llA, <ii,AJ-1, 
ii=iio mod Wo 
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f(B)e(A- 1µB) 

= ~ µ (d) ~ 
d; di A ii; tl<ii<(t+l)A, 

f(B)e(A- 1µB) 

ii=iio mod llTo, .Bao mod d 

Here d must satisfy that (d, U\) I B0• As (.J', B0)= 1, this means that (d,~W0) 

= 1. Therefore, putting a as 

dJ=l mod u\, 

B satisfies 

We have, then, the above sum is 

= ~ µ(d) ~ f(B)e(A- 1µB). 
d; dlA,(d, w0J-1 ii: tA<ii«t+l)A, 

ii=(dii) iio mod dWo 

Suppose that dW 0 <1;.P. We have, if IB-B 0 l4:.dW 0, then 

f(B)e(A- 1µB)=f(B 0 )e(A- 1µB 0 )+O(GP- 1dW 0), 

where B O corresponds to BO • Therefore we have that 

f(Bo)e(A-lµBo) 

=(dW 0)- 1 ~ {f(B)e(A- 1µB)+O(GP- 1dW 0)} 

ii; -(1/2)dWo<ii-iio<(l/2)dWo 

then, that 

~ f(B)e(A- 1µB) 
ii;tl<ii<(t+l)A,ii=(dii)iio mod dWo 

=O(G)+(dW 0)- 1 ~ f(B)e(A- 1µB). 
ii;tA<ii<(t+l)A 

This last estimate holds good also if dW 0'}>P. 
We have, therefore, that 

~ f(B)e(A- 1µB) 
ii;tA<ii<<t+l)A,(ii,:i>-1,ii=iio mod w, 

= ~ µ(d) {(dW0)- 1 ~ f(B)e(A- 1µB)+O(G)} 
d;dlA,(a, WoJ-1 ii,tA<ik(t+l)A 

= Wo1 -A·w~¢(,4°w,) X { ~ f(B)e(A- 1µB)}+ O(G2•(A)). 
ii; tl<ii«t+ tJ A 
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3.2.5.9. Combining all, we have the estimates in 3.2.4. The impor
tance of 3.2.4 lies in the fact that the "main" term in the right-hand side 
does not depend on the choice of .,4.°g, .iig and .iig. What we needed for 
the proof was the existence of them for the given .,.f, W0, U1, V1, p 1, qi, etc. 

Chapter 4. Proof of the Theorem 

We proceed to the proof of Theorem 0.2. The proof is, in principle, 
traditional, a combination of [5] (=Chapter 20 of [8], see also Chapter 11 
of [25],) and [17]. Up to the end of 4.3, we cut off such values of the 
variable a of integration that can be treated metrically, using propositions 
in Chapter 1 and 2.2.14. Then, we seek for relations of convergents of a 
left and those of Aia (i = 1, · · · , 4). They can be found in 4.4.14. We 
apply 3.2.4, and 2.3.9, with 2.2.12 and 2.3.11.5. Then we will be done 
with the proof. We will not need the assumptions (iv) and (v) of the 
Theorem until the end of 4.4. 

4.1. Formulation and easier parts of the proof 

4.1.1. Lemma. For real ~' we have 

J:
00 

e(~a)((ira)- 1 (sin ira))2da=max {0, 1-J~J}. 

Proof It is easy (Lemma 50 in [8]). 

4.1.2. Lemma. Let J;, h, · · ·, fn be real. We put 

F(a)= I; e(aft) (a ER). 
i=l,···,n 

We have, then,for U>4, 

L l•l>UjF(a) \2 ((ira)- 1 (sin ira))2da 

< l6U- 1 J:
00 

JF(a) J2 {(ira)-1 (sin tra)}2da. 

Proof This is Lemma 2 in [6]. In fact, we can proceed without this 
lemma. 

4.1.3. Let 'T/i, • • ·, TJ4 be ± 1, which are not in the same signature. 
Let c0 be as in 2.2.14. Let c:, c? (i=l, · · ·, 4) be positive small real 
numbers, satisfying 1+2c 0 >c?c:- 1>l+c 0, which will be determined in 
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4.1.7. Let E100 be a large positive integer. Let h0 be a positive constant, 
which will be determined in 4.3.2. Let L0 be a positive constant, which 
will be determined in 4.4.5, 4.4.11, 4.4.19, 4.4.21 and 4.5.2. Let A1, • • ·, A4 

{.<2 = ±E 100) and P be real numbers satisfying the conditions (i)-(v) of the 
Theorem. Let us put 

A:i =< I At 1-112+ O(P-1), 

A:? =Ci' I At 1-112+ O(P- 1), 

~i=A:iP, and ~? =A::'P (i= 1, ... , 4), 

so that ~: and ~:' shall be positive integers. 
In this chapter the positive constants g, g', G are suitably chosen, 

depending on c0, c:, c?, h0, L 0, E100 • They may be different as they appear. 

4.1.4. Definition. Let a be real, to be used as a variable of integra
tion. We put 

Slrx) = ~ e(½AtrxxD, 
xt,xt EN ,e~<xt~.;;' 

for i = l, .. ·, 4, which are one of 8(~- 1 ; t, ~") in 2.2. 7. When we want 
to treat one of Slrx), we write sometimes 

or 

In the followings, the suffix i will be used correspondingly to Slrx). 
This notation might cause slight confusions, as we have already used 

SlBA- 1) in Chapter 2 to mean Gaussian sum. 

4.1.5. Formulation. We have the number of such quadruples 
(x1, • • ·, x4), that 

X1,···,X 4 EN, ~t<xt~~? (i=l,···,4) 

and 

IS 

> f 00 ((n-rx)-1 (sin n-rx))2Si(rx) · · · Slrx)drx. 

Proof 4.1.I and 4.1.4. 
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4.1.5.1. Our aim is to show; that the contribution of such a, that 
lal<t:P- 1, is )> <t:[11 • • -l 4 [- 112P 2, and that the contribution of other a is a 
"minor" one i.e. o(ll 1 • • ·l 4 l-112P 2), if P satisfies the conditions in the 
Theorem and Pis sufficiently large. We estimate, for a certain portion 
of lal)>P-1, 

f (l+a 2)- 1 [Si(a)· · -Sla)lda 

from above in 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. For the rest of a (lal)>P- 1), we must treat 

f ((ira)- 1 (sin ira))2S,(a) · · · Sla)da 

itself, in 4.4 and 4.5. At each step of the proof, P0 is supposed to be taken 
sufficiently large, the number of steps being bounded. 

4.1.6. Lemma. Such a, that lal>(Iog P)4, gives a minor contribution 
to 4.1.5. 

Proof We have, from 4.1.2 and 2.2.15, that 

f ((ira)- 1 (sin ira)) 2 I So(a) 14 da 
a;lal>(IogP)< 

<{(log P)- 4(E 10~12P) 2 (log P)3 <{P2 (log P)- 1• 

We have, then, 

4.1.7. Lemma. There exist small positive constants c;, c~' (c;'>c~ 
>O, 1+2c 0 >c?c;- 1 >l+c 0, i=l, · · ·, 4) and c;~0 (>O) depending on rh, 
such that 

f ((ira)- 1 (sin ira))2Si(a) · · -Sla)da 
a;l•I< min {(2c1P)-lj 

i=l,···,4 

=6111· · ·A4[-112P2, 

where 6 e C and (l )>) Re&> 3c;~0• 

Proof It goes along a classical line, (Lemma 53 of [8]). The as
sumption, that r;1, ••• , r;4 are not in the same signature, is needed only 
here. 
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(i) If la-<~"!<½, we have, through 2.2.2, that 

So(a)=f e(½-<ax2)dx+ 0(1), 
.x;f'<x<e" 

therefore especially 

~l+min (e'', ia-<\-112). 

Let Ube such that 1 ~maxi ctU:::=::t, temporarily. We have 

f ((:ira}-1 (sin :ira))2Si(a) · · · Sla)da 
alal<UP-• 

= L lal<UP-1 da((:ira)-1 (sin :ira))2 i=n .. ,, (L,;e;<x,«,' e(½a,<ixDdxi + 0(1)) 

= L; lal<UP-1 da((:ira)-1 (sin :ira))2 i=D.-,, (L,;e;<x,<o,' e(½a-<;x!)dxi) 

+o(f da(l+a 2)- 1(l+min {Elfl2P, E 10f 2 \a\- 112})3). 
a;lal<UP-l 

We have, easily, that the 0( · · · )-term is 

(ii) We have 

L;lal<UP-1 da((:ira)-1 (sin :ira))2 i=n.·,4 (L,;e;<x,<El' e(ta-<i~)dxi) 

=l-<1·. ·-<,1-112p,f da((:ira)-1(sin:ira))2 
a;lal<UP-1 

X Q (L, e(½(aP21Jt)uDdu} 

where 

We have, easily, 

IL, e(i(aP 21Jt)uDdut1~\aP2 \- 112, 

(or as a corollary to 2.2.13). The integral to be evaluated is, then, 

=l-<1' '·-<,\-l/Z P' L-oo<a<oo da((:ira)-1 (sin :ira))2 Q (L, e(½(aP211iM)dui) 

+ 0(EioW- 1P) 
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=l-<1 · · · -<4l-112 P 4 f · · ·f max {I -½P 2 lr;1ui+ · · · +r; 4u;\, O} 
(U1,•••,U4) 

X du1 • • • du4 + O(P), 

where u/s vary in the same intervals as before. 
(iii) As r;;'s are not in the same signature, they are one of (1, I, 1, -1) 

and (1, 1, -1, -1) in some re-arrangement. We have 

by choosing, for instance, as 

Ci =C~=cf = ,f3c; 

and 

Ci=··· =C~ if (r;i); =(I, I, - I, -1). 

These give the result. 

4.1.8. Lemma. Such a, that 

gives a minor contribution to 4.1.5. 

Proof Let Ube P ~ U~ I. Let a be 

up-1>\a\~p-1_ 

We have 

by dividing the range of the summation into 0(1 + lai1 le;'') subintervals of 
length~ «lai1\-1, as, in each subinterval, we have 

I I;i<1,,1-•J e(½ai1xz) I «\ai11-112, 

by._2.2.2, 2.2.6 and 2.2.5(iv). We have, then, 

f ((rra)- 1 (sin rra)? \ S1 • • -S4 Ida 
a;P-l<l•l<UP-1 

«L da((aE100)-11z+t' \aE1001-112)• 

«E 10~P+~" 4Ef 00(UP- 1)3, 
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which is 

4;._p2 (log P)112, 

if U 4;._p1t3 (log P)- 1• 

4.1.9. We are left with such a, that 

(log P)4>\a\> p- 2t3 (log P)-1• 

We may suppose that a and Ata are irrational, if needed. 
( i) We put, for j= 1, ... , 4, 

1Jf =(a e R; (log P)4> \a\>P- 213 (1ogP)- 1,)· 

Jder \S,(a)\~\S;(a)\ (i=l, · · ·, 4) 

Up to the end of 4.3, j will be used in this meaning only. There, j will 
be supposed to be a fixed one, even if it is not stated explicitly. 

(ii) Let the successive convergents of j(.:lta)-1 \, (1.2.3.1 (iv)), be 

kt=O, 1, 2, ... 

We choose ki0> uniquely by 

We will often write as 

It is clear that we have AtB~>=1=0. 

4.2. Intermediate domain I 

4.2.1. Lemma. Such a, that 

for some i1 and i2 with i1 =I= i2, gives a minor contribution to 4. 1.5. 

Proof We have, for such a, that 

\Si(a)· · -Sla)\<(logP)- 4 \S,(a)\4. 

Then, 2.2.15 applied to \S,(a)\ 4 gives the result. 
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4.2.2. We may suppose, therefore, that a e 1Jf1 satisfies that 

for all i=l, .. ·, 4. 

4.2.3. Lemma. Let c800 be a (large) positive numerical constants, 
which will be chosen depending on 4.2.3.1, 4.2.4, 4.2.5 and 4.2.11.4. Then, 
such a, that 

and that 

or 

for some i, gives a minor contribution to 4.1.5. 

Proof We have, for such a, that 

We have, for a fixed i, 

and similarly for those a with A~l<c30~0E 10~~~'. The contribution is, then, 

~cwni!1"" •.i!4\-1'2 P2. 

Choosing c300 suitably large, we have the result. The choice of c300 depends 
only on cts and c~"s. 

4.2.3.1. Lemma. Let \(.i!ia)-1\ has successive convergents as 

\(.i!ta}-1 \ ( ~A<t)*** B<t)***-1 ( ~A<tJ** B<i>**-1 ( ~A<il* B<t>*-1 

(~A~lB~l-1, 

with 

and 
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Then, such a, that 

and that 

for some i, gives a minor contribution to 4.1.5. 

Proof If A<il**>( ... ), then, a gives a minor contribution, similarly 
as in the proof of 4.2.3. If A<i>**<(.,.) and A<i>***>( ... ), then, similar 
calculation gives the result again. 

4.2.4. Such a, that 

a E '/JfJ and \Sia)\<c 300(~J)112 

and that a does not fit to satisfy neither 4.2.3 nor 4.2.3.l, will be treated 
in 4.4 and 4.5. 

4.2.5. We treat, up to the end of 4.3, such a, that a e '/Jf J, 

and that 

for all i = l, · · · , 4. Choosing c300 suitably large depending on cf and c?, 
we do not have the first alternative in 2.2.14, for Sia). Therefore, we 
have 

\Sia)\~ <((A<Jl*)1'2X min {~J(At A<n*t112, (~J(A~>AU>*t112t1} 

~ Csoo(~J) 112, 

for such a. 

4.2.6. Subdivision of the domain of integration 
Consulting 1.2.3, we can divide the half-line of positive real numbers, 

with a fixed j, into the disjoint union of subintervals of the form 

(- l)k+1[(bB+B')(bA+A't1, ((b+ I)B+B')((b+ l)A+A't 1)), 

where 
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BEZ, band A EN, (A, B)=l, l~A~[c 0~J]<bA+A', 

B/A (==;,B'/A' with AB'-BA'=(-l)k and k=O, I. 
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Similarly for the half-line of negative real numbers. Here the orientation 
of the interval [ , ) is supposed to be adjusted by ( -1 )k +i to fit in increas
ing order. As k is taken into consideration, there occurs no ambiguity 
concerning 1.2.3.1 (iii). Note that, A and qk in 1.2.3 (iv) are B and A 
here, but that they are Aj/l and B';/' of \2ta\- 1, when they are used in con
nection with Sla). The length of the subinterval is 

{(bA+A')((b+ I)A+A')}- 1 

(logP)1ooo>Vi, Vi~l, 

(PH:;1) (log P)-10000> Uo~ 1, 

(logP)-sooo( min ~;')~H1~l 
i=l,···,4 

Letj be fixed. Suppose that A~l, Bt, A<M of Aja, for a in 4.2.5, satisfy 
that 

(log P)4>\a\> U0 or p-z;, (log P)- 1<\a\< U01, 

that 

r(A~l);;:;;V1, r(Bt)~ Vi 
(co~J>)At~H; 1c0~7 (~l), 

that 

and that 

\St0(a)\~H; 1 \Sia)\ 

for some i0• We have, then, the contribution to 4.1.5 of such a, is 

1:._(~J)2(H23 /\H 31)H; 1(l + U0)- 1(l +log H 1) 

X (l + V1 (log P)- 1t1(l + V2 (log P)- 1)-1. 

Here ( /\) is to suggest that the corresponding condition on A \if! Aw* is 
chosen. 

The proof of this lemma will end at 4.2.7.6. 
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4.2.7.1. Sublemma. It is sufficient for 4.2. 7, to estimtate 

H:;1 ~ {l+(BA-1)2t1Xmin{(A2b)2.;7-4, {(A2b)2e7-4t1}, 
A,B,b 

where A, B, b run such that 

A,B,b e N, bA>ico.;7, 

bA2 <H:; 1(c0.;7)2 or bA2> H3(½co.;7)2, 

Co~T~A~H; 1½coe~' (}> 1), 

-r(B):C:: Vz, 

Proof We apply the subdivision of 4.2.6 to Ajll'. and use 4.2.5. The 
b, A, Bare b, A~l, B~l, respectively. We have 2bA~l~A<M~bA~l. In 
each subinterval, we have 

ISi(a)· · -Sla)l;;::;H:; 1 1S;(a)l4 

1:._H:;1(bA~l)2 X (min {.;7(bAt2)-11z, {.;7(bAt2)-112t1})-4. 

The length of each subinterval is 

The rest, then, is easy. 

4.2.7.2. Sublemma. We have, for fixed A and b, that 

~ {1 +(BA- 1)2t11:._A(I + Vz (IogP)- 1)- 1(1 + U0)-1. 
B 

Proof We have 

for 11;._ ~11:._ .;, because 

We have, then, for an integer m with o;;;;mA <P2, that the sum of such 
B, that 

(m-I)A<B;;;;(m+I)A and -r(B):C::Vz, 

is 
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We have 

I; (1 +(BA- 1)2)-1 

B;,(B).:Vo,(log P)<>BA-1.;Uo 

~A(l+ Vi (logP)-1)-1(1+ Uot1+A112(1 + Uot112 

~A(l + V2 (log P)- 1)- 1(1 + U0)- 1• 

We have, also, 

I; 1 ~(U 01A+ 1)(1 + V2 (log P)- 1)- 1+(U 01A)1f2 

B;<(B).:Vo, u;;- 1>BA-l>O 

These give the result. 

4.2.7.3. Sublemma. We have 

I; A- 1~(1+logH 1)(1+ V1(logP)- 1)- 1• 

A;eJ >A>H 11eJ,,(A).:V1 
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Proof If Vi~ log P, then, the estimate is trivial. If Vi~ log P then, 
we have, by a partial summation, that 

I; A- 1 ~ I; m- 2 ( I; 1) 
A m;eJ>m>H-;1eJ A;m.:A>H-;1e1,<(A).:V, 

+e1-1c I: 1) 
A; eJ :>A>H 11eJ ,,(A) .:a V 1 

~ I; m- 2{m(l + V1 (log P)- 1)- 1 +m 1/2} 
m 

which is 

This is 

as 

Hi~ (log P)- 5oooe7. 

4.2.7.4. Sublemma. The contribution to 4.2.7.1, of such triple 
(A, B, b) that bA2> Hs(2eJ)2, is 
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1:..(!;])2H31H; 1(1 +log H 1)(I + V, (log Pt')- 1 

X (I+ Vi (log Pt 1)- 1(1 + U0)- 1• 

Proof We choose (A2b)- 2t;1/4 in min { ... , ... } in 4.2.7.1. Applying 
4.2.7.2 on the summation over B, then, after summing over b>:>A-2H 3!;]2, 

we apply 4.2.7.3 on the summation over A. 

4.2.7.5. Sublemma. The contribution to 4.2.7.1, of such triple 
(A, B, b) that bA 2 <H; 1(2c0!;])2, is 

1;,_(t;])2H23H; 1(1 +log H,)(I + V1 (log Pt 1t 1 

X (I+ Vi (log P)- 1t 1(I + U0)- 1• 

Proof We choose (A 2b)21;7-4 in min{·.·, .. ·} in 4.2.7.1. We 
proceed as in the proof of 4.2.7.4. Here we sum over I ~b1;,_A- 2H; 11;72, 

instead. 

4.2.7.6. We have proved 4.2.7. 

4.2.8. Let H be 

11;,_H <{min {!;n (log P)- 5000• 
i 

Let j be fixed and we consider a's as in 4.2.5 and satisfying 

(c0!;]) ?_Ac_,;_l ~H- 1(c0!;]). 

We impose the following conditions"(*)/' on a such that 

and that, for i = I, · · ·, 4, 

(log Ht 3 \ Sia) 1~1 S/a) I (~\S/a)I). 

Here and in the followings, log H is considered to mean '),;, <{ 1, if H is 
?> <{ 1. 

4.2.9. Lemma. Let Hand j be fixed as in 4.2.8. Then, such a as in 
4.2.5 and satisfying 
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but that does not satisfy conditions in (*)1 in 4.2.8, gives a "minor" con
tribution 

~W/)2 (log H)-z 

to 4.1.5. 

Proof Let us have 

At A <M :2: (log H) 3( c0eJ)2 

for instance. We substitute (log H) 8 for H 3, and 1 for the rest, in 4.2.7. 
The other cases are similar. 

4.2.10. Lemma. Suppose that a satisfies the conditions in 4.2.8. We 
have, then, 

A~' ~Ali{' (log H) 10 

for i = 1, · · · , 4. 

Proof We have, by 2.2.9, that 

\Sia)\~et(A~')-112• 

We have, from 4.2.5 and the last but one condition in 4.2.8, that 

\Sia)\~(A<"*)112 (log H)-s12 

~((e~')2(At log H)-1)112 (log H)-s12 

~eJ{A~' (log H)4}-112. 

The last condition in 4.2.8 implies 

e~'(A~')-112~eJ{A~l (log H)4}-112 (log H)-s. 

This implies the conclusion. 

4.2.11. We have corresponding results about .<1a, as are shown in 
the followings. 

4.2.11.1. Let Hand H' be 

l~H and H'~min{eD(logP)- 5000• 
i 

Letj be fixed and we consider a's as in 4.2.5 and satisfying that 

H- 11se7> At> H- 1(coeJ) 

and 
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(IogH)- 3 \Sla)\~\S.(a)\ (<\Sla)\) 

for i = 1, ... , 4. We impose the following conditions "( * )/' on a such 
that 

H'-11s(c e:.~')> A<i>> H'-1(c e:.~') o<,;, * __ o<,;, , 

( * )-i (log H')- 1 (log H)- 11~\a\<(log H') (log H) 11, 

-r{A ~')~(log P) 12, 

't'(B~')<(log P) 12, 

and 

(log H')- 1 (log H)- 12(c0~n2 <A~' A<il* ~(log H') (log H) 12(c0~n2, 
for i=l, ... , 4. Here logH' is considered to mean}> <{l, if H' is}> <{l. 

4.2.11.2. Sublemma. Let H, j and i be fixed as in 4.2.11.1. Then, 
such a as in 4.2.5 and satisfying 

and 

(IogH)- 3 \Sla)\~\S.(a)\ ( <\S,(a)\), 

but that does not satisfy the conditions ( * )t in 4.2.11.1 for this i, gives a 
"minor" contribution <{(~7)2 (log H)- 2 to 4.1.5. 

Proof We have 

We proceed, then, similarly for i and H' as inj and Hof 4.2.7 and 4.2.8. 

4.2.11.3. Sublemma. Suppose that a satisfies the conditions in 
4.2.11.1 for i = I, · · . , 4 and the conditions in 4.2.8 for j. We have, then, 

if C300 in 4.2.3 is chosen sufficently large. 

Proof The left-hand side to be shown is the same as 4.2.10. Suppose 
that 

\ S.(a) \~Csoo(~~') 112-

Then, we have similarly as in 4.2.5 and as in the proof of 4.2.10, that 
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Combining with 

we have the right-hand side of the conclusion in this case. Suppose that 

Then, 

Therefore 

as 

This is impossible if H is ~ 1 because 

If His~~ 1, then At is ~ ~~r. therefore ISla)I is~ ~(~7) 112, by 2.2.9 
and 4.2.5. We have !Sia)! is ~ ~(~J) 1fl., which is ~ ~(~?) 1fl.. Therefore, 
A~> is~~~?, by 2.2.9. Then, we have At~ ~At. 

4.2.11.4. Sublemma. We may suppose, in 4.2.11.1, that log H' is 
~ ~logH. 

Proof We have, from 4.2.11.1 and 4.2.11.3, that 

and 

These give the conclusion. 

4.2.12. Let H be such that 

1 ~H ~p (log P)-5000. 

Let j be fixed and we consider a's as in 4.2.5 and satisfying that 
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(log H) 3 :2:\a\:2:(log Ht 3, 

H- 112(cof;7)?::.A;ifl~H- 1(co~7), 

and that, for i= l, ... , 4, 

(log Ht 3 \Sia)\~\S;(a)\ (::;; I Sia)\). 

We impose the following conditions"((*))/' on a such that 

A\;{! (log H)7~A~) ?::.At (log H)- 31, 

-r(A~l)~(log P)12, -r(B~l)~(log P)'2, 

and 

(log Ht 13(c0~~') 2 ~A~lA<tl*:S(log H) 13(c0~'.')2, 

for i=l, .. ·, 4. 

4.2.13. Lemma. Such a as in 4.2.5 and satisfying 

(log H) 3 ~\a !~(log H)- 3, 

H- 112(c0~7)~A;ifl~H- 1(co~7), 

and, for i= l, · · ·, 4, 

(log Ht 3 \S/a)\~\Si(a)\ (~\S/a)\), 

but that does not satisfy the condition (( *)\ in 4.2.12 for at least one i, gives 
a "minor" contribution 

to 4.1.5. 

Proof By 4.2.11 and 4.2.12. 

4.3. Intermediate domain II 

4.3.1. Hereafter we will make use of the choices of Q, etc. Here 
h0 is the constant in the statement of the Theorem. 

4.3.2. Lemma. There exist positive (large) numerical constants h0 

and h1, h0 being independent of h1, such that, for arbitrarily fixed H with 

P(log P)- 5000 ?::.H?::.(log P)"·~ 

we have 
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where a varies under the conditions that 

and 

a e 1/fJ, (logH)- 3<\a\~(logH)3, 

H- 1~~' (log P) 11 > A~l > H- 1~t (log P)- 32, 

(log H)-14~~~A~lA<ll*~(log H)14~i'2 

i'(A~l)<(log P) 12, 

for every i= l, · · ·, 4. 

r(B~l)<(log P)'2 

Proof We have 

\Si(a)· · -Sla)\<\Sla)\ 4 {:'.(~1/A~Hl 2) 4 

<(H112(E1rl2P)112 (log P)16)4<H2E10~p2 (log P)64. 

We can apply Proposition 1.1.l, substituting 

A~l,B~l 

H(logP) 23 

for 

H, 

H(log P) 45 G, 

~i P, 
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as logH~ {:'.log(H(logP)°) owing to the assumption that H~(logP)" 1 • 

We obtain, for a certain h0 that 

L (1 +a 2)- 1da~ J da{:'.(~t(logH}- 14)- 1x #{(A~', B~', A~', B~l)} 

<(~?(log H)-14)-' X ~1/2H-2 (log P)-ao<H-2 (log H)u (log P)-so. 

We, then, obtain 

L\Si(a)· · -Sla)\·(l+a 2)- 1da 

{:'.H2E10~p2. (log P)a4. H-2 (log H)14 (log P)-so 

{:'.E10~P2 (log P)- 2 {:'.P2 (log P)- 2• 

4.3.3. Lemma. Using h0 and h1 of 4.3.2, we have 
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Proof Let us put H 1 as 

H 1=(Iog P)"•+t (/=0, 1,2, .. ·). 

We have, with an /0 (=(logP)(loglogP)- 1+0(1)), that 

We estimate, for 1=0, 1, 2, · · ·, 10, as 

using 4.2.13, 4.3.2 or 4.2.9 (and 4.2.1, if needed). We sum over 1=0, 1, · .. , 
to obtain 

I; (log H1)- 2 <(..I; (l+h 1)- 2 (log log P)- 2<(..(log log P)- 2• 
t=0,1,··· l . . 

4.3.4. Lemma. There exist positive (large) constants h0, h2 and H; 
(depending on h1), such that, for arbitrarily fixed H with 

(log P)"•> H> n,, 
we have 

where a varies under the conditions that 

and 

for i=l, · · ·, 4. 

a e '/JfJ, (logH)- 3 ::S;:\al::S(logH)3, 

n-1~~' (logH)11:2:::A~l> n-1~~' (logH)-az, 

(log H)-u~? 2<A~>A<il*<(Iog H)u~? 2, 

-.(A~>)<(logP)12, 
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Proof We have 

\S1(a)· · -S.{a)\:s;;\Si(a)\'<{:'.(~JAt- 112t 
<{:'.(H1;2(E11l2P)1;2 (log H)11)4 

<{:'.H2 (log H)' 4E 10~P2. 

We apply Proposition 1.1.2, substituting 

A~l,B~> 

H 

~? (logH)12 

Ai, Bi (i= 1, 2), 

for H, 

P, respectively. 

We obtain, for certain h2 and H~, that 

which is 

t (1 +a 2)- 1da<{:'.(~J2 (log H)- 1')- 1#{(Ai>, Bi>, A~>, B~>)} 

<{:'.~J-2 (log H)1'(~J (log H)12)2 (log H).:.••, 

<{:'.(logH)-so 
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4.3.5. Lemma. Using h0 and h1 of 4.3.2, h2 of 4.3.4 and a suitable 
H2, we have 

t f a;aE l" J,H 21t?.l;At,l;(IogPJ-h1fJ, 1s1(a)J..:csoo<J 112 

X(l+a 2}- 1\Si(a)· · -S.(a)\da<{:'.oE10~P2, 

for an arbitrarily given smalipositive constant o. 
Proof We put Hi inductively as 

Hi+ 1 = Hi (log Hi) 2 1=2, 3, · · · 

beginning with H 2 =ea(o- 1E 100)-H~(logH~)- 11, where H~ is that of 4.3.4 
and eh)=expexpexp(*)- We have, obviously 

for 1=2, 3, · · .. 

We have 
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by 4.2.13, 4.3.4, or 4.2.9. We sum over!, to obtain 

00 00 

I:: (log H1t 2~(log log log H2)-2 I:: 1-2~ (H,) (0E10~)2. 
1-2 1-2 

These give the result. 

4.3.6. Lemma. We have, with h0 and H 2 of 4.3.5, that 

4 f ~ -1 // //1 2 
J-1 a;aE'ff;,H 2 "i ;;;A~l;e:;(logP)SOOO,IS;(a)l;e;csoo,j I 

for an arbitrarily given small positive constant o. Here H 2 may depend on 
E100 and o. 

Proof 4.3.3 and 4.3.5. 

4.3.7. Lemma. There exists a positive (large) constant H 3, for arbi
trarily given small constant o, such that 

where a varies under the conditions that 

H 32:\a \2:H;1, 
C0~1/';;;;A~l> H; 1(c0~'j), 

but that does not satisfy one, at least, of the following 

H; 1 IS/a)j~jS;(a)j (::=;IS/a) I), 

H 3A<.J_J> A~l> H; 1A~l, 
H-1(c e:11)2> A<ilA<il*> H (c e )2 a o\o i = * = a o\o i , 

r(A~l)<(log P) 12, r(B~l)~(log P) 1i 

for i = I, • · · , 4. 

Proof 4.2.7 and by calculations similar to those in 4.2.9, 4.2.11 and 
4.2.13. 

4.3.8. We are left with such a, that 
( i ) Those in 4.2.4. 
(ii) Those that have been left in 4.3.7, i.e., that satisfy all of 



for i=l, ·. ·, 4. 
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Ha>\a\~Hi\ 

Hi 1 \Sla)\~\Si(a)\ ( <\S,(a)I), 

Co~?> A~>> Hi 1(co~t), 

H 31(c0~?)2<A~lA(il*~Ha(c 0~?)2, 

!"(A~>)<(Iog P)12, !"(B~>)~(log P)12, 

(iii) Those satisfying, for i = 1, ... , 4, 

(log P)aooo> A~> (~l), 

and 

(log P)4>\a\> p- 314. 

The case (i) and (ii) will be treated in 4.4 and 4.5. 
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4.3.9. Lemma. Those a in (iii) of 4.3.8 do not exist, if h0 is > 8000. 

Proof This is classical, [5]. We have, for a in (iii) of 4.3.8, that 

\.:ita\ A~> =B~> +O(P- 2 (log P)2°) 

for i=l,2. We have, as in 1.3.1.1, that 

If B~>=0, then, Bi>=0. This contradicts that 

\a\>p-a,4. 

Therefore B~>=t-0 and B~>~l. Similarly Bi>>l. As l<Ai>B~>< 
(log P) 1500 = o(P2 (log Pt 700°}, the fraction, ( or its reduced one), 

(A~> Bi>)(Ai> B~>t 1 

is a convergent to 1.:i1.:i21 \ with a smaller denominator than that of R'Q'- 1, 

by 1.2.3.2 (i). Then 

\\A1A21 \ (Ai>B~>)-(A~>Bi>)\X ((Ai>B~>), (A~>Bi>))-1 

>(2Q')-1>Q-1>(P2 (log P)-h•)-1. 

This contradicts that the left-hand side is O(P- 2 (1ogP) 7000), if h0>8000. 
The case (iii) of 4.3.8 is impossible. 
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4.3.10. Lemma. We may add to (ii) of 4.3.8, the conditions that a 
satisfies, moreover, by taking H 8 larger if needed, 

(i=l, · · ·, 4), 

where A<t>***, A<i>** are those in 4.2.3.l. 

Proof Similar to 4.2.3.1. 

4.4. Kloosterman's domain I 

We treat such a as is left in (i) and (ii) of 4.3.8. We will rely, in 
4.5, on 2.3.7, 2.3.9, 2.3.11.5 and 3.2.4, where we need the essences of [17]. 
In this section, the key steps are 4.4.14 and 4.4.19. 

4.4.1. ( i) From (i) and (ii) of 4.3.8, we have to treat such a, with 
a large positive constant H 0 depending on E100 and an arbitrarily small 
positive constant o of 4.3.5 and 4.3.7, that 

H01 <\a\<H0 

and 

where 

and a and l,a may be considered as irrational if needed. As we have 
obtained upper bounds of "L1-norm" of parts of 4.1.5, in the preceedings, 
we can widen the range of a which is left as above, if needed. We will 
take into consideration 1.1.3, 2.2.11 and lemmas in 1.4 up toJI.4.7. 

(ii) With a large positive constant g0, which will be explained in 
4.4.4, we prepare the convergents of !al as 

with 

As we have 
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from (i), we may suppose that 

by taking g0 large in connection with H 0• See 4.2.3 and 4.2.3.1. The 
notation will be modified later, in 4.4.3.1. 

4.4.2. Lemma. Such a, as is stated in 4.4. l and satisfying one of the 
following conditions, gives a minor contribution < o p1 • • • .:14 \- 112P 2 to 4.1.5. 
The conditions are; 

( i) that X(2X't 1 has not "good partial fractions with respect to g6, 
2.2.10",for some choice of 

or (ii) that Xis not [K, K')-regular, 1.1.3.2,for some choice of X = 
A*, B*, A*, B*, A**' B**' A<il***, B<il***, A<tl**, B<tl**, A<tl*, B<il*, 
A~l, B~l 

or (iii) that, if A; is irrational, ( Y, Y') > G for some choice of 

and 

or 

and 

Here, the positive constants g6, G, K and z are supposed to be sufficiently 
large depending on on £ 100, (H 0 and g0). Also, G6 in the assumption (iii) of 
the Theorem is chosen sufficiently large. Their definite choices will be ex
plained in 4.4.4. 

Proof Apply 2.2.11 to (i), 1.1.3 to (iii), and then, lemmas from 1.4.3 
to 1.4.3.6.1, to (iii). Here, G6 used in (iii) of the Theorem must be chosen 
sufficiently large to fit G0 of 1. 1.3. 

4.4.3. Now a is supposed to satisfy all of the followings; 
( 0) That a is as is stated in 4.4.1. 
( i) That X(2X')- 1 has "good partial fractions" for each choice of 

X and X' as in 4.4.2 (i). 
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(ii) That Xis [K, K")-regular for each choice of X as in 4.4.2 (ii). 
and (iii) that, if ;ii is irrational, then ( Y, Y') ~ G for each choice of Y and 
Y' as in 4.4.2 (iii). 

4.4.3.1. In the followings, we often put as 

A*=A=aA·, 

A**=A', 

B*=B=bB, 

B**=B', 

where all prime divisors of a and b lie in [K, K') and no prime divisors of 
A. and jj lie in [K, K'). We have 

1 ~v[K,K•i(x)~ 10 log z 

for x=a and b, by 4.4.3 (ii). 

4.4.4. As we use so many positive constants, we list them up here, 
according to their order of being fixed. 

( i ) 'f/1 • • • 'f/4 = ± 1 ; given first in the Theorem. 
(ii) iJ (>O); a sufficiently small positive numerical constant, pre-

pared to state 4.3.5, 4.3.7 and 4.4.2. 
(iii) c;, c;', C6, c;60 ; given in 4.1.7. 
(iii') h0 ; given in 4.3.6. 
(iv) H 0 ; given in 4.4.1. 
(iv') g0 ; given in 4.4.1, and will be fixed in 4.4.5 and 4.4.7. 
( v ) g~, G~, G, K, z; given in 4.4.2 and 

( v-0) G as in 4.4.2, 
( v-i) G~ as in 4.4.2, and will be fixed in 4.4.7, 
( v-ii) z is chosen as in 4.4.2, according to 1.4.3.3 and 1.4.3.5, 
(v-iii) g~ will be fixed in 4.5.1, 
(v-iv) K will be fixed in 4.4.5, 4.4.7, 4.4.9 and 4.4.15. 

( vi ) L0 ; appearing in (ii) and (iii) of the assumptions of the Theorem 
will be fixed in 4.4.5, 4.4.7, 4.4.11, 4.4.19, 4.4.21 and 4.5.2. 

(vii) G',g'; will be fixed in 4.4.15. 
(viii) G0 ; appearing in (iii), (vi) and (v) of the Theorem will be fixed 

in the final step in 4.5. 7.6. Also T and Z in 2.3.11 will be fixed in con
nection with G0• 

In the followings, these constants are supposed to be taken sufficiently 
large. 

4.4.5. Lemma. Each of (UiaY)(V;bX)- 1, where (X, Y) = (ACil**, 
B<il**), (A<il*, B<il*), (A~l, B~l) (i=l, ... , 4), has jj.4'- 1 as one of its con
vergents. 

Proof Suppose (X, Y)=(A<il**, B<i)**), for instance. We have that 
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therefore that 

hence that 

This means that 

We have 

and 

If K is ::?: cH 0g~, where the positive numerical constant c is taken suffi
ciently large, then, 

This means, by 1.2.3.2 (i), that 

(U;aB<i)**)(V;bA (i)**)- 1 (---+BA·-,. 

4.4.6. Lemma. Let the preceding convergents of BA·-1 be B· 1·•-1 and 
Br 1·r-1, one lying to the right and the other to the left of BA·-1, 1.2.3.1 (iii). 
We have, then, for each choice of i, one of the following three alternatives; 

or 

( ii )i 

or 

{(UiaB(il**)(VibA(i)**)- 1 

(U1aB<il*)(VibACil*)-1 

{(UiaB<il*)(VibA<il*)-1 

(UtaB~l)(VibA~l)- 1 

(iii)t (UiaB<il*)(VibA<il*)-' {
( U1aB<il**)(VibA <tl**)- 1 

(UiaB~l)(VibA~l)-' 

where 

(----+BA°-1 (===?B'A''-1, 

(---+BA°-' (===?B'A·1- 1, 

(---+BA·_, (===?B'A·,-,, 
(---+BA·_, (===?B'A·1- 1, 

(---+BA·_, (===?B••l'•,-1, 

(---+BA·_, (===?Br,j_·r,-1, 
(----+BA·-1 ( ===?jj•,1·•,-1, 
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and 
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(t1i, Pt) is one of (t1, 17) and (/7, .1). 

Remark. We have 

Proof 4.4.5. 

l"•+A·r=.-f°, 
_ijJ + jjP =B. 

4.4.7. Lemma. Such a, that we have (i)i or (ii)i of 4.4.6 for some i, 
gives a minor contribution <to \ .:!1 • • • .:!4 \- 112 P 2 to 4.1. 5. 

Proof Suppose we have the case (i)i, for instance. We have 

\.:!ia \=(Vi U; 1+ O((L0P 2t 1)(BA- 1 + O((g0P 2)- 1) 

= (ViB)(UiAt 1 + O((H 0L01+ E100g 01)P- 2). 

We have, on the other hand, by 1.2.3.1 (iv-iv), that 

and 

\ \.:!ia \-B<il* A<il*-1 \~(2A<il** A<il*)-1 )> (Hl~'t2. 

By choosing L0 and g0 sufficiently large, these mean that, if both of 
B<il**A<1l**- 1 and B<il*A<il*-1 lie on the same side to (UtB)(V 1A)- 1, they 
must lie on the same side to \.:!1a\. This is impossible as A<i)**B<1l**- 1 
and A<tl*B<1l*- 1 are consecutive convergents to \A1a\-1. Therefore 

Suppose that .:11 is irrational, then Ui > G6, owing to the assumption 
(iii) in the Theorem. Suppose, moreover, that 

then 

Then 
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Then the number of possible pairs (A, B) is 

~ d- 1Ho(g0P) 2+ ~ d- 1Ho(g0P) 2 
d;df u,,a> uY3 d;dl v ,,d> vy3 

~ (U-;'131:(U;) + V-;11a1:(Vi))Ho(goP)2 

~ u-;0.1p2_ 

This gives a minor contribution to 4.1.5. 
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Suppose Ai is irrational and B<il*A<il*-'=(ViB)(UiA)- 1. We have a 
similar conclusion as before. 

Suppose that Ai is rational and BUl**AUl**- 1=(ViB)(UiAt 1• 

(Ui=l by the assumption of the Theorem.) We have 

E10o'J> Vi~(Vi, A)=(ViB, UiA)= U1A-A<il**- 1 

=AA<il**-' > g~12Ho\ 

which is impossible if g0 is sufficiently large. 
Suppose that Ai is rational and B<ti* A<il*-'=(ViB)(UiA)- 1• We have 

a similar conclusion as before. 
Suppose that we have no equality. But this case does not occur, 

because (UtaB<il**t 1(VtbA<il**t 1 and (UiaBUl*)(VibA<ti*t' must lie on 
the same side to B.l- 1, owing to (i)t. 

4.4.8. Lemma. We have, from (iii)i (i = 1, · · ·, 4) of 4.4.6, that 

where 

t; P[ tt*(Pi* -'rqi*)). 
t;(p;+qt) t,*qi* 

t;*,p[*, q[*, ···,qi* EN, 

p[*?q[*>l, 

p;>q;>I, 

p/?qi*~l, 

(pt*, q;*)= 1, 

(pt, qt)= 1, 

(pi*' qi*)= 1, 

t;*=(UiaBUl**, VtbAUl**), 

t;=(UiaB<il*, VtbA<tl*), 

t,*=(UiaB~l, VibA~l). 

Proof (iii)i of 4.4.6 and 1.2.3.1 (iv-vi). If qt= 0, for instance, then 
(UiaB<il*)(ViaB<tl*)- 1 =(BJ'+ jjv')(,-P' +Av,)- 1 =BA'- 1• This was discussed 
in the proof of 4.4. 7. Therefore qt~ I. 
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4.4.9. Lemma. 
( i) Putting *l 
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,.{B4 -B,4°4 =sr (=±1), 

,,ljjr_jj,.{r=sd (=±1), 

we have 

sr = -s 4 • 

(ii) Putting 

AB'-BA'=e (= ±1), 

,4°B'-B,4°'=s' (=±1), 

((4.4.6)), 

((4.4.3.1)), 

((4.4.6)), 

where (.,i°', B') is one of (;{4 , B 4) and (,.fr, Br), we have 

,4_·, =(es')(bA' -t' A), 

B' =(es')(aB' -t' B), 

with 

If es'= 1, then t' <ab. 

Proof ( i) is well-known; Theorems 158 and 164 in [12], for in
stance. As for (ii), it is easy except the order oft'. We have, by choosing 
K sufficiently large, 

therefore 

We have 

therefore t' ;;;_ab. If es'= 1, then the same argument gives us that t' <ab. 

4.4.9.1. As a converse to 4.4.9, we have 

Lemma. Let a, b, A", B, ,.f', B', s', e be given, so that (aA·, bB)= 1, 
A"B1 -BA" 1=e' ands', e are ±1. Lett' be such that 

*> These notations may cause of some irritations. See the end of 4.5.3.1. 
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.l 1 +(ee')t'.l=o mod b, 

B' +(es')t' B::::O mod a, 

O<t'~ab, 

(t' <ab if ee' = 1). Let us put 

A=aA·, 

Then, they are integers and 

AB'-BA'=e. 

Proof It is easy. 

4.4.10. Lemma. We have, from 4.4.8, that 

(ViB)(UiA)- 1-B<il** A<**- 1 = (e4 'tt* q;*)(UiAA<il**)-1, 

(VtB)(U;A)- 1-B<il*A<1l*-'= -(e 4't;qt)(U;AA< 1l*)- 1, 

(V;B)(U;A)- 1-B~l A~)-t = (e4 't,*q;*)(U;AA~l)-'. 

Here we have put as 

(=-er'=±l). 

We have also 

Proof It is easy. 

4.4.11. Lemma. We have, for 

(Assumption (iii) of the Theorem) 

and 

((4.4.3.1)) 

with 

that 

where 

143 
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and 

Proof We have 
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e=AB'-BA'= +I. 

the latter owing to Aa*+A':S:2A*~g~P. Then the conclusion follows 
easily. 

4.4.12. Lemma. We have, in 4.4.8 and 4.4.11, that 

if e=e 4', then tfqf>tf*qf* (>I), 

and 

Proof We have 

\lat \-B<il** A<•l**-1 =(Vi U, 1+QJ(BA- 1 +co)-B<tl** A<tl**-1 

\ 

=((ViB)(UiA)-B<il**A<tl**- 1)+(QiBA- 1+co\l 1 \) 

=(e 4 'tf*qf*)(UiAA<il**)- 1 +({)iBA- 1+co \11 \), 

by 4.4.10. Similarly 

\l,a\-B< 1l* A<il*-1= -(s 4 'tf qt)(U,AA<il*)- 1+({)iBA- 1+co \li\), 

\lia \- B~) A~)-i =(s 4 ' ti*qi*)(UiAA~l)- 1 +({)iBA- 1 +co \lt \). 

On the other hand, the signatures of the above three formulae vary 
between positive and negative values alternatively. We have also that 

A~ll\l,a\-B~lA~H\>A<ti* l\lia\-B<il*A<il*- 1 \ 

>A<il** l\l,a\-B<il**A<t)**- 1 \. 

(See 1.2.3.1 (iv-iv)). 
( i) Suppose that e=e 4'= I. We have, by 4.4.11, that 

Therefore 

Then 
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These mean that 

Then 

A (il*{(tf qf)(UtAA<tl*)- 1-(QtBA- 1+w \li \)} 

=A<tl*(-\l,a\+B<i>* A<'>*-1) 

> A<'>**(\l,a\-B<'>** A''>**- 1) 

=A<i>**{(tf* qf*)(UiAA<'>**)- 1 +(!J,BA- 1 +w \l, \)}. 

We have, then, 

tf qf>tf*qf*+(A<t>** +A<ti*) · UtA ·(!JtBA- 1+w \l,\) 

>tf*qf*. 

(ii) Suppose that e=e 4i= -1. We have 

as 

Then we have 

as 

We have 

Then 

A<t>*{(tf qt)(UtAA<tl*)- 1 -\QtBA- 1+w \l, \\} 
> A<ti**{(tf* qf*)(UtAA<ti**}- 1 + \ QiBA- 1 +w\ lt \ \}. 

tfqf >tf*qf*+(A<il* +A<tl**)UiA I QiBA- 1+w\ ~ \\ 

>tf*qf*. 

(iii) Suppose that e= -e 4'= 1. We have 

145 
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as 

Then 

Therefore 

Then 

Therefore 
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A~l{(ti*qt*)(UtAA~l)- 1-(D1,BA- 1 +ro \11, \)} 

> A(il*{(tfqf)(UtAA<tl*)-'+(QtBA-'+ro ilt\)}. 

tt*qt*>tfqf +(A~l +A<0 *)UiA(Q1BA- 1+ro \l,\) 
>ttqt. 

(iv) Suppose that e = - g4; = -1. We have 

as 

Then 

Then 

Therefore 

Then 

A~l{(tt*qt*)(UtAA~l)- 1-\QtBA- 1+rollt\l} 

> A<il*{(tfqt)(UiAA<ti*t 1+\Q,BA- 1+ro \l,I\}. 

ti*qt*>tfqt +(A~l +A<'l*)· UtA-\QtBA- 1+ro lltll 
>ttqt-
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4.4.13. With the notations in 4.4.11, 4.4.10, 4.4.8 and 4.4.3.1, let us 
put Ai, Bi, A:, B;, ei as follows; 

( i) If e =e 4 ', then 

Bi=B<i)**, 

Ai=A<t)**, 

B;=B<tl*, 

A:=A<il*, 

Ai=A<tl*, A~=A~l, 

si=er' (=AiB:-BiA~=AB'-BA'=s). 

Corresponding to the above cases, the letters p;,qf, tf, pf*, · · · etc., will 
be denoted as 

and 

Also, we choose J, with s4 in 4.4.9, to satisfy 

so that we have 

or 

in (ii). 

4.4.14. Lemma. With the notations in 4.4.13, we have 

where 

AiB:-BiA:=ci=e, Ho~i>At>c/;t, 

A=a,4°, B=bB, AB'-BA'=e (4.4.3.1), 

Pi>qi>l, 

(pi, q,)= 1, 

p~>qi?::.1, 

(p~, q:)= 1, 
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ti=(U;aBi, VibAi), t;=(U;aB;, ViaA;), 

t;t;(piq;+qip;+qi q;)= uy;ab, 

t;q;> tiqi 

and 

Proof Suppose that e=s 4' (=e 4). 

4.4.9 (i) and 4.4.10, that 
We have, from 4.4.13 (i), 4.4.8, 

( U;a O )(Bi Bi) =(U-ia 
0 V;b Ai A; 0 

Suppose thats= -s 4'=er'=e 4• Then 

4.4.15. Lemma. With the notations of 4.4.14, such a, that does not 
satisfy all of the following conditions, gives a minor contribution to 4.1.5. 
The conditions are, with sufficiently large positive constants G' and g': 

( i) That Xis expressible as a product of a (square-free) divisor of 
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t1i,(ui Vi) and of integer of order O(G'), and also G' .2,<u,v,l> X(2: l), 
where X = ti and t;. 

(ii) That (X, Y) is expressible as a product of a (square-free) divisor 
of Ji,( Y) and of an integer of order 0( G'), and also 

G'2'<n;;:::(X, Y), 

where X=A, B, A', B', Ai, Bi, A~, B; and Y=Ui, Vi. 
(iii) That (X, Y) is a (square-free) divisor of J~,(Y), where X = 

pi, q;, Pi+q, and Y=t:; 1UiViab, or X=p~, q;, p;+q~ and Y=t;- 1uytab. 
Also 

and 

(iv) That 

(qi, q;)tit~ I ui Viab, 

(qi, qD:S:G'4'<u,vo_ 

Also that p 2 {(qi, qD, if pis a prime and p > K. 
(v) And that 

for X =A, B, A', B', A;, B;, A~, B;. 

Remark. Above conditions are trivial, if li e Q. 

Proof It is easy for (v). 
As for (iv), we have, from 4.4.14. that 

and that 

U; V;abB~At = tJ~(p;B +q;W)((pt +qt),4°-qiA.r). 

Therefore we have 

But (PtP;, (q;, q;))= l. Therefore we have 

BA°-==O mod (q;, qD. 
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As (A, B) = 1 and p 2 1.ijj if p > K, we have the latter assertion in (iv). 
Suppose, then, that 

We have either d1>G 11122•<u,v,, or d2>G 11122•<U,v,,. Also we can suppose 
that p21 d1d2 if p > K. The number of such (A, B), that d1 ~ G11122•<u,v,, for 
some i, is 

<HogoP ~ ~ (ad1)-1goP 
a di 

<HogoP ~ (aG'1122,(U,vti)-1 X K'2•<u,v,,goP 
a 

where K' is n p;p;;,,g" pK' and K" is K'. z log z -log K. If G' is sufficiently 
large, the contribution of those (A, B) is of minor one. Similarly for d2• 

Let us consider (i). We have 

t,=(U,aB,, V,bA,)lab(U,, A,)(V,, B,). 

Similar consideration as in the latter half of the proof of (iv) gives us that 
the contribution of those (A,, B,) with t,> G'2•<U,v,, is of minor one. We 
can suppose that p2 { A,B, if p > K, therefore p2 ,t A,B-i if p > K·. Then the 
number of such pairs (A,, B,), that there exists a prime common divisor of 
U, and A,~withp>G'v(U,), is, taking G'>K•, 

<(G'v(U,))- 1v(U,)H0gV' 

<G'- 1H 0g~P. 

This gives a minor contribution. Similarly for other cases, and we easily 
have (i) for t,. Similarly for t~. 

(ii) The proof is similar as in (i). 
(iii) We have 

t,p, <.ii- 1U,aB, =B- 1U,abB, < (go - 112Pt 1U,ab(HoP) < G'U,. 

Similarly we have t~p~<G'U,. Suppose that t,p,<G 1- 112U,. We have, 
then, 
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UiaBi = t/(pi +qt)B-q)3r) ~ tipijj < G1- 112UtB 

~(G'at112utaBi. 
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This is impossible if G' is large. Now suppose that tipt> G1 - 112U; and 
t,qt<G 1- 1Ui. Then piq; 1>G 1112. We have 

[(UiaBi)(VibAi)- 1- Bl'- 1 [ = q/f- 1((p 1 + qi)l' -qtl'r)- 1 

< q i1·-1(p;l)-1 < 6 ,-1121·-2_ 

We have, then, 

This is 

if G' is sufficiently large in connection with H 0, g 0, K and z. Then we 
have 

(VtB)(Uil)- 1 (~ the reduced fraction of (aB,)(bAJ- 1• 

We have (a, At)~(A, A;)<G. Therefore, the denominator of the reduced 
fraction of (aB;)(bA;)- 1 is 

This means that the number of possible reduced fraction arising from 
possible (aB;)(bA;t 1 is ~GH 0, if 1·, B, a and b are fixed. Then, 1.4.4.2 
tells us that the number of (a, b, A;, B;) is 

if 1· and jj are fixed. We have 1· and jj are <K- 1(g0P). Therefore taking 
K sufficiently large, the contribution is of minor one, if t;q;<G 1- 1U,. The 
proof is similar for tiqi. 

Dividing ti as ti= yizt, temporarily, with 

we see that (t; 1U; V;ab, X) is a divisor of (y; 1U;a, X)(z; 1 V;b, X). Suppose 
that 

(t; 1U1Ytab, X),l' L1~1(t;1UY;ab). 

As (U;, V,)= 1 and (a, b)= I, we have, then, either 
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or 

Then, there exists a prime p, such that either 

or 

If Xis Pt, for instance, this means that either 

or 

p>G'11(Vt), pj Vi and pj(.ii-Br), 

because p ,t q,. Then the number of possible pairs (.B, B') is 

~ I; p- 1Ho(goP)2 ~{(G'11(Ui)t 111(Ut)+(G'11(Vt)t111(Vt)}·Ho(goP)2 

Pi as above 

~G- 1H0g~P2• 

There are O(H~ggab) at most of (A·, ,.i"r) for given (.B Br). Therefore, there 
are at most O(G'- 1(K20 • 1011' • H 0g~)2P 2) of (A, B). Taking G' sufficiently large 
we have done with the case of (t; 1UtVtab, p). Similarly for other cases. 

4.4.15.1. Corollary. Hereafter we can add the conditions of 4.4.15 
on 4.4.14. 

4.4.16. Lemma. If i, t,, ti, qi, qi, a, b are fixed, the number of pos
sible pairs (P-1,Pi), satisfying the conditions in 4.4.15 and 

is 

Proof We have 

Therefore the solution (pi mod (qt, q~)-1qt, p~ mod (qi, q~t 1qi) is unique, 
if ab is fixed. Then we have 
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of (P,,Pi)-

The next two lemmas 4.4.17 and 4.4.17 .1 are to suggest the nature of 
p,, q,, etc. 

4.4.17. Lemma. If i, t,, ti, a, b are fixed, the number of possible 
quadruples (p,, q,, Pi, qi), satisfying the conditions in 4.4.15, and also 

(p,,q,)=1, (Pi,qD=l, P;'c.q,>1, p;>qi>l 

and 

is 

Proof Fixing p, and q,, the solution (p~ mod (p, +q,), q~ mod q,) is 
unique, as (p,+q,, q,)=1. Therefore we have 

of pairs (Pi, q~), if p, and q, are fixed. We have 

and 

We have, also, 

I; (p,+q,)- 1 ~ I; 1 ~t,1G'U,, 
w,~ w 

I; q,1 ~ I; 1 X log G' ~t,1 G' log G' • U1., 

I; 1 ~(t; 1GU,)2• 
p1,,q1, 

These gives us the number of quadruples (p,, q,, Pi, q~) is 

~ (ti-2+(t,tD-l+t;2)G'4U~ 

~ G'4(t;:-i+ t~-1)2U~. 

4.4.17.1. Lemma. We have 
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.6, (tit;t 1 1:. G12 {exp (_:z=pp-1)}21:. G'3 (log v(Ui Vi))2 

ti,ti 

where p runs through the set of primes such that 

p~G'v(UiVi) and P\UYt· 

Proof Easily obtained from 4.4.15 (i). 

4.4.18. Lemma. We have,from 4.4.14, 

(vi o)(B B')-(Bi B;)(t:q; t;(abt 1(-p;+t 1q;) ) 
0 Ui A A' - Ai Ai tiqi t;(abt1((pi+qi)+t'qi) ' 

where t' is that of 4.4.9 (ii) (and 4.4.9.1) withs' =e,1 ( =e). 

Proof It is easy. 

4.4.19. Proposition. Suppose that integers A, B, A', B', t', ti, ti, Pt, 
qt, Pi, q;, a, b are given, so that 

AB'-BA'=t= ±1, 
A=aJl, B=bB, 

det(t:q; 1:(ab)-1(-p~+t'q;) )=u V 
ttqt ti(ab)- 1((Pt+qt)+t'qt) i t, 

G12>(t:qD(tiqi)- 1> 1. 

Let 1·r and jjr be chosen as A.01 and B' of 4.4.9 (ii) with s' = e. Suppose that 
we have integers At, Bt, A;, B{ satisfying 4.4.14 and that At>A;>o. Then, 
we have 

EITHER that 

OR that such a, that \a\ (----+BA- 1 (==}B'A 1- 1, gives a minor contri
bution to 4.1.5. 

We have to choose L0 sufficiently large, depending on G'. 

Proof We have 

(VtB)(UtA)- 1 = {(tiqi)Bi +(tiqi)B;} · {(t;q;)A + (ttqi)Aa- 1 

={(tBi +Bi}· {(iAi +Ai}- 1, 

where (i=(t:q;)(tiqt)- 1• Then, through Theorem 172 in [12] and by the 
assumption that (i=(t;q;)(ttqi)- 1> 1, we have ((VtB)(UtA)- 1)- 1(----+AtB;- 1 
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(===}AiBi- 1• If Ai is rational, (therefore an integer by the assumption of 
Theorem), then \Ail= ViU;1. Therefore, we are done with, in this case. 

Suppose At is irrational. We have 

where 

Here, taking L 0 sufficiently large, we can suppose that 

and that 

I t'i I <Lo 112• 

If ,t +t't> 1, then we are done with, by the same theorem in [12]. It 
is impossible that r;;t+t't= 1, as At is irrational. Suppose, then, r;;t+t't<I. 
This means that etQi <O and 1 >r;;t+t't> l-L 0112, as r;;t> 1. Let us put as 

Then C~L~12• And then, 

(\A;\BA-1t 1={(l +r;;i-l)- 1Ai+Ai}{(l +r;;i-l)- 1Bi+Bi}- 1 

={r;;;(At + A;)+ A;}{r;;;(Bt + B;)+ Bi}- 1• 

Therefore the theorem in [12] tells us that 

Also we have 

We have 

\At \BA- 1 -(Bt +B:)(At +A;)- 1 

=ei{(A;+A;)(r;;;(A;+AD+AD}- 1~Lo112(A;+AD- 2• 

We can suppose that A and B are [K, K')-regular. Then, calculations, 
similar to the proof in the case ptq-;1>G1112 of 4.4.15 (iii), applied to 
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tell us that there are O(Lr;11'P 2) of (A, B, A', B'). Then such a gives a 
minor contribution O(L 0115P 2) to 4.1.5, by taking L 0 sufficiently large. 

4.4.20. Lemma. Suppose we have 

\a\=BA- 1 +w, 

\A;\= vpi 1+ Q 1 

and 

so that 

and 

V1B= t;q;Bt + ttqiB;, 

UiA = t;q;Ai + tiqtA;, 

We have, then, 

Proof It is easy. 

Remark. We will use this lemma, in the form that 

w=s{A(Aa*+A')t1, 

AB'-BA' =s ( = ± 1), 

a*>l (real number), 

and A, B, A', B', A;, ti, q;, t;, q; are to satisfy 4.4.14, where .,i"r and jjP 
are ,4_·, and .B' of 4.4. 9 (ii) with s' = s. 

4.4.21. Lemma. With the notation of 4.4.20, we put 

We suppose that, s=st, (See 4.4.14). We have, then, 

(HogoP)-2 ~\ Mt I~ G'(H 01P)- 2• 

Proof We have, from 4.4.1, that (I <)a*~g~, because A*~ ~a*A 
and A=A*. The rest is easy. 
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4.4.22. Remark. Suppose that e ( = ± 1) a, b, ai, bi (i = 1, · · . , 4) are 
fixed. Suppose.land B are given so that A=al" and B=bB lie in the 
interval [gi12P, g0P]. We have, then, by choosing K sufficiently large, at 
most one possibility of (Ai, BJ such that ai\ Ai, bi\ Bi and that Ai and Bi 
belong to [H01P, H0P]. See 1.4.1.1. We have uniquely 1·r and W such 
that 

and 

We have, also, uniquely Ai and Bi such that 

and 

These mean that, supposing that e, a, b, ai, b1 are fixed and K is sufficiently 
large, the possibility for ti, ti, Pi, qi, Pi, qi (i = 1, · · ·, 4) in 4.4.14 is one at 
most, if 1· and Bare fixed. Therefore, fixing e, a, b, ai, bi, we can divide 
the set of (l", B)'s disjointly, according to t0 ti, Pi, qi, Pi, qi (i= 1, · · ·, 4) 
in 4.4.14. 

These arguments go similarly when we begin with a, b, 1· and 1·r, in 
place of a, b, 1· and B. 

Note that we have not used the assumptions (iv) and (v) up to now. 
These heavy assumptions will be needed in 4.5. 

4.5. Kloosterman's domain II 

4.5.1. Lemma. Suppose that we have the conclusion of 4.4.14. Sup
pose that A;(2A:)- 1 has "good partial fractions with respect to H0, 2.2.10". 
(We suppose that such a, that gives a minor contribution to 4.1.5, is not con
sidered here, according to 4.1.3, 4.4.1, 4.4.3, 4.4.3.1, 4.4.4, 4.4.15, 4.4.19 
and 4.4.21.) We put as 

sgn a=r;o (= ± 1), 

Fi=QiBA-1, 

Mi =e{\ili\A- 1(Aa* +A't 1 + tiq;(UiAAit 1}. 

Note that ei=e by 4.4.14. We have, then,for S;(a) in 4.1.4, that 
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Si(a)=_!_ Po(2AJ-1s(Bi)(swi)- 112 
2 At 

+I:(±) I; I; p.,((2ht-l)! !)- 1(-7Ji1J02n--/=T)'''- 1(2A,)- 1S}"'>(B') 
<i "' Vi A, 

Here~, is~? or~~ and± corresponds to this choice, h, is taken over 1 <h, 
<Hg00, v, is taken over \v;\~H~ 00 • Also Sj•,>(BJA,) is one of S(BtfA,) and 
S*(BJA,), and p0, p., are one of such p that p=O or p6= 1. Their choices 
are determined by the residues mod 8 of A,, B,, A;, B~, (c:;), and 1,, 1, 
being the odd divisor part of A,, and by residues mod 4 of v,. w,=F,+ 
M,. 

Proof We apply 2.2.12. Putting \l,a\=B,A; 1 +w,, we have w,= 
F,+M,, owing to 4.4.20. We have, on the other hand, by 4.4.19, that 

and, therefore, with O<O+, o: <l, 

w, =\A, \(BA- 1 + c:O +A-2)-B,A; 1 

=s0:A; 2+s0 +\l,\A- 2 

We have, then, 

and 

We have, combining with 2.1.4, that 

S;(a)= I;(±) I; p.,(2A,)- 1S;•,>(B')e(.!. w,e~-(2A,)- 1~,w,) 
<i ., A, 2 

X sgn (e,-v;(2A,w,)- 1)\w, \-112 • W,(\w, \112\e,-v;(2A,w;)- 1 \) 

+ O(H;2op112), 

where, v,, p., and S}''l( ... ) are as explained above. We substitute 2.2.5 
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(iv) with k=Hi 00 there. The term corresponding to 

in 2.2.5 (iv) appears as 

I:; p,i(2A1)- 1S?•'(B 1)e((8A 1)- 1eA~vDe(1-wJ~-(2A 1)- 1c;-"1v1) 
,, A 1 2 

We have 

Xsgn (c;-'1-v/2A1w1t1)iw1l-112 

X ~ e(- ~ w/c;-"1-vl2A 1w1)- 1)2)e( ! e). 

(8A1)-1eAM+½wic;-'~-(2A1)-1,;-"11,11-½wM1-1,1/2A,wt)-1)2 

=(8A 1)- 1eAM-(8A 1)- 2w;1v: 

=(8A 1)- 1eAM-(8A 1)- 2eA;(AtBt+A~M 

where we have put fit as !w1\-1=A/Atn+A:). We have 

I:; (the above sum) ,, 

= ~ p,, (2Ai)- 1 ·St•'(!:) · e( - ! efitv:) 

X sgn (c;-'1-1,1;(2Atw1)- 1) ·lw11-112e( ! e )· 
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As we have p,,=P-,, and sgn(c;-',-1,1;(2A1w1)- 1)= -sgn(,;-"1-(-1,1 1)(2A1w1)- 1) 
if v,;=#=O, the terms with 1,11=#=0 all cancel out each other. The term with 
v1=0 gives us 

which gives us the first term of the conclusion by adjusting Po· As for the 
other terms of 2.2.5 (iv), we have 

and that 

A;1121w, 1-1/2(\w, 1112\c;-" t -1,1;(2A,w,)-1 \)2H 

= (A,\w1 \)-tf2((A,\w, 1112)-'\1,11 -(2A,wJ1) \)2k-1 

~A~12(H0Hgo~2k-1, 
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((2k-1) ! !)- 1 ::;:((k-1)!)- 1~k-(l:-(l/2)). 

The choice k=Hg 00 is sufficient for the conclusion. 

4.5.2. Lemma. Under the same assumptions as in 4.5.I, we have 

((mx)- 1 (sin n-a))2Si(a) · · · Sia)= I: (- l)P(B- 1A)2e(A- 1µB) 
µ=O, ±1 

_!__po(2Ait1s(Bi) IMi1-112 
2 At 

+ I: I: I: I: c~'IMt 1z,-,.,Ai'+<112,-2,.,.;!' 
., •t ,., i, 

X TI 
i=l,···4, X 2A -112 s<••> (Bi) ( 1 F ~2) 

t • t Ai · e 2 TJoT/t ;<o; 

Here 

where ± corresponds to .;t=~t or~~- (lf vt=O, then v~= 1 and vi=O for 
l>O). Also l, is taken over O<lt~2ht-1. The other notations are the 
same as in 4.5.I, and we must take L 0 sufficiently large as the last but one 
step about 4.4.4. We have, also, that, after expanding the product on the 
right-hand side, each term is 

~H~go n (l+lc~'l(Hog~)Zht).p2 
i=l,•••,4 

and 

Remark. We will often write the right-hand side of the formula of 
the lemma as 

I: (·. · ), 
µ,(0,M,(h),(!) 

when it is expanded. 
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Proof We have 

((ira)- 1 (sin ira))2= · ~ (- l)P(4ir2)- 1(B- 1A)2e(A- 1µB)+o(l). 
µ=0, ±1 

We have, as for the first term in the right-hand side in 4.5.1, that 

Similarly 

Also 

(ei-(2Aiwi)- 1vir 1- 1= ¾ (2\~ 1 )~N-l) 1'(ev;{2Ai)- 1(\Ftl+\Mil)) 21i,-1-1, 

= ~(2ht-l)ei'(-1)1•i1+1(v;(2At\Mt\)-')21i,-1-z,(1 +0(221i,L;;-1gg)). 
z, It 

Taking L 0 sufficiently large with respect to o, H 0 and g0, we obtain the ex
pansion to be proved. The rest is easy. 

4.5.3. Let the constants in 4.4.4, except G0, be fixed as have been 
explained up to now. To treat a which are left untouched in 4.4, we 
proceed as follows: We suppose that 

Then we take variables and constants, which are positive integers except 
e, 7Jo, a* and a, in the following order. 

(0) Let a0 be 

ao= n p. 
p;prime,K~p<K• 

Let e= ± 1, 7Jo= ± 1, a and b be fixed so that 

ab\a0, (a, b)= 1, 

and 

1 <v(x)< 10 log z for x=a, b. 

( i) Let us put, with u0 such that 2u0 \\[U1, • ·., U4], 

W~=2g'+uo+5ao( n p)K'XLl1(U1· .. U4; T) 
p;prime,p<K,p/ U1··· U4, 
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wi =2g'+ 5ao( IT p)K' x J 1( U1 V1 • • • u4 v4; T) 
p;prlme,p<K,pl U1V1•••Ui.V 4, 

XLC.M. of {(Uti, Ui,); i,, i2 =l, · · ·, 4 and:i,:;t=i2}, 

W*= W~fV1, ···,Vi] 
and 

See 2.3.9, 2.3.11.5 and 3.2.1. Clearly W* divides W0• 

(ii) t; 0:::;:;:t:::;:;:G', 

and 

(ii') t'; go112b<t'<ab. (4.4.9 (ii)). 
(iii) ti, t;, p,, q,, Pi, qi (i = 1, · · ·, 4); 

t,ti(Piq;+q,Pi+q,qD= U,V,ab, 
Pi~q,> 1, Pi~qi~ 1, (p,, q,)= 1, (Pi, qD= 1, 

tiqi>t;q;>0, t;(p;+qi)>t:p;, 

We impose the conditions in 4.4.15 on them. 
(iv) .l; has no prime divisor in [K, K"), 

p 8 '+ 1 ,r l' if pis a prime and 2:::;;:p<K, 

p 2 ,j' l" if pis a prime and p> K, 

goP>aA°>gJtzp, 

1,1(.A.) < 1.1 log log P. 

The last condition is admissible by a well-known theorem of Hardy and 
Ramanujan, Problem 20 on p. 31 [20], for insatnce. 

(iv') (A·~, ii~, .B0); Representatives enough to cover the set of 
(A'"', B"', .B), in which l""' is taken mod W0, and .B' and .B are taken mod 
2K'+uo+ 5a0, satisfying the following conditions; 

l"jjr -.ii.A.'"' =e, 

pK'+1,r ii if pis a prime and 2:::;;:p5:,K, 

p 2 ,r .ii if p is a prime and p > K, 

.ii has no prime divisor in [K, K"), 

l'"' +t'A·=o mod b, 

.ii"'+ t' B=-=O mod a, 
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( (Uia)- 1 
· 0 )(~. ~r)(t;(pt+qi) tJp~) e M 2 (Z), 

0 (Vib)- 1 A Ar -tiqi t;qi 

.J">,..P'>gos,..r, 
2c0 Vib~;'> t;((pi + qi)A. -qe·P) > t;(p;.A° + q;.1P') > H 02 Vib~?, 

(G' A·~ )ii> G1- 1A· 

(v) A'r; (A°, Ar)=l, 

A'r=A·g mod W0, 

.J'> A'r> g 08A0

, 

2c0 V;b~~'> t;((pi +qJA°-qiA.Y)> t;(p;A·+q;A·r)> H 02 V;b~t 

(v;) ii, sr; A·Br-BA·r=e, 

B=B 0 mod 2g'+u0 +sa0, 

(t+ l)A'> ii>max (tA·, G1- 1A). 

(Uia)- 1(t;(P1.+qi)B-tiqiBr) E Z, 

(U;a)- 1(t~p~B+t;q~BP') e Z, (2.3.11.5). 

(We have Br=B% mod 28 '+uo+sa0.) 

(vi) (BB'); B=b~: B'=a- 1(~~+1'~), 
A A' A=aA, A'=b- 1(Ar +t'A), 

163 

and A, A', B, B' are [K, K')-regular and satisfying the conditions in 4.4.15. 

(vii) (Bi B:); (U,a O )(Bi B:)=(~- 1.:)(tiPi+qi) t~p!), 
A; Ai O Vib Ai A, A A -tiqi tiqt 

and A,, A:, B0 B; are supposed to satisfy the conditions in 4.4.15 and 
4.5.1. (A,, A:, B;, Bt are integers by (iv'), (v), (v').) 

(viii) a*; g0>a* > 1 (real). 
(viii') a=BA- 1+eA- 1(Aa* +A')- 1• 

We prepare the set 9' of A'r•s for a :fixed A. of (iv), for which all of (iv')
(viii) are not satisfied. 

4.5.3.1. Explanation of 4.5.3. The existence of A·r, B, B% for given 
A·, A°%, B0, ii% is assured by 2.3.11.5, even to the modulus W~[Vi, · · ·, V.]; 
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or if they do not fall into the range stated above, they give minor contri
butions to 4.1.5, as had been explained up to 4.4.22. We have 

AB'-BA'=s, A>A'>O, B>B'>O, 

tt=(UtaBi, VibAt), t~=(UtaBf, VtbAD, 

2c0~i'> Ai> Ai> H 02~r 
Especially 22g' +2 ,t ti. The conditions in (v) given by inequalities show that 
.Jr in (v) lies in an interval J((A.)), say, determined by (0)-(iv) of 4.5.3, 
not depending on A':, B[ and B0 in (iv') there. Let us use the notation 
((A.)) to suggest the choices of (0)-(iv) in 4.5.3. Therefore A·v in (v) of 
4.5.3 may be considered as those, for which 

and 

A."V E J((A.)), 

where A.0[ is one of (iv') in 4.5.3. In (viii') we may have cases to obtain 
such a that was treated in the preceding sections. Estimates there had 
been in "L1-norm", so we have no need to mind having such cases. By 
(viii') we can take a* in (viii) as a variable of integration in 4.1.5, after t, 
A, A' in J((A.)) are fixed. Owing to the length of this note, there are con
fusions in the use of 4 and r. Those A.04, etc., in 2.3 and 3.2 should corre
spond to A.017, etc., in 4.4. See the footnote of 4.4.9 (i). 

4.5.4. Lemma. We have, under ((A)) in 4.5.3.1 that 

Si•1l(!:)· · ·Si••l(!:)=16p(A1 • • -A4) 112 

in 4.5.2, where p=O or p8= 1, 

and p is determined if A°[, 111, • • ·, 114 are fixed under ((A)). 

Proof From 4.4.15 (iv), (v) and the moduli W0 and 2K'+uo+sa0, we 
have the same residues mod 8 of x, X and X with X=2"'X, (2<1' X), for X 
=A·, and A°[, or for X=B and B0, or X=A, and Af0l, or X=Bt and Bf0l. 

Then we can consult 2.3.8. 

4.5.5. We proceed from 4.5.2 and 4.5.3 as follows; 
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Lin us ((n-a)-1 (sin n-a))2S1(a) · · · S.(a)d/3 

= r; J da*(-e)(Aa*+A')-2x{the "main" terms in the} 
(4.6.S) a*; go>«*>l right-hand side Of 4.5.2 

+O(oH 02P2), 

where I:cu.s> is to suggest the choices in 4.5.3 and, in the integral, we use 
4.5.3 (viii'). We have, by the remark in 4.4.22, that this is 

= I: J I: {I:( .. ·)}da*+O(oH; 2P 2), 
l; ((A)) a* (1~, ii~ ,ii 0); (Iv') 1"; (v) 

where I:« 1)) suggests that the choices of (0)-(iv) in 4.5.3, g0>a* > l, and 
I:c1~,B~>;crv'> is taken over 4.5.3 (iv'). Also the sum I:1";<v> is taken over 
4.5.3 (v) and, if there do not exist B and B" of 4.5.3 (v')-(vii), we can 
regard as ,4·r e !/. 

4.5.5.1. We suppose that W0 =o(P). 

4.5.6. We have, through 2.3.8 and 3.2.4 with the notations 3.2.3, 
3.2.4 and si•,>( · · ·) in 4.5.1 with g' +4 in place of g' in W0 in 3.2.4, that 

I;(·.·)= I; . I; c~16-1(A1·. ·A4)-112si•,>(B1),. -S~·•>(B4) 
l";<v> µ,<•>,<11,>,<o,«> I',1" A1 A4 

X ri' -I Aw~ </>(A·~o) X (2ag'+uo+5ao)-1(28 ', A) 

X W01J .. ,,g(A')dA'"x 4,,f(B)e(A- 1µB) 
A B 

+ o(.r'1v \ S(A°")\) 
+O(GP 814(A', W0)x(log P)4). 

Here we have used the fact that, from 1,1(A) < 1.1 log log P, 

2•<1> <log P, 5<1t4>•<1> <(log P) 112, a _81.(A') <log P, 

and 

Also we have used the fact that (2g'+uo+5ao, A', Wo)=(2g'+uo+s, A', Wo)= 
(2B', A} 

4.5.6.1. By what were explained in 4.4.22. and 4.5.3.l, we have 

.. I: .. J da* I; I;" O(\S(A.")\)~o\l 1 • • ·.<4 \- 1' 2P 2• 

A; ((A)) a* (1~, ii~ Bo); (Iv') 117 
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We have, also, that, each time adjusting G suitably larger, 

2tA)) L. da* (A~,BHo);(iv')O(GP3/4(A·, Wo) (log P)4) 

<I: I: (A·, W0)XGP 314(logP) 4 

A 1[ 

<I: (A·, W0)X GW0P 314 log P)4, 
A 

which is, owing to 4.4.15 (ii) and 2.3.10.1, 

<G{T-1i.1(U 1V1 · · · UY 4)P+-r(Ll1(W 0 ; T))P}W 0P 3!4 (log P) 4 

<GP 2{T- 111(U1V1 · · · U4V4)+-r(.::11(U1V1 · · · U4V4; T))}W 0P- 114 (log P)4. 

This is 

<o\A1 .. ·A.\-112 p2 

by the assumption of the Theorem, as Twill be chosen= G011( U1 V1 • • · U4 V4) 

in 4.5.7.6. 

4.5.7. Let A·, under the choices ((A)), be fixed. Letµ, (~), (11), (h), 
(/) be fixed also. We consider the sum 

I: 16-1(A1 .. ·A4t11zs\••l(B1) .. -Si'•l(B4) 
(A~,B~,Bo);(iv') A1 A. 

arising from the plausible "main" term in the right-hand side in 4.5.6. 

4.5.7.1. We take up the modulus W* in 4.5.3 (i), which is a divisor 
of W0• Let (A·~, B~, B~)'s be representatives enough to cover the set of 
(A°t, Bt, B0)'s in 4.5.3 (iv'), in which A·~ is taken mod W* and B~ and Bo 
are taken mod 2g'+uo+5a0• We fix (A·~, B~, Bo) and let (A°g, B[, B0) run so 
that 

and 

As 2g' { X for X =A't. · · ·, Bo, we have the same power of 2 for A°g and 
A·~, etc. We have, then, through 2.1.2.1, 2.3.11.5, 2.3.7 and 4.4.15, that 

16-1(Ai .. ·A.t112s?•l(B1) ... s1••l(B4) =p I: J0((Pt+qt)A--qiA·t), 
A, A. i-1,···,4 (tlA)tlab))-1Uia 

where tlAl and tiab) have the corresponding meaning to tfAl and tfab) in 
2.3.5 given with respect to (A"~, B~, Bo). 
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4.5.7.2. We prepare Z, which will be the Z 0 in the Theorem, such 
that Z> T (~ 3), that Z> a0, that all common prime divisors of Uf . .. U! 
and V1 •• • V4 are <Z, that all common prime divisors of Ui, and Ui, 
(i1 =I= i2) are < Z, and that there exist one i0 (i0 = I, · · ·, 4) and a prime 
divisor Po of U!0 satisfying Po> Z (and, therefore, Po { U! for i * i0). 

4.5.7.3. We want to apply 2.3.9 with this Zand W*. We have 

I: fL JoC···) 
(A~, B~,Bo); (iv'), A~= A~modW*,B~ = B~ mod2g' +uo+5ao, 

I: CT Jo(···)+ O(I:ii') 1), 
1~;.A~::.A~modW* 0 

where I:<:.? is used to suggest that we will first perform the summation 
Ao 

I:µ,M,<hJ,W,m in 4.5.6, as were explained at the end of 3.2.5. We have, 
then, the sum is 

~(Uf · · · U!)- 112[Uf · · · U!]{.:l1(U1 ; Z) · · · Ll1(U4; Z)} log (U 1 • • • U4) 

X at n i ( Uia, Al 0)). i-(L11(.A°, Z)) 

+z- 1W0 W;j;1(log log P)2+Gv(U 1 • • • U4)T- 1 W0 W;j;1 

+Gv(U 1 • • • U4)+(log P}°·8 + I:u_)I, 
Ao 

because (U!1 , Ut,Ut.UtL1 1(Ut, Z)) in 2.3.9 is a divisor of L11(Ui,; Z). 

4.5.7.4. As for I:<:.~l I, we go backwards; 
Ao 

.. I:.. I: I:i? 
A;((A))(A~,ii~,iio) o 

(the "main" term in 4.5.6) 

= I: I: I:<:.n(I:.Jr;<vJ (( · · · ), the left-hand side in 4.5.6) ) 
.J <l~,.ii~,.iioJ Ag +0((· ··)in the right-hand side in 4.5.6) 

~I: I: ((n-at 1 (sinn-a)) 2 \S(a)· · ·Sla)\ 
A Ar E.9' 

+I: I: O(···)+O(o\21 ···A4 \-' 12P2), 

A Ar E.9' 

which is absorbed in the estimates in 4.5.6.1. 

4.5.7.5. Let us combine 4.5.7.3 with the "main" term in 4.5.6. We 
have, by 3.2.5.1, the "main" term on the right-hand side is 

because 
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Therefore the combined contribution of the "main" term of 4.5.6 and 
4.5.7.3 (without O(~~Pl)) to 4.1.5 is 

<{ ~ ~ ~ ~ X GWi/P 
s,a,b,t,t' t,i,t~,p,i,q,,p~,qi l (A~, ii~ ,iio) 

( (Uf···U:)- 112X···Xi-(Ll1(.1i";Z)) (asin4.5.7.3) ) 
X +z- 1W0 W;1 (log log P) 2 +GJ.1(U1 • • • U4){T- 1 W0 W; 1 + l}+(log P) 0· 8 • 

This, is, owing to 4.4.22, 

~ ~ ~ ~GW 01PX(· · ·), 
s,a,b,t,t' A A~ 

then 

~~ i-(.::11(.A.°; Z))X ~ CT (Uta, Ai0l) 
l 1~ i 

XGW 01P(Uf· · · U!)- 112[Uf, · · ·, U!]·{Ll1(U 1; Z), · ·L:l1(U4 ; Z)} 

xlog (U1 · · · U4) 

+P 2z- 1G (log logP) 2 +P 2T- 1GJ.1(U1 • • • U,) 

+P 2GW; 1 W*{J.1(U1 • • • U4)+(log P}°-8}. 

4.5.7.6. We put as 

with a large positive constant G0• We suppose that 

Z> G0 (log log P) 2 (and >T). 

We have 

W01 W*~2" 0 [V1, · · ·, V,]·[U 1V1, · · ·, U4Vi]- 1 

~min (p;1, (Go log P)- 0•8)~min cz-1, (Go log P)- 0•8) 

by the assumptions of the Theorem. It follows that the last three terms 
in 4.5.7.5 are 

by choosing G0 sufficiently large. 

4.5.7.7. We treat the first term in the last estimate in 4.5.7.5. We 
have, by 4.4.15 (ii), that 



We have 

Quadratic Farms 

~ r-(Ll1(,4°; Z))«..P (log P}°·8• 

A 

We have, then, the contribution of the first term is 

<( GP 2 • W01 W* · (log P}°-8 log (U 1 • • • U4) X (Uf · · · U:)- 112[Uf, · · ·, U!] 

XLlb,(U1)· · -Llb,(U4)XLl1(U1; Z)· · -L11(U4 ; Z) 

<( GP2 • (log P}°·8 log (U, · · · U4) X [U1 V1, • • ·, U4 V4]- 1[V1, • • ·, V4] 

X(Uf· • -un-112[Uf, '' ·, m]xLlb,(U1)·' -Llb,(U4) 

XLl1(U1; Z)· · -L11(U4; Z). 

This is 

by the assumptions of the Theorem. 
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4.5.7.8. Thus, as was proposed in 4.1.5.1, we have treated all of a·s 
and obtain the Theorem, under so many restrictive assumptions on J./s. 
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